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ABSTRACT 

The femme fatale as a Inarker for the past is evident in the film noir work of 

German exile directors. These directors created a femme fatale character similar to 

Weimar examples of the sexual woman icon, using Weimar cultural constructions 

as a template for their work in Hollywood. The femme fatale figure in film noir is 

specifically an enigma or duplicitous mystery, a woman with a gUll who threatens 

the male protagonist. She represents a piece of the male character's past often 

seen through the structure of the voice-over and flashback. These narrative devices 

enable the male protagonist to rework his jaded past vis-a.-vis his relationship to the 

femme fatale and his fatal attraction to her. 

The film noir femme fatale is linked to German exile directors' desire to review a 

past that has been lost and cannot be recuperated. In the case of the Weimar femme 

fatale, she is a sign for the traumcL of World War I and the ensuing political/social 

crises of the Weimar Republic. The femme fatale in her castrating capacity is a 

marker for historical upheaval and male subjectivity in flux. She is ultimately the 

scapegoat for male questions of self and a split subjectivity brought on by historical 

events such as war and the experience of exile. Her various guises include the 

criminal woman, the technological cutity, and the double. 

~~~- ---- -----



CHAPTER 1 

Introduction: Male Subjectivity in Crisis and the Felnme 
Fatale 

The male subject's aspirations to mastery and sufficiency are undermined 
from many directions-by the Law of Language ... by the castration crisis; 
by sexual, economic, and racial oppressioll; and by the traumatically 
unassimilable nature of certa.in historical events.} 

always, everywhere, the man strives to rid himself of his dread of women 
by objectifying it. "It is not," he says, "that I dread her; it is that she 
herself is malignant, capable of any crime, a beast of prey, a vampire, a 
witch, insatiable in her desires. She is the very personification of what 
is sinister. ,,2 

8 

When certain events in history interrupt a society's master narratives of social 

order and "difference,"3 a scapegoat is chosen as a receptacle for danger.4 In the 

case of historical trauma as an "historical event" which brings male subjects into an 

"intimate relation with lack," the scapegoat is often the sexual woman in her myriad 

threatening guises.s Notions of historical trauma and scapegoating are crucial to a 

critical discussion of male subjectivity in crisis, ill particular with respect to Weimar 

Germany. Germany's defeat in World War I, the ensuing revolution and political 

} Kaja Silverman, Male Subjectivity at the Mll7'fJins (New York: Routledge, 1992) 
52. 

2Karen Horney, Feminine Psychology, ed. Harold Kelman (New York: W.W. 
Norton & Co., 1967) 135. 

3Rene Girard, The Scapegoat, trans. Yvonne Freccero (Baltimore: Johns Hop
kins U. Press, 1986) 12. Girard states: "No matter what circumstances trigger 
great collective persecutions, the experience of those who live through them is the 
same. The strongest impression is without question an extreme loss of social order 
evidenced by the disappearance of the rules and 'differences' that define cultural 
divisions." 12. 

4Girard 46. 
5Silverman 55. 
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crisis that defined the Weimar Republic, and the rise of the New Woman constitute 

important elements in a discussion of male subjectivity in crisis and representations 

of excessive female sexuality. The idea of male subjectivity in crisis is also important 

in an investigation of the state of exile, specifically in examining the identity crisis 

experienced by German film directors, many of them of Jewish heritage, who fled 

German in 1933 and ended up in Holiywood in the 1940s. 

In this study, I will explore the residue of male subjectivity in crisis evident in 

various Weimar cultural constructions and also in the Hollywood film noir directed 

by German emigres. In both cases, the image of the femme fatale is a sign or catch

all for male identit.y in flux. The femme fatale is linked to the fading of subjectivity: 

the sexual/dangerous woman represents fears surrounding a loss of stability and 

centrality of ego.6 In film noir or Hollywood thriller films of the forties and fifties 

directed by German emigres, the crisis of male identity is rooted in the threatening 

noir femme fatale. Both the Weimar evil woman and her noir counterpart take on 

similar characteristics, namely in the form of the sexual woman as criminal, techno

logical being, and duplicitous doppelganger. The femme fatale in film noir is merely 

a link in a chain of signification that can be traced back to similar representations 

of the Weimar icon. This link is importallt, because it elucidates the continuation 

of Weimar psychic structures ill the work of German exiles. German exiles' desire 

to repeat the past leads to a recycling of W'eimar forms of the femme fatale icon as a 

marker for loss. While the particular mallifestations of the femme fatale-the sexual 

criminal, the technological woman, and the double-are not limited to a German 

context, there is an historical precedent for these images in German literature and 

other cultural phenomena? 

6Mary Ann Doane, Femmes Fatales: Feminism, Film Theory, Psychoanalysis 
(New York: Routledge, 1991) 2. 

71n German writer ETA Hoft'mallll's story, "The Sandman," we note the for
mation of the double (protagollists Olympia and Clara), as well as the woman as 
technological entity. The woman as crimillalmay be seen in a host of German works 
ranging from the character of Kriemhild ill the Nicbduugeulicd to the image of the 
witch appearing in Dcr Hcxcnlw1/!1l!Cl' (1487). 
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In this introductory chapter, I will track the theoretical basis of the construction 

of woman as femme fatale and the accompanying notions of unstable male subjec

tivity. I will then examine how the femme fatale figure works in a Weimar context, 

linking the femme fatale construct to the notion of a masculinity in crisis brought 

on by the First World War. Finally, I will discuss the dynamic of exile and the 

baggage of the femme fatale that emigre directors brought with them to Hollywood 

in order to work through loss and capture the past. A discussion of film noir as a 

movement with distinct characteristics dating back to German Expressionism of the 

Weimar era is important for my argument, as is the very structure of noir discourse 

(voice-over, flashback) in evaluat.ing a working through of the past on the part of 

German exile directors. 

1.1 The Construction of the Femlue Fatale: Theoretical Un
derpinnings and a Wehnar Reality 

In order to explore the construction of t.he sexual woman in a Weimar as well as a 

Hollywood film noir context, it is importaut first to unpack the term femme fatale. 

Contemporary critic Virginia Allen in her study of the sexual woman icon defines 

the femme fatale as a "woman who lures meu into danger, destruction, even death 

by means of her overwhelmingly seductive chanlls.,,8 Allen goes 011 to locate the 

danger of the femme fatale in the "moment of abandonment in the sex act-a loss of 

self-awareness following a conscious seduction of the male."u The femme fatale is a 

sexual entity with the capacity to drain men's vital powers: "She .. .is-the diametric 

opposite of the 'good' woman who passively accept[s] impregnation, motherhood, 

domesticity, the control and domination of her sexuality by men."l0 

Many feminist critics have traced a fear of the sexual woman to a fear of the 

vagina. The vagina or "vagina deutata" has beeu dreaded by man as a "{nouth that 

8Virginia M. Allen, The Femme Fatale: Erotic lcol/. (Troy, New York: \Vhitston 
Publishing Co., 1983) preface. 

9 Allen 2. 
10 Allen 4. 
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devours and swallows." 11 Exemplary of this fear is Sigmund Freud's rendition of the 

sex act as dangerous and dreadful. Freud sees man's fear of coitus as founded on the 

basic difference of "woman from man, on her eternally inexplicable, mysterious and 

strange nature, which thus seems hostile." 12 He continues by noting that man fears 

his strength will be taken from him by woman: "[man] dreads becoming infected 

with her femininity and then proving himself a weakling. The effect of coitus in 

discharging tensions and inducing flaccidity may be a prototype of what these fears 

represent; and realization of the influence gained by the woman over a man as a 

resul t of sexual relations:" 13 

The male fear of coitus as outlined by Freud assigns woman the power to disarm 

man. Feminist critic Susan Lurie traces the male dread of coitus to a fear of the 

mother. According to Lurie, meu are afraid that their female lovers may harbor 

the castrating power they fear from their mothers.14 For man, sexual intercourse is 

an occasion that "promises to celebrate male phallic individuality and threatens to 

annihilate it.,,15 Within Lurie's argument is the explicit reference to a fear of female 

power associated with birth. Woman's relationship to childbirth and menstruation 

must also mean that she controls the "forces that lie behind aging, misfortune, [and] 

death."16 Like the Fates who hold the thread of life in their hands, woman has an 

intimate relationship to nature and thus to the natural forces of life and deathP 

The dangerous power of woman is further the subject of discussion in contem

porary critic Barbara Creed's work on the femme castratrice. Creed argues that 

woman in horror films is constructed as "monstrous" in relation to her reproductive 

11Susan Lurie, "Pornography and the Dread of Women: The Male Sexual 
Dilemma," Take Back the Night: Women on Pornography, ed. Laura Lederer (New 
York: William Morrow and Co., H)SO) HiS. 

12Sigmund Freud, "Contributions to the Psychology of Love," Sexuality and the 
Psychology of Love, ed. Philip RidI' (New York: Collier Books, 19(3) 76. 

13Freud, "Psychology of Love" 76. 
HLurie 17l. 
15 Lurie 17l. 
16 Lurie 16S. 
17Lurie 169. 
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functions. It is ultimately man's ambivalence towards the maternal that fosters his 

reluctance to enter the realm of the symbolic order: "[the mother] teaches the child 

through its toilet training to separate it:;elf from all :;igns of its animal origins, yet she 

is also associated with the world of nature-and consequently denigrated-because 

of her reproductive and m(}thering functions. She teache:; the infant to abhor what 

she herself comes to repre:;ent within the signifying practice:; of the symbolic."18 

Ultimately, the mother as the child':; fir:;t love object, but also as castrating entity, 

must be cast as "man's lacking other" HJ in order to counter a male fear surrounding 

the mother figure/woman. 

Creed traces the longing for and fear of woman in relation t.o the mother. An

ticipating Creed's :;tudy of the monstrous-femiuine is Weimar psychoanalyst Karen 

Horney's classic treati:;e entitled "The Dread of Woman" (1932). Following her 

declaration that the masculine dread of woman (the mother) or the female genit.als 

outweighs a dread of the father, Homey philo:;ophize:; at length: 

Is there any ontogenetic explauation of this anxiety? Or is it not rather 
(in human beings) an integral part of masculiue existence and behavior? 
Is any light shed upon it by the :;tate of lethargy-even the death
after mating, which occurs frequently in male animals? Are love and 
death more closely bound up with one another for the male than for the 
female, in whom sexual union potcutially produce:; a new life? Does the 
man feel, side by side with his desire to conquer, a secret longing for 
extinction in the act of reunion with the woman (mother)? Is it perhaps 
this longing that underlies the "death-inst.inct"? And is it hi:; will to live 
that reacts to it with anxiety?'Ju 

Horney relates the male fear of woman to the fear of a "ghost" .21 For Horney, 

the dread of th~ vagina is often concealed behind the dread of the father. Male 

analysands plagued with dream:; such as climbing a chimney and experiencing the 

danger of falling and being killed attest to a dread of the vagina that outweighs a 

18Barbara Creed, The N/onstl'ous-Fcminine: Film, Feminism, Psychoanalysis 
(London: Routledge, 1993) 1G5. 

lDCreed 1G5. 
2°Horney 138-39. 
21 Homey 138. 
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fear of the father. 22 HOl'lley's musings on the dread of woman also resonate with 

Freud's 1919 treatise on the uncanny. This work explores a fear of the female genitals 

experienced by male patients under Freud's supervision. The female genital organs 

are uncanny (according to Freud's definition both familiar/homey and dreadful) 

in that they are the "entrance to the former heim [home] of all human beings."23 

The notion of the female genitals as lluheimlich space underscores Freud's idea of 

a death-drive or desire to go back t.o an inorganic state, accomplished t.hrough a 

met.aphorical trip back t.hrough the womb. In Beyond the Pleasure Principle (1920) 

Freud implicitly suggests that a trip towards death includes a desire to return to 

the womb: "it must be an old state of things, an initial state from which the living 

entity has at one time or other departed and to which it is striving to return by the 

circuitous paths along which its development leads."24 For Freud (and for HOl'lley) 

the uncanny nature of woman, her sexual draw and the synonymous dread she 

produces, is connected to the female pudenda. Freud himself experiences this draw 

in a walk through the brothel dist.rict of an Italian city. Destined to return to the 

same street of prostitutes, Freud feels the dread of the compulsion to repeat that 

has the power to overrule the "pleasure-principle."25 

The accounts of both Horney and Freud draw attention to the fact that the 

fear of woman (in particular the sexual woman figure) was an idea much speculated 

upon during the Weimar era. Contemporary critic Klaus Theweleit retul'lls to the 

period of Weimar Germany in order to theorize the fear of woman. Theweleit's 

thesis, based on writiIlgs of Freikorp sohliers and other individuals associated with 

nationalist societies of the Weimar Hepuhlic, posit.s that Weimar right-wing radicals 

hated women, specifically women's bodies and sexuality. In fact, this virulent hatred 

22Horney 137. 
23Sigmund Freud, "The 'Uncanny,' " Collected Papers, trans. Joan Riviere, ed. 

Ernest Jones, vol. 4 (New York: Basic Books, 1959) 3!JS-99. 
24Sigmund Freud, Beyond the Plellsu/,e Principle, trans. James Straclley, ed. 

James Strachey (New York: W.W. Norton & Co., H)G1) 45. 
25See Freud, "The 'Uncanuy' ":3S!)-!)l. Again Freud provides a descriptive ex

ample of the fear of woman. 
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of woman is the cause of perpetual war: "It would not be going too far to say that 

[Freikorpsmen's] perpetual war was undertaken to escape women.,,26 The dread of 

woman arises, according to Theweleit, from the pre-Oedipal struggle to establish 

the self. It is the fear of dissolution, "of being swallowed, engulfed, annihilated"27 

by the mother that fuels the fear of woman: "that which [men] loved first-woman 

and'mother-is that which they must learn to despise in others and suppress within 

themselves."28 Theweleit singles out the hatred of woman as sexual aggressor to 

underline his ideas on the fear of woman. 

Tracking the Freikorp literature of the Weimar period, Theweleit isolates two 

types of sexual women who pose a threat to the dapper men in uniform. First 

there are the whores following the troops behind the lines: "They waddled up 

and down the Friedrichstrasse whenever we were shooting from among the linden 

trees .. .It wasn't their whispered propositions that seemed so intolerable; it was the 

easy, matter-of-fact manner in which they groped at our bodies."29 These prosti

tutes threaten the soldier in their attempt to violate the male body that is already 

committed to war. 

In addition to the prostitute figure, tbe second type of threatening female, the 

proletarian woman, hinders the war efFort by physically massing against Freikorp 

troops. These lewd working-class women "spit swear, [and] shriek,"30 and are capa-

261Gaus Theweleit, il1ale Fantasies: 'Women, floods, bodies, history, trans. Stephen 
Conway, vol. 1 (Minneapolis: University of Ivlinnesota Press, 1987) foreword xiii. 
The Freikorps consisted of a group of men returning from the war, who fought in 
volunteer armies in order to triumph over the revolutionary German working class 
during the period immediately following World War I. Hired by Chancellor Ebert 
to do away with serious opposition to the Socialist Party, Freikorpsmen fought not 
in the spirit of socialist reform, but because they felt Germany was "stabbed in 
the back" or betrayed in World War I. These men would later become the bulk of 
Hitler's SA and also go on to hold leadiug political positions in the Third Reich. 
Barbara Ehrenreich in her forward to Theweleit's work, notes that Freikorpsmen 
made war continuously from HH4 to 1945. See Theweleit forward x. 

27Theweleit foreword xiii 
28Theweleit forward xvi. 
29Salomon qtd. in Theweleit G4. 
30Salomon qtd. in Theweleit G5. 
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hIe of castration and mutilation. In Freikorp member Thor Goote's "documentary" 

novel, J(arnel'!ld Bel'lhhold, "proletarian whores" are on the attack: "Women pounce 

on the [soldier male], spitting, scratching, biting ... women, shrieking, twist his arm

of-a-thousand-pains from its socket, tearing off his chain, stabbing his chest and 

back, kicking his body ... Then, shred by shred, the women rip the clothes from his 

body."31 

Finally, the image of the whore/working-class monster, pictured as both sexual 

and physical, also achieves her dreaded effect as a silent danger. Right-wing ideo

logue Ernst Junger fears the monstrous woman in her present absence: "what might 

be hiding in the darkness of cellars'? The corpse of a woman, floating with tangled 

hair in black groundwater?"32 

Theweleit's study of various Freikorp constructions of the sexual woman, together 

with the aforementioned theories on the dread of woman, support contemporary 

critic Mary Ann Doane's work on the femme fatale. Doane sees the femme fatale 

figure as an "articulation of fears surrounding the loss of stability and centrality of 

the ego ... appear[ing] quite explicitly in the process of her representation as castration 

anxiety."33 For Doane, the femme fatale figure is a symptom of male fears about 

feminism, acting as an emblem for specific historical moments.34 In Doane's study of 

G. W. Pabst's Weimar classic film, Pant/ol'll 's Box (1!)29), the femme fatale character 

Lulu is an "image that...calls forth t.he modern anxieties of male consciousness. "35 

The fears to which Doane alludes shed light on a Weimar society afflicted by a new 

modern era. While Doane cites a profound mood of cynicism in a Germany marked 

31Goote qtd. in Theweleit 67. 
32 Junger qtd. in Theweleit 63. The image of the whore/raging proletarian woman 

also took on the form of the "red nl\l'se" who "indulged even unwounded warriors 
with prophylactic attentions." 82. These women were again accused of stealing, 
ransacking, and plundering Freikorp strongholds. Theweleit notes that Freikorp 
fantasies involving whores behind the front lines ensured actual force taken against 
women, as soldiers marched into the Ruhr Valley. 83. 

33Doane 2. 
34Doane 4-5. 
35Doane 162. 
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by the defeat of World War I, notions of modernity also intersect with the perceived 

(and real) space of the German woman after the war. 

In studying the femme fatale and the fear of woman in a Weimar context, it 

is important to sketch the figure of the New Woman present in Weimar cultural 

discourse. If woman in her sexual (castrating) manifestations can be rooted in an 

historical matrix, then the theories regarding the fear of woman take on a concrete 

form. The term New Woman was coined in Germany with respect to the new 

independent woman who accounted for almost 36 percent of the German labor force 

by 1925.36 The decline in birthrate, the increasing number of working women, and 

the rise in the age of marriage, together with women's right to vote in Germany, led 

to the perception that women were experiencing a type of emancipation. Russian 

emigre Alexandra Kollontai has this to say about the New Woman: 

U nd weI' sind diese neuen Frauen"? Es sind nicht die reinen, lieben 
Madchen, deren Roman sein Ende in einer wohlgelungenen Verheiratullg 
fand, es sind nicht die Ehefrauell, die ullter del' Untreue ilues Mannes 
leiden ... Nein, es ist ein ganz neuer. .. Ullbelmnnter Typ del' Heldinnen, 
Heldinnen mit selbsULndigen Anforderungen an das Leben, Heldinnen, 
die ihre Personlichkeit behaupten, Heldinnen, die gegen die allseitige Ver
sldavung der Frau im Staat, del' Familie, del' Gesellschaft protestieren, 
die um ihre Rechte kampfen als Vertreterinnen ilu'es Geschlechts.37 

36 Atina Grossmann, "Gi7'lkultuJ' or Thoroughly Rationalized Female: A New 
Woman in Weimar Germany?" Womcn in CultU1'C and Politics: A Ccntury of 
Change, eds. Judith Friedlander et al. (Bloomington: Indiana U. Press, 1986) 65. 

37 Alexandra Kollontai, "Die neue Frau," NC'lle Fmuen: Die zwanziger Jahre, 
(Berlin: Elefanten Press, 1!J88) 6, The popular perception of Weimar's New Woman 
as independent flapper does Hot reflect t.he real situation, Many Weimar women 
had to juggle their unpaid liLbor at hOllle with stresses of the rationalized work
place (assembly lines, mechanized offir.es, a.nd sales jobs): "[Weimar] women be
came the quintessential rationalized workers; they earned little and were extremely 
productiv~." Grossmann, "Girlkultul''' fiG. For an account of Weimar women's par
ticipation in the labor force, see Renate Bridenthal and Claudia Koonz, "Beyond 
Kinder, Kitchc, [(ir'Clte: Weimar Women in Politics and Work," Whcn Biology Be
came Destiny: Women in J¥CiIlWl' aUll Nazi Gt:'/'1/tany, eds. Renate Bridenthal, 
Atina Grossmaun, and Marion Kaplan (New York: Monthly Review Press, 1984) 
44-53. 
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The New Woman figure, as depicted by Kollontai, resonates with that of Weimar's 

young, independent woman who earned her own wages. Women benefiting from 

Germany's modernization after the First World War, were employed in the service 

sector and on the assembly line.38 Women with their improved earning power be

came consumers of fashion and entertcLinmellt, frequenting cafes and nightclubs, as 

well as taking part in traditionally male pleasures such as sport.39 The New Woman 

was also active in in the areas of art, literature, and politics. Kollontai says of these 

women: "das sind die Madchen mit frischen Seelen und Kopfen voll kiihner Phan

tasien und Plane, die sich in die Tempel del' Wissenschaft und del' Kunstdrangen, 

die mit geschii.ftigen, mannlichen Schritten die Trottoire bevolkern."4o 

Kollontai's new superwoman was in fact feared by many critics for her alleged 

rejection of traditional gender roles. The instability of the political and social struc

ture of the Weimar Republic called for the understanding and patient housewife who 

could solidify the family structure during times of uncertainty.41 It was feared that 

the New Woman, with her perceived narcissistic interest in fashion, entertainment, 

and premarital sex, would bring down the very social foundations of the republic. 

Weimar critic Arnott Bronnen traces the crh;is of the New Woman to the First World 

38For more information on the war's effect of women's employment possibilities, 
see Ute Frevert, Women in German History: Fm1n Bourgeois Emancipation to Sex
ual Liberation, trans. Stuart McI\innon-Evalls (New York: Berg, 1989) 151-67. 

39The New Woman was in fact a product of' Berlin. Berlin with its industry, 
banks, department stores, clubs, cinemas, and sport palaces, provided Weimar's 
New Woman with the opportunity for work and pleasure. For more information 
on the New Woman in Berlin, see Elke Kupschinsky, "Die verniinftige Nephertete," 
Die Metro]Jole: Industl'ie/.:ulhll' in BfT/in im 20. Ja/t7·/tundel'i, eds. Jochen Boberg, 
Tilman Fichter, and Eckhart Gillen (Miillchen: Beck Verlag, 1986) 164-73. 

4°Kollontai 7. For more information on Weimar's New Woman, see Hanna 
Vollmer-Heitmann, WiT' sind von /(opf bis Fuji auf Liebe eingestellt: Die Zwanzigel' 
Jahre (Hamburg: Ernst Kabel Verlag, 199:3.) 

41 After losing the First World War, Germany fell into a period of revolution 
followed by inflation and unemploymclIt. For more illformation on the perception of 
woman in this historical context, see Atina Grossmanll, "The New Woman and the 
Rationalization of Sexuality in Weimill' Germany," Powers of Desire: The Politics of 
Sexuality, eds. Ann SlIitow, Christine St.allsell, alld Sharon Thompson (New York: 
Monthly Review Press, l!JS3) 153-71. 
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War. Bronnen states that while men were organizing themselves around a state of 

war, women were set adrift: 

Zu jenen sechs Milliollen Mitnnel'll, welche durch gewaltige Ereignisse 
plotzlich auf die mallnliche Seite ihres Daseins gezwungen worden,
und das ist die gefahrliche, Idtmpferische, zum Opfer bereite, die nichts 
mehr ersehnt als die todliche Unterordnung unter die Idee und den 
Manner mordenden Ruf des groBen Kommandos,-gehorten sechs Mil
lionen Frauen, welch en die Bindung entzogen wurde, auf del' ihre Balance 
beruhte. Die Manner fan den eine Ileue Balance: im Feind. Die Frauen 
Welt aber begann zu tamneln:12 

According to Bronnen, the male "skeletons" of war were in sharp opposition 

with woman, who was "out-of-danger."4:3 For Bronnen, women such as the sensual 

Anita Berber called forth a division between the sexes, as women pursued their own 

reality: "sie proklamierten die Trennung, sie verzichteten auf ihre gottlichen Rechte, 

sie warfen ihr Leben hin, in jedem Sinne, und sic verloren es, in jedem Sinne. Nichts 

ist trostloser als das Leben diesel' Frauen und nichts ist gieriger."44 

The portrayal of the selfish woman who looks to her own desires at the expense 

of man is a constant theme in a Weimar critique of the New Woman. Echoing 

Bronnen's thoughts on the modern woman, ot.her Weimar authors would condemn 

the new independent woman for her part in trivializing love between the sexes. Critic 

Otto Flake notes that the emancipation of woman has made her "unromantic."45 In 

earlier times man knew the stuff out of which woman was made. The New Woman, 

however, destroyed the notioll of the ideal woman ("tugendhaft" and "keusch") 

leaving instead a woman with bodily instincts, "ein Korper, den Hunger, Liebe und 

das Bediirfnis nach Entspanllung regierell. "4(i According to Flake, woman must 

retain her position as the ideal womall: "Die Frau von morgen hat keine andere 

42 Arnolt Bronnen, "Die weibliche K"iegs Generation," Die Frau von morgen wie 
wir sie w'iinschen: Eine Essaysaww/ung a'/lS clew Jahre 1929, ed. F .M. Huebner 
(Frankfurt am Main: Insel Verlag, l!)!)O) G!). 

43 Bronnen G9. 
44Bronnen 7l. 
450tto Flake, "Die aIte Aufgahe-die Ileue Form," Die Fm'll von morgen 135. 
46Flake 13G. 
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Aufgabe als die von gestern und heute: die Liebe zu sublimieren, die Banalisierung 

zu vermeiden. Neu kann hochstens die Form sein, in der sich diese alte Aufgabe 

vollzieht."47 

The trivialization of love and the destruction of the family by woman is further 

highlighted by Weimar critic Hans Ostwald. In his 1931 work, Sittengeschichte del' 

Inflation, Ostwald sees woman and her unreasonable sexual demands as a threat 

to the nuclear family. Ostwald states: "Auch die Familie schien in jahem Zerfall. 

Ein erotischer Taumel wirbelt die Welt durcheinander. Viele Dinge, die sonst im 

stillen sich abgespielt. .. traten in die grelle OfI'eutlichkeit. VOl' allem stellten sich die 

Frauen auch auf Gebieten ganzlich um. Sie t.raten mit ihren Forderungen, besonders 

auf ihren sexuellen Forderungen, viel deutlicher hervor."48 For Ostwald, women who 

assumed "male positions" during the war, would not be pressed back into the family. 

These "determined" women chose t.o live life to the fullest, enjoying a new sensual 

fashion that exposed the woman's leg and an entertainment culture of revue theaters 

that celebrated "Nacktkultur."4!l 

An overwhelmingly unfavorable response to \Veimar's New Woman, displayed 

III the press as well as in scholarly joul'l1als and manuscripts of the time, paint 

the picture of a modern woman obsessed with herself and her sexual desires. Set 

adrift during the war years, German women allegedly profited by entering the job 

market (literally taking men's jobs) and proclaiming themselves independent from 

men. The sentiment of the sexual woman rhymes with the Freikorp notion of the 

sexually dangerous woman who would threaten man's integrity aud ultimately his 

physical well being. Both the New Woman image and Theweleit's whore/prostitute 

figure stray from the traditional not.iolls of motherhood and dignity set as ideals 

for woman. These women also compromise the German male, already exposed to 

the ravages of war. As the Freikorp prost.itut.e figure gropes at the soldier male's 

war-torn body, the New Woman figure lays bare the uncertain war sUl'vivor with 

47Flake 139. Flake includes motherhood in his criteria for the ideal woman. 138. 
48Hans Ostwald, Sittcngeschic:hte dcl' IlIjlution: Ein /('llit'llrdok'llment ll'US den 

Jahren des Markst'llrzes (Berlin: Neufeld & Henius Verlag, 1931) intro. 
490stwald intro. 

-~----------
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her matter-of-fact selfish desires. 

In tune with the theme of soldier male/sexual woman, Weimar artists such as 

Otto Dix also included grotesque whores and war victims as part of their artistic 

repertoire. Dix, a member of the Dada movement in the early twenties, attempted 

to practice a type of social critique through his painting of war cripples and those 

ravaged by war.50 Dix's painting, DcI' Sch'iitzengraben (1920-23),51 won acclaim from 

then contemporary critics who praised its social commentary: "[Dix] scheut keine 

BrutaliUit des Ausdrucks."52 Dix also practiced a "brutality of expression" when 

rendering his interpretation of Weimar prostitutes. In paintings like Miidchen VOl' 

dem Spiegel (1921) and Drei Dirncn auf dfl' Str(J.fic (1925), Dix creates lewd women 

with missing teeth and mad expressions.53 These femmes fatales, often depicted as 

either trying to attract men or staring liarcissistically at their misshapen bodies in 

the mirror, were made to stand in for t.he ills of a war-ravaged Weimar society; they 

were deemed "angefaulte Zeugen eines Systems skrupelloser Ausbeutung."54 

The sexual woman as an emblem for social turmoil, seen in Weimar cultural 

critique relating to Dix's prostitute figures, recalls critic Mary Ann Doane's idea 

50Dada was a type of anti-art 01' philosophy that condemned art as aesthetic. 
Dada as a tactic equated 'art with "arts ami crafts," critiquing the middle class need 
for an escape from reality. 

51 Otto Dix, Del'Sch'iitzengraben, destroyed in the war. 
52 Willi Wolfradt qtd. in Von dfr Dada-Afesse zum Bildcl'siuT'1n: Dix l3 Berlin, cds. 

Roland Marz and Rosemarie Radeke (Berlin: Musellll1Spadagogik/Besucherdienst 
del' Staatlichen Museen zu Berlin PreuBischer Kulturbesitz, 1991) 22. 

530tto Dix, Miidchen VOl' clem Spifgd, destroyed in the war; Otto Dix, Drei Dirnen 
auf del' Stmfie, private collection, Hamburg. 

54Erich Knauf qt(!. in M~Lrz amI Radeke 50. A more sinister construction of the 
Weimar sexual woman also stems from Dada proponents Dix and George Grmlz. 
At the same time these artists were painting prostitutes, they created an extensive 
Lustmih'der series, portraying naked women who are hacked to pieces. In lllany of 
these works, fully-clothed men flee the scene leavillg behind a mutilated female body. 
For more information on this phenomclIon, see Beth Irwin Lewis, "Lustmonl: Inside 
the Windows of the Metropolis," Be'l'iin: Culture l3 Metropolis, eds. Charles W. 
Haxthausen and Heidrun Suhr (Millllcapolis: U. of Millnesota Press, 1990) 111-40. 
Also note Maria Tatar, Lusimof'{/: Sf:I:'Iwl 1I1u'f'Iifl' in Weimar Germany (Princeton: 
Princeton U. Press, 1995). 
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that the femme fatale is a marker for hi:;torical cri:;iH. The power accorded to the 

femme fatale also reflects a male subjectivity in crisis, "the loss of stability and 

centrality of the self."55 The challenge to male subjectivity brought on by World 

War I is linked to woman, a:; evidenced by Arnolt Bronnen: "wir erinnern uns noch 

des entsetzlicheu Graueus [des Kriege:;] ... wir :;ahen selbst uusere Skelette, wahrend 

die Frauen, bliihen~l und ungefiiJmlet, weiterlebten."s6 

The Weimar phenomenon of male subjectivity in crisis is a much-discussed idea. 

Germany, in economic and political shambles at the time of the First World War, 

experienced revolution followed by inflation and unemployment. The new Weimar 

government, establi:;hed in HHS, wa:; weakened by the mouriting debt associated 

with war reparations, political as:;iI:;:;ination:; by right-wing terrorists, and by the 

growing political influence of the military as well as the aristocracy. 57 Cultural critic 

Siegfried Kracauer in his 1947 work on Weimar film posits that the dissolution of 

political systems represents the breakdown of p:;ychological systems, resulting in the 

challenge to traditional attitudes. 58 Kracauer note:; the struggle to adjust the self to 

actual conditions of life, in particular the :;tl'uggle of the middle class to compensate 

for the pressures of inflation and depre:;:;ion.5u The middle cIa:;s individual in peril 

becomes for Kracauer a central theme of inve:;tigation: the professor character in 

von Sternberg's film, The Blue Angel (1930), and the philistine in Karl Grune's film, 

55Doane 2. 
56Bronnen 6S-69. 
57 Germany capitulated in World War I before they were :;oundly defeated, in 

an attempt to establish a fair peace settlement.. The harshness of the Treaty of 
Versailles led many Germans to :;ubscribe to the ":;tab-in-the-back" theory. For more 
information on political, economic, and :;ocial conditions in Weimar Germany, see 
Peter Sloterdijk, Critique of Cynical Rcason, trail:;. Michael Eldred (Minneapolis: 
U. of Minnesota Pre:;s, 19S7) 410-52S. 

58Siegfried Kracauer, From Caligal'i to Hitler: A Psychological Hist01'y of the 
German Film (Princeton: Princeton U. Pres:;, HH 7) 9. 

59Kracauer 60. For additional information on the middle clas:; in Weimar Ger
many, see "White-Collar Worker:;: 1I1ittdstand or Middle Class'?" The Weimar Re
public Sourcebook, eds. Anton Kae:;, Martin .Jay, and Edward Dimendberg (Berkeley: 
U. of California Press, 1994) lS1-!)4. 
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The Street (1922), illustrate that the identity of the middle class male is at stake.GO 

Weimar political and social chaos as a source of psychological trauma was thus 

built on the foundations of the war experience. The trauma of trench warfare shaped 

millions of German soldiers who returned home physically and/or psychologically 

disabled. Weimar sociologist Ernst Simmel saw World War I as both a "bloody 

war" and the root of a "difficult conflict in which the personality finds itself.,,61 

According to Simmel, the soldier male touched by war returned home with a "frac

tured personality": "Whatever in a person's experience is too powerful or horrible 

for his conscious mind to grasp ami work through filters down to the unconscious 

levels of his psyche.,,62 Weimar author Carl Zuckmayer, commenting on Erich Maria 

Remarque's 1929 novel, All Quiet on tlu: Western Front, confirms Simmel's analysis 

of a male psyche rocked by the First World War. For Zuckmayer, Remarque's novel 

is an attempt to draw a picture of a war generation, "how it lives, along with its 

dead, how it raises its head, gathers its scattered limbs, slowly, gropingly, unsteadily, 

stumbling.,,63 Like Zuckmayer, Freud also acknowledges a trauma brought OIl by the 

war. In his work, Beyond the Pleasure Principle, Freud sees the trauma of war as a 

wound developed through overpowering excitation or shock.64 In order to compen-

6°Kracauer 218. In both of these films, the threat to male subjectivity comes 
in the form of the dangerous femme fatale, marking a trend in Weimar cultural 
construction to proclaim the threat of the sexual woman. 

61 Ernst Shmuel, "War Neuroses and 'Psychic Trauma,'" The Weimar Republic 
Sourcebook 7. 

62Simmel7. 
63Carl Zuckmayer, "Erich Maria Remarque's All Quiet un the Western H·ont," 

The Weimar Republic Suurcebouk 24. Critic Peter Sloterdijk traces the phenomenon 
of war nostalgia, a development l'lmnillg pal'ililel to the critical soul-searching done 
by Remarque and Zuckmayer: "The German sacrifices of the war were senseless. 
However, this senselessness has to be overcome because one wants to. One overcomes 
it by demanding that it must have a mcanillg-cvcn if one has to bring it about 
personally by force." Sloterdijk 41 G. This type of glorification of war is found in 
the works of Ernst Junger among others. For right-wing ideologues like Junger, the 
true threat to self was "sink[ing] into the mud of civilian life." Sloterdijk 419. 

64Freud, Beyond the Pleasure Principle 10. Note that along with a loss of psychic 
integrity, posited by Freud, many soldiers retumed home without various body parts. 
Weimar writer Erich IGistner states: "l'den with frightening faces, without noses, 
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sate for this threat to the psyche, the war victim repeats the traumatic experience 

in an effort to reclaim mastery.G5 The male subject's trauma, experienced at the 

front and exacerbated by political upheaval and social change, is then followed by 

an effort to attain control through actively repeating past events.!iG 

In Weimar cultural documentation of male subjectivity in crisis, it.becomes clear 

that the war and ensuing political events have forced the male subject into a state 

of uncertainty. Freud reads in this turmoil a subsequent attempt at mastery on 

the part of the war-torn subject. Freud, as a cultural observer of his time, also 

theorizes a need to recapture the past through the mourning of loss. In his 1917 

treatise, "Mourning and Melancholia," Freud asserts that what has been lost must 

be reconstructed in order to develop a healthy subjectivity. Freud defines mourning 

as the "reaction to the loss of a loved person, or the loss of some abstraction which 

has taken the place of one, such as one's country, liberty, an ideal."G7 In the context 

of World War I, Freud's notion of loss could represent loss of life experienced in the 

trenches, but also loss of the noble ideals of virtue and courage, with which Germany 

began the war in 1914.G8 According to Freud, the cure for the symptoms of loss, 

including a sense of dejection and a loss of the ability to love, would require a testing 

without mouths; nurses who shrank back from nothing fed these disfigured creatures 
through thin glass tubes that they poked into the scarred holes of proud flesh where 
once a mouth had been." IGistner qtd. in Sioterdijk 443. 

65Freud, Beyond the Pleas'll7'e Principle 13-17, See Freud's explanation of the 
fort/da game on the aforementioned pages. 

66Psychoanalysts Alexander and Marga.rete Mitscherlich, famous for their work on 
collective mourning and working through loss, have this to say about World War I: 
"World War I was an illness, an outbreak of deep disturbance of mental equilibrium, 
that suddenly overwhelmed the nations of Europe. To be precise: disturbance of 
internal affective economy, growillg dissat.isfaction with instinctual renunciations re
quired by society, precede the 'finding' of causes-that is, of guilty parties," Alexan
der and Margarete Mitscherlich, The Ina.bility to l\10UI'1t: Principles of Collective 
Behavior, trans. Beverley R. Placzek (New York: Grove Press, 1975) 95. 

67Sigmund Freud, "Mourning and Melancholia," The Slandanl Edition of the 
Complete Psychological Works of Siglltuwl Freud, trans, James Strachey, ed. James 
Strachey, vol. 14 (London: Hogarth Press, 19.'j3-74) 243. 

68 Also the loss of a Wilhelminian Germany, replaced by the new system of democ
racy in the Weimar Republic, could represent a sense of loss ill Freud's template. 

------------------------ ------ ---
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of reality. In Freud's process of momning, memories of the past are "drawn up and 

met by the verdict of reality that the [lost] object no longer exists."aD 

Freud, in his concentration on mastery through repetition, claims that an image 

of trauma must be drawn up, faced, and then overcome. Freud's theories in relation 

to the trauma of the First World War signal a male subjectivity that is damaged 

and is actively pursuing wholeness. This need for mastery may also be related to 

the creation of the femme fatale construction. Resonating with the Weimar critique 

of Otto Dix's prostitute figures, the femme fatale is a stand-in for the evils of war 

and the ensuing chaos of the \iVeimar system. 7U She is created in all her threatening 

capacity only to be put down or eradicated ill the end. Like Theweieit's prostitute 

figures who must be blown to bits if at all possible,71 the trauma of war is time 

and again projected onto the figure of femme fatale, experienced in her threatening 

presence and then put to rest. 

Examples of the Weimar femme fat.ale as a marker for a fading subjectivity 

are not always directly related to the war experience, as in the case of Theweleit's 

Freikorp memoirs, but are otherwise simila.r to the Freikorp representations. Weimar 

constructions of the femme fatale range from the sexual robot figure in Fritz Lang's 

film, Metropolis (1926), who seduces t.he upper-crust gentlemen of the futuristic city 

and incites the workers to rebel, to the sexual woman as machine seen in conservative 

Ernst Jiinger's writings. Jiinger describes a brush with a feminine machine entity 

6DFreud, "Mourning" 2[)[). According to Freud, in this act of remembering, the 
ego, afraid to share the same fate as the object, acts on niLrcissistic impulses and 
detaches from the object. 

700tto Dix's painting, Hu/'e /lull J(riegs/':/"iippel (HJ23), was a pen-and-ink drawing 
accompanying Gustav Falke's text in Die 'Pleile magazine. The Falke text combines 
a notion of war and a grotesque sexuality depicted in Dix's painting: "0 Blui der 
Sohne!" "0 Vaterland." /"0 Deutschland!" So stammein sie beide/Und schritten 
in einem Glorienband/Die Freude mit dem Leide. Gustav Falke qtd. in Marz and 
Radeke 19. 

7lTheweleit quotes a Freikorps commallder, Major Schulz, with regard to the 
destruction of the prostitute: "One such woman lay behind the bushes, in the most 
tender embrace with her lover. A grcIIa<ie had caught her off guard ill the practice 
of her true professioll." Schulz qUI. ill Theweleit 82. 
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as "steel serpent of knowledge," whose "rings upon rings and scales upon scales,,72 

make the Battle of the Somme seem like "a respite, a cOllvivial act."73 

Constructions of the sexual-criminal woman also abound ill the Weimar media, 

as well as in Weimar psychological and sociological writings of the time. The pseudo

science of the day traced the alleged roots of crimes committed by women, while the 

press was focused on crime in general and the criminal woman in particular. Weimar 

criminologist Erich Wulffen maintains that woman, driven by a biological premise 

(menstruation/ pregnancy / menopause) is capable of crimes far worse than those of 

man.74 For Wulffen, crimes committed by womall are a form of sexu_al discharge. 

Finally, the femme fatale as dallgerous criminal can only be matched by the 

threatening "Mannesweib" figure, both revered alld defiled in the Weimar press. The 

alleged trend of the masculinization of woman, synonymous with the New Woman's 

androgynous construction, is decried by many 'Veimar critics who see a masculine 

woman as a threat to the stability of family (ImI state. Widely chastised for her 

"male" dress and assertive behavior ill the workplace (and in the bedroom), the New 

Woman as part man/part woman is on a collisioll course with male sensibilities. An 

article in the Berliner Illust1'irte Zeituug comments on the gan.;onne style: "The 

look of a sickeningly sweet boy is detested by every real boy or man.,,75 

Weimar constructions of the femme fatale both resonate with the theories of 

a fear of the sexual woman (woman/motIleI') and exemplify male subjectivity in 

crisis connected with the First World "Val' and the ensuing chaos of the fledgling 

Weimar Republic. Theories outlining tile dallger of woman as erotic force7G mesh 

72Ernst Junger, Das abellteuerliche Hen, Siimtliche Wcrke, vol. 9 (Stuttgart: 
Klett-Cotta, 1980) 223-25; translated in Marcus Paul Bullock, The Violent Eye: 
Ernst J'iingel·'s Visions and Revisions on the European Right (Detroit: V/ayne State 
UP, 1992) 134. 

73Translatioll from Bullock 134. 
74Erich Wulffen, Woman as a St::/:/wl Criminal, trans. David Berger (New York: 

American Ethnological Press, 19:34) (i!). 

7S"Enough is Enough! Against the Masculinization of Women," The Weimar 
Republic Sou1'cebook 659. 

76 Allen 3. 

--.------.---------------------------
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with Weimar depictions of a sexual woman who compromises her weakened male 

counterpart with her unbridled sexuality. Woman as scapegoat, occurring in a time 

of "extreme loss of social order" 77 defines a phenomenon present in Weimar cultural 

discourse after the First World War, as well as another state of crisis following the 

fall of the Weimar Republic. In the next section, I will discuss the state of exile 

and accompanying notions of male subjectivity in crisis. For German film directors 

in exile, the Weimar template of the femme fatale would stand in for a past under 

scrutiny. 

1.2 Exile, Fihll Noir, and the Fenulle Fatale 

Da heult er auf, del' langgezogene Schrei, uud dehnt sich weit, um aIle zu 
erreichen, Und keiner, hort an illlll vorbei. U nd keiner kann im Schlafe 
ihm entweichen. (Johannes Becher, "Moskau") 

(There it starts, the drawn-out scream, and stretches far, to reach ev
eryone, and no one, not a soul can miss it; and no one can escape it in 
their sleep.) 

These are the words of Johannes Becher, an exiled German author who left 

Germany in 1935 to escape the Nazi totalitarian government. The sense of anxiety 

he conveys expresses the state of grief experienced in exile. Literary critic Edward 

Said defines exile as the unhealable rift forced between human being and native 

place: "exile is fundamentally a discontinuous state of being. Exiles are cut off from 

their roots, their land, their past.,,7S It is the exile who must live with both the past 

and present simultaneously.7u 

In his article, "The Mind of Winter: Reflections on Life in Exile," Said is careful 

to differentiate between exiles ami expat.riates. While the expat.riate voluntarily 

chooses to live in an "alien" couutry for persoual or social reasons, the state of exile 

is a type of banishment.so Unlike the expatriate, the exile must come to terms with 

77Girard 12. 
7BEdward Said, "The Mind of 'vVinter: Reflections on Life in Exile," Harpers 

(Sept. 1984): 51. 
7uSaid 55. 
BOSaid 52. 
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a specific sense of loss associated with a forced departure. According to Said, coping 

with exile involves neither "rush[ing] iut.o gregariousness," developing new affiliations 

and loyalties, nor brandishing the wound of exile, but developing a "scrupulous," 

questioning subjectivity.81 The cure involves reconstructing what has been lost; an 

attempt to reassemble the exile's broken history into a "new whole."82 As is the case 

for the fractured male subjectivity discussed in the previous section with respect to 

victims of the First World War, calling forth the past is a way of confronting and 

working through loss experienced in a displacement from homeland. 

The state of exile and the working through of loss are ideas explored by contem

porary film critic Hamid Naficy. Naficy, like Said, sees exile as a "process of perpet

ual becoming."83 The exile, cut off from the home country, is forced into a period 

of introspection and reevaluation.84 This period fosters an "intimate and symbiotic 

relationship with ... home culture, language, and society as sources of inspiration."85 

As the exile's direct connection with home is severed, the past must be reconstructed 

through memory and nostalgia.8!i Accordiug to N aficy, the exile faces two distinct 

threats: the disappearance of the homeland and the disappearing into the host 

country. In order to address this sit.uatioIl, the exile forms an "affective fixation" 

to the traumatic experience of separation, reliving the experience as though it were 

not over, in essence dealing with 'the past.87 The double existence, then, of the 

exile, accepted in neither home nor host country, leads to a period of liminality or 

in-betweenness, where the exile reviews the past and then moves to be incorporated 

into the dominant host society, either partially or completely.88 

81Said 54. 
82Said 51. 
83Hamid Naficy, The Nfaking of EJ:ile Oultures: Iranian Television in Los Angeles 

(Minneapolis: U. of Minnesota Press, 1!)9:3) 8. 
84Naficy 14. 
85Naficy 14. 
86 Naficy 14. 
87Naficy 1:30. 
88Naficy 8. For more illformation OIl the state of exile, see Julia Kristeva" Stmngers 

to Ourselves, trans. Leoll S. Roudiez (New York: Columbia U. Press, 1991). Kris
teva says of the exile: "Arrogallt. [the exile] proudly holds Oil to what he lacks, to 
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Naficy notes that the shock of a new culture enhances the trauma and pain of 

loss, specifically the exile's immediate personal loss. He addresses the state of exile 

as it pertains to Iranians over the last several decades: "a great personal loss-of 

property, status, power, and links with family members ... nationalloss-of human, 

natural, and economic resources and national honor and world prestige. The de

struction and loss caused by the war, the inability to affect its course from a distance, 

and the guilt of living in safety and relative opulence."89 These ramifications of loss 

would most certainly apply to the situat.ion faced by German exiles from 1933-45. 

For German directors and artist.s who fled Nazi persecution in the thirt.ies, the 

key to the aforementioned process of recalling the past may be found in the Hol

lywood careers of these individuals.!Ju Specifically, in the case of German art.ists 

such as Robert Sioclmak, Fritz Lang, Billy Wilder, Edgar Ulmer, John Brahm, and 

Curtis Bernhardt, it is possible to t.race a metaplJOrical working through of the past 

in Hollywood film noir.91 German directors contributed significantly to the devel

absence, to some symbol or other ... Not belonging to any place, any time, any love. 
A lost origin, the impossibility to take root, a rummaging memory, the present in 
abeyance. The space of the foreiguer is a moving train, a plane in flight, the very 
transition that precludes stopping." 5, 7-8. 

89Naficy 130. 
90 Over 2000 individuals involved in the German film industry, including actors, 

producers, directors, etc., fled Germany after 1933. These exiles were under constant 
threat from German officials working in host countries. Many exiles made it to 
Hollywood, but some artists were also murdered in concentration camps. Most of 
the German film exiles were Jewish. For more information 011 the German film exile, 
see Jan-Christopher Horak, "Exilfilm, H):3:3-1945: In del' Fremde," Geschichte des 
deutschen Films, cds. Wolfgang Jacobscll, Anton Kaes, and Hans Helmut Prinzler 
(Stuttgart: Metzler Verlag, 1993) 101-18. 

91 Active in Ufa film production in the twenties, Wilder, Siodmak, and Lang all 
fled Germany after 1933, fearing further persecution against the Jews. Siodmak and 
Lang were both unsettled by Nazi reprimands cOnCel'llillg their work at Ufa (Ger
many's most prominent film studio). Siodmak was denounced by Nazi propaganda 
minister Josef Goebbels as a "corrupter of the German family." Lang's film, The 
Testament of Dr. Mabuse (1932) with its psychopathic (Nazi) doctor, was banned 
by the censors in late 1932. Billy Wilder was also disturbed by Nazi anti-Semitic 
rhetoric and left Germany several days after the Reichstag fire. Edgar Ulmer came 
to Hollywood before H)33, and was later unable to return to Germany. Curtis 

-------- -----_.- ----
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opment of a category of Hollywood t.hriller films known for its noir quality. German 

emigres brought with them chiaroscuro ami stories of fate, common to German Ex

pressionist film and ultimately to film noir. These emigres also carried along the 

femme fatale iconography, so potent in the cultural currency of Weimar Germany 

and later in Hollywood film noir directed by German emign~s.!J2 

In order to understand German exile directors' borrowing from the past, it is 

important first to look at the defiuition and characterist.ics of film noir.!J3 Film noir 

is defined as a series of American t.hriller/gangster films of the forties and fifties 

"during which certain highly fOl'll1alised inflections of plot character and visual style 

dominated at the expense of nanative coherence and comprehensible solution of 

a crime.,,94 The style of film noir is anxiety-producing, wherein the variables of 

Bernhardt is on the list of film exiles from Nazi Germany. For more information 
on German film exiles, see Hilmar Hofl'mann and Walter Schobert, eds., Von Ba
belsberg nach Hollywood: Filmemig1'llnlcn aus Nazidculschland (Frankfurt am Main: 
Deutsches Filmmuseum, 1987). Also see John Russell Taylor, Strangers in Paradise: 
The Hollywood Emigres 1933-19/j(} (New York: I-Iolt, Rinehart and Winston, 1983). 
Also note dir. Richard Kaplan, Thc E:l:ilcs, 1989. 

921 will use the terms exile and emigl't~ interchangeably. Said's definition of the 
exile is incorporated in the notion of emigration or leaving one's country and settling 
in another. 

93From 1943-45, 11 out of 24 noh' films in Hollywood were directed by German 
emigres. For a list of Hollywood film noir produced in the 40s and 50s, see Alain 
Silver and Elizabeth Ward, eds. Film Noir: An Encyclopcdic Reference to the 
American Style (Woodstock, NY: Overlook Press, 1992) 333-36. 

94Christine Gledhill, "[(lute 1: a contemporary film noir and feminist criticism," 
Women in Film No iI', ed. E. Ann Kaplan (London: British Film Institute, 1978) 
13-14. Film noir as a category was established by French critic Nino Frank in 
1946. In 1955, Raymond Borde ami Etienne Chaumeton brought out a study on 
film noir entitled, Panorama du Film Noir A mc-/'icain. In this work, they look at 
a renewed interest in the group of uoir films of 40s and 50s Hollywood: "It was 
during the summer of 1946 that the French people were first. exposed to a new type 
of American film. Over several weeks: .. !j films appeared on Paris screens. They all 
had the same atmosphere-unusual and cruel and tinged with a strange eroticism
John Huston's The N/aliese Falcon, Otto Preminger's L(w1'll, Edward Dmytryk's 
Farewell, My Lovely, Billy Wilder's Double Indcmnity, and Fritz Lang's Woman in 
the ~Vindow." Raymond Borde aud Et.ienue Chaumeton, Pa1tomma du Film Noir 
Americain (1941-1953) (Paris: Editions de Miuuit, 1955) 1-2. Three out of the 
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"appearance and reality" are conflated.!J1; Critic Foster Hirsch adds to this definition 

with the notion that noir films usually include an investigative set-up with the 

"cynical sleuth," or the "innocent man," who is tempted by the criminal world.96 

Hirsch further posits that German emigre directors, who began their careers 

in the wake of German Expressionist film, were able to incorporate this German 

experience in developing their film noir expertise.97 These directors brought with 

them chiaroscuro (a play of light and shadow) and stories of solitary characters 

who were fighting fate. German Expressionist film offered a blueprint for these and 

five films mentioned above were directed by German emigres. For more information 
on the film noir, see Rebecca R. I-louse, "Night of the Soul: American Film Noir," 
Studies in Popular Culture 9/1 (H)85): Gl-83; Dale E. Ewing, Jr., "Film Noir, 
Style and Content," Journal of Popular Film and Television IG/2 (1988): 61-69; 
Also note an important collection of essays in Joan Copjec, ed. Shades of Noir: A 
Reader (London: Verso, 1993.) 

95Gledhill 14. 
96Foster Hirsch, Film Noir: The Daf'l. Side of the Screen (New York: Da Capo 

Press, 1981) 21. Note that the term film uoir originated from a series of French 
translations of 30s detective fiction. Iucluded in the group were the works of Ray
mond Chandler and James M. Caiu, as well as other authors of the "hard-boiled" 
category. For more information on the "hard-boiled" literary roots of film noir, see 
Hirsch 23-51. 

97Hirsch 155. The creatiou of film uoir has been attributed to various influences: 
"the influx of German emigres and the illfiuence of expressionisIll; the influx of 
French emigres and the influence of existeutialism; Ernest Hemingway and the 'hard
boiled' school of writing; Edward Hopper and the 'ash can' school of painting; 
prewar photo-journalisIll, wartime uewsreels and post-war neorealism; the creators 
of Kane-Citizens Maukiewicz, Tolaud aud Welles; the Wall Street crash and the 
rise of populism; the Second World War and the rise of fascism; the Cold War and the 
rise of McCarthyism. Finally, several critics have poiuted, in passing, to a number 
of even less specific SOl\l'ces, such as general American fears about bureaucracy, 
the bomb and the big city, itS well as one or two more substantial ones, including 
the industrialisation of the female work-force during the war and the escalating 
corporatism of American capital throughout the 1940s." Paul Kerr, "Out of what 
past? Notes on the B film noir," The Hollywood Film Industr'Y: A Reader, ed. Paul 
Kerr (London: Routledge & Kegau Paul, 198G) 221-22. Some of these influences 
may be found in Joan Copjec's volume, Sluu/es of NoiJ', as well as in Hirsch's Film 
Noir. Also see Richard Maltby, "Fihn Noh': The Politics of the Maladjusted Text," 
Journal of American Studies 18/1 (l!)S4): 49-71. 

---------- ---- ------------- -----------
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other directors in Hollywood. Characteristics such as the projection of feelings of the 

male protagonist evident in the mise-en-scene, the contrasts between light and dark 

shadow, the sharp disturbing camera angles, and the extreme situations depicted 

in the narrative are evident in both expressionist film of the Weimar era and in 

American film noir.98 

Fritz Lang's Weimar expressionist film, Dr. Mabuse, the Gamble1' (1922) reads 

like a film noir classic in narrative and style. In Ma/J'llse, Lang uses expressionist 

visual techniques to create a sense of unease. A/abuse also reflects the world of crime, 

as the absence of family indicates disturbance in traditional roles, particularly in 

relation to the male protagonists.!)!) In A/abuse as in other Lang criminal thrillers 

from both Weimar and Hollywood, a recurring characterization is found in an indi

vidual who is "dedicated to ulll'aveling the mystery surrounding a certain criminal 

enterprise."lOO As Lang does not attempt an explicit social critique in 1I1abuse, there 

exists a sense of hopelessness throughout the film. This hopelessness is also a key 

narrative element in film noir. 

The link between German Expressionist film and film noir is further underlined 

by critic J.P. Telotte who analyzes the place of the subjective camera in film noir. 

Telotte notes that the subjective camera, highlighted in noir classics like Robert 

Montgomery's Lady in the Lah; (1!J47) and Delmer Daves' Dark Passage (1947), 

emphasizes "point of view," an aesthetic introduced in Hollywood by German di

rectors such as G.W. Pabst, F.vV. l'vlumau, and Fritz Lang. lOI The point of view 

is expressionist in that it gives extemal shape to inner experience. Using tech

niques such as "foreground[ingJ oblique objects, uubalanced compositions, irregular 

98For a comparison of film uoir to German Expressionism, see also Hart vVegner, 
"From Expressionism to Film Noir: OHo Premiuger's Where the Sidewalk Ends," 
Journal of Popular Film 8J Television 11/2 (1!JS:3): GG-GG. 

99E. Ann Kaplan, "Fritz Laug amI German Expressionism: A Reading of Dr. 
Mabuse, del' Spicier," Passion a.nd Rebellion: The Expr'essionist lIe1'itage, eds. 
Stephen Eric Bronner and Douglas Kellner (New York: Universe Books, 1983) 401. 

lOoKaplan, "Fritz Lang" 402. 
lOIJ.P. Telotte, Voices in the Dark: The Narrative Patterns of Film Noir (Urbana 

and Chicago: U. of Illinois Press, l!JS!J) 17. 

---------- -.-- .. -- ._._-_. __ .. 
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spatial arrangements, chiaroscuro lighting with a heavy play on shadow, an em

phasis on oblique and verticallines ... and a fascination with reflection and reflective 

surfaces," 102 the subjective camera in film noir is a carry-over from early German 

Expressionist film. 

Film noir directed by German emigres illustrates the continuation of working 

through a Weimar context in its obvious borrowing from German Expressionist 

film. It is also possible to trace a working through of the past in the noir narrative 

structure. Voice-overs and flashbacb in the noir narrative, along with the film noir 

story, represent a reworking of the past-a subjectivity in the making.103 

Film noir, known for its ullique structure, challenges the boundaries of classi

cal narrative with devices such as voice-over narrators, flashbacks, non-linear time 

scheme, and subjective camera techniques. HH The voice-over/flashback may be read 

as the present commenting on the past. In all-embracing voice-overs, the audience 

has "privileged access to a consciouslless, to a world of memory and thought that is 

far more detailed and vivid ... than allY simple linguistic utterance."105 Voice-overs 

and flashbacks in general signify a "subjectivity at work," au '''I' whose most basic 

purpose is to provide us with a privileged aud personal 'eye' on the world."lOtl 

In the category of films by directors in exile, Billy Wilder's Double Indemnity 

(1944) and Sunset Boulevard (HJ50) represent the acti vation of memory in their drive 

102Teiotte 17-18. 
103It may be important to note here issues of authorship. Direction is certainly 

not the sole source of meaning in Hollywood film, but auteur theory is one method 
of decoding film. In the case of film noir directed by German emigres, a case may 
be made for the strong influence of the director: Billy Wilder was co-author for the 
films he directed, while Fritz Lang was the chief executive and producer-director 
of Diana Productions, the company responsihle for the noir classic, Scm'let Street 
(1944). It is also iuteresting to consider the B status of llliLlly noir films produced 
in Hollywood in the 40s and early 50s. For directors like Edgar Ulmer, working on 
B film "accorded a degree of autonomy which would never have been sanctioned for 
more expensive studio productions." Kerr 2:31. 

l04Telotte 12. 
105Telotte 15. 
lOGTelotte 16. 
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for closure. Double Ind(~rnnity involves an insurance salesman, Walter Neff, whose 

attraction to his client, Phyllis Dietrichson, leads him to murder Phyllis' husband. 

In Double Indemnity, the voice-over of Walter Neff, conveyed through the device 

of the dictaphone, marks Neft"s rendition of his jaded past. Alternating flashbacks 

show Neff's struggle to come to terms with past events, as images of the past help 

Neff retrace the steps leading to his dowufall. In an effort to set claims agent/mentor 

Keyes straight, Neff's evocation of the past is a plea for freedom from the past's 

stranglehold. 

Billy Wilder's Sunset Boule'l1ll7'li, like Double Indemnity, depicts a confrontation 

with the past. In Sunset, dead Joe Gillis acts as the narrator in a flashback designed 

to trace the events that lead up to his murder. From his chance meeting with the 

has-been movie star, Norma Desmond, to his slow slide into a relationship marked 

by self-deprecation and pity, the ghost of Joe Gillis calls up memory. In S'unset, 

coming to terms with the past entails Joe's ability to find significance in his lost life. 

Through the device of the flashback, the narrator is trying to "sort out, order and 

locate some meaning in prior events."l!J7 Sunset provides the example of a flashback 

that does not produce a sense of nostalgia, but implies a break with the past. 

In Billy Wilder's noir thrillers, a review of the pa~.;t is brought about through 

the structural devices of the voice-over aud the flashback. The dynamic of memory 

and recapturing the past, pinpoiuted as a healing process for the exile, is thus 

represented in the very structure of uoir narrative. Film noir's ability to capture 

the past is also evident in the character of the femme fatale. The femme fatale 

figure (portrayed in Weimar culture aud abo in an exile filmic discourse) is an 

allegorical representative of male subjectivity in crisis and a marker for the past. 

The sexual/dangerous woman represents tIle articulation of fears surrounding a loss 

of stability and centrality of ego. The femme fatale at the center of the film noir 

narrative, represents a major obstacle iu workillg through the past. Her excessive 

sexuality threatens to overwhelm the process of reviewing the past. The femme 

fatale must ultimately be dealt wit.h/put. dowll in order for the male protagonist to 

l07Telotte 40. 
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place the past in perspective and move 011 (or die). 

The femme fatale is the key to discovering the "truth" in most noir narratives. 

According to critic Murray. Smith, film noir is "focalized around a male protagonist 

who is drawn into the investigation of an enigma. The enigma is either a woman, 

or a woman is a central delaying factor in the unraveling of the enigma.,,108 The 

image of the noir femme fatale is traditionally that of the "dark lady, the spider 

woman, the evil seductress" who has access to her own sexuality. IOU Her look is 

distinctly sexual: "long hair, make-up, and jewellery. Cigarettes with their wispy 

trails of smoke ... and the iconography of violence (primarily guns) [are] symbol[s] of 

her 'unnatural phallic' power."llU The femme fatale is marked by an independence, 

a "self-absorbed narcissism," and the lack of devotion to her man. Ill 

The femme fatale holds a prominellt position in noir films directed by German 

exiles. The spider woman figure, Norma Desmond (Sunset BO'lllevll7'd), exemplifies 

the narcissistic behavior attributed to the femme fatale. The cool murderess, Phylis 

Dietrichson (Do'uble Indemnity), qualifies as the quintessential noir monster. The 

monumental evil of the spider woman, in her role as icon or static entity, threatens 

to overwhelm the activity of the male protagonist in the noir narrative, jeopardizing 

the flow of the narrative and ultimately hindering the male protagonist's working 

through of the past. 

In the context of Freud's discussion of the mourning process, the femme fatale 

signifies a projection of fear and loss that must he overcome in order to master the 

past. She is a sign of unHtahle subjectivity, intenHifying loss and exacerbating the 

pain of the wound. The film noir femme fatale and the vVeimar sexual woman both 

signify loss, disruption, and exceH:-;ive Hexuality. The repreHentation of the femme 

fatale in film noir is merely a link in a chain of Hignification which can be traced 

108Murray Smith, "Film Noir, the Female Gothic, and Deception," Wide Angle 
10/1 (1988): 63. 

lOUJaney Place, "Women in film noir," WOlI/,fU in Film Noir, ed. E Ann Kaplan 
(London: British Film Institute, l~)7S) 35. 

lloPlace 45. 
lllPlace 47. 
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back to similar representat.ions of the Weimar femme fatale. The femme fatale as 

marker for the past is at once the sign of loss and splintered subjectivity, as well as 

the key to overcoming loss. A confrontation with the sexual woman is a game of 

chance, in which the male subject lllust overpower her/learn her secret in order to 

achieve closure. While the noir male protagonist seems more complicit in the femme 

fatale's world of crime and deceit than does the Weimar middle class male, male 

characters in both categories are seeking their salvation through the femme fatale 

figure. 

1.3 Slulllllary 

In film noir directed by German emigres, the cOlltinuation of a Weimar template, 

namely the sexual criminal woman, is manifest. The noir femme fatale as threaten

ing sexual entity is axiomatic in films directed by exiles that deal with the criminal 

underworld. Female criminality is a noir staple in films such a Robert Siodmak's 

The Killers (1946) and C7'iss Cmss (UJ49). Especially noteworthy is the connection 

between female psychosis and crime in HoiI' films such as Curtis Bemhardt's Pos

sessed (1947) and John Brahm's The Locket (1947). Bernhardt's Possessed features 

Joan Crawford as female protagonist Louise Graham, whose obsessive love for engi

neer David Sutton has pushed her to the brink of mental breakdown ending in the 

murder of David by Louise. Brahm's complex treatment of kleptomania in his film, 

The Locket, highlights the criminal tendencies of psychotic Nancy Blair. 

As in Weimar criminologist Erich \Vulffcn's description of the female criminal, 

the noir femme fatale is often portrayed a.s mentally deranged. Her crimes are 

symptomatic of her neurotic condition; her victims are ultimately the men she se

duces. Exile directors' psychotic female criminals are further Feminders of woman's 

duplicitous manner, recalling the double nature of woman-male attributes and a 

female body-evident in \Veimar cultural discourse. Just as the New vVoman figure 

confounded Weimar critics who felt she was a threat to the home and hearth, film 

noir features a similar image of womau. \~romall's double persona is exemplified 

in Robert Siodmak's noir thriller, Dill'/.; Mi/'/'O/' (194G), where the female nature is 
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split into extreme forms of good and evil. Twills Ruth and Terry (both played by 

Olivia De Havilland) represent opposite poles of traditional masculine and feminine 

behavior. The twins must be separated and the evil (masculine) twin brought under 

control in order to insure the safety of the male protagonist. 

Like the Weimar femme fatale, the noir femme fatale is poison to her male coun

terpart if not checked. Exemplary of this danger are Weimar notions of the female 

robot and the technological woman, duplicated in the noir femme fatale's relation

ship to the city. The noir woman as surveillance device and stand-in for technology 

challenges the male character who must stop the sexual woman or succumb to her 

power. In Robert Siodmak's film, Phantom Lady (HJ44), the relationship between 

surveillance, the city, and woman marks the fate of various Illale characters. 

Summing up, the technological woman, the female double, and the criminal 

woman in film noir directed by Germall exiles tells less about the essent.ial nature of 

woman than about an ambiguous male idelltity ill trallsition. With a male subjec

tivity in crisis experienced in a Weimar context and by German exiles who projected 

their anguish onto their filmic works, the sexual WOIllan itS a marker for the past 

and a symbol of loss represents a particularly male condition. This condition is for

ever projected and re-projected onto the female body as the site of fear and desire. 

Finally, the fear of woman is best addressed by Weimar psychoanalyst Karen Hor

ney's assessment of the dread of woman. Horney's observations not only attempt 

to explain a universal trend of mall's dread of woman, but offer a Weimar cultural 

imprint that is valuable in analyzing constructions of the Weimar femme fatale and 

German exiles' work in film noir: 

The man on his side has in the first place very obvious strategic reasons 
for keeping his dread quiet. But he also tries by every means to deny 
it even to himself. This is the purpose of the efforts to which we have 
alluded, to "objectify" it in artistic and scientific creative work. We may 
conjecture that even his glorificatioll of women has its source not only 
in his cravings for love, but also ill his desire to conceal his dread. A 
similar relief, however, is also sought and found in the disparagement 
of women that men often display ostcutatiously in their attitudes ... This 
last way of allaying his anxiety has a special advantage for the man: It 
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helps to support his masculine self-respect.l12 

112Horney 136. 
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CHAPTER 2 

Woman as a Sexual Criminal: Wehllar Constructions of the 
Crinlinal Fenulle Fatale 

The premiere of G.W. Pabtit'ti film Pandora's Box in 1929 unleashed a flurry in 

the Weimar press. The film's titar Louitie Broob was the embodiment of drama

tist Frank Wedekind's Lulu: "ein triebhaftes Weib riicksichttilos, egoistisch, von 

unersattlichem Sexus behelTticht, eine Flamme, die alles verzehrt, wohl Dirne von 

Natur."l Critics tiaw a sexual intitinct ill Lulu that wati demonic and considered 

typically feminine. 2 The popular reception of Lulu'ti monstrous sexuality reveals 

a wide-spread trend in Weimar Germany to titamp the tiexual woman as criminal. 

Present in early twentieth century medical and tiocia.l treatises, the idea of the sexual

criminal woman was manifetit in Weimar psychological and sociological writings as 

well as in police reportti of the time. While the ticience of the day traced both the 

roots and the alleged treI1(Iti in crime committed by women, the maintitream pretis 

showed an obsestiion with crime in general, and the criminal woman in particular. 

In this chapter, I attempt to explore the connection between female sexuality and 

criminality, borne out in the cultural currellcy of Weimar Germany. Contempo

rary scientific studies, police reportti, and the maintitream journalitim of the period 

portray a clotie relationship between the independent woman and manifetitations 

of a perceived unnatural female sexuality reslllting in crimina.ljptiychotic behavior. 

Weimar street films such as The Stl'ed and Asphalt demontitrate a penchant for the 

l"Die Biichse del' Pandora," Welt (/.Ill Abend 2 Nov. ID2!>' 
2Weimal' critics commented extensively 011 Pabtit's Lulu character. In his short 

sketch of Lulu, Karl Ritter reiterates the notion of feminine tiexual instinct: "del' 
Sexualtrieb, den [Lulu] verkorpert, ist dilmonisch. Sie itit die Urgetitalt des Weibes. 
Selbst triebhaft, entziinden sich die Tricbe etller an ihr. Alle begehren sie und gehen 
an ihr elend zugrunde." Karl Ritter, "Lulu uud ihr 'groiles Gefolge'," Textbeilaye 
zum l/lustriel'ten Filmh:u/'icl'-Die Bli:chse dcl' Paudom (Berlin: 192D). 

--~ -~-----------------------
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female sexual criminal. Implicit in these filmic images are the criminal woman's link 

to the city and her distance from the traditional bourgeois family. 

In order to ·trace the notion of woman as sexual criminal, it is important to 

understand the movement of the early twentieth century that branded woman as 

dangerous instinctual being. The period of 18~JO-191 0 in Europe was a time of social, 

political, and economic upheaval, as women rallied for equal rights. This great 

debate sparked an interest in the true llatu7'C of woman. The scientific community 

felt compelled to explore perceived biological, psychological, and physiological traits 

that set women apart from men. German neurologist P.J. Mobius was one such 

scientist, who argued that women were "feebleminded" and unable to measure up 

intellectually to men.3 

In his 1901 treatise, Concerning the Physiological Feeblemindedness of the Fe

male, Mobius begins by comparing the size of male and female skulls. The female 

brain is, according to Mobius, less developed and thus less capable of functioning 

analytically. It is instinct, not analytical thinking, which drives the female being: 

"Del' Instinkt nun macht das WeiL thier~illlllich, unselLstandig, sichel' and heiter. In 

ihm ruht ihre Eigentiimlichkeiten zusammen zun~ichst del' Mangel eignen Urtheils ... 

Aller Fortschritt geht vom Manne <lUS. DeshalL h~i.lIgt das Weib vielf'ach wie ein 

Bleigewicht an illlll.,,4 Traits such as the illaLility to control oneself, jealousy, and 

vanity also stem from a life driven by instinct. 

Mobius notes that the instinctual woman poses a threat to the very struc

tures of society. Her feeblemilldedlless ami her abllormal behavior stemming from 

menstruation and pregnancy, make it more likely that she will break the law in 

times of change: "Ware das Weib lIicht kc)rperlich und geistig schwach, ware es 

nicht in del' Regel durch die Umstii.nde tillschii.dlich gemacht, so ware es hochst 

gefalulich. In den Zeiten politischer Unsicherheit hat man mit Schrecken die Un

gerechtigkeit und Grausamkeit del' vVeiLer kenllcll lemen, eben so an den Weibern, 

3p.J. Mobius, Ubel' den physiologischcn Schwllchsinn des Weibes (Halle: Carl 
Marhold, HJ07) 11-35. 

4Mobius 19. 
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die ungliicklicherweise zur Herrschaft gekommen sind."r. For Mobius, it is the duty 

of the doctor to advise and warn the public about the threat of "feminism" and 

the modern woman.6 Women operating in the public sphere, who fail to attend to 

motherhood, can only expect to be struck down with invalidism.7 

Spearhe<!-ding the movement to categorize the qualities of woman, P.J. Mobius 

argues that an instinct-driven woman lacks the ability to think independently. This 

sentiment is shared by Mobius' cont.emporary, Otto Weininger. Weininger believed 

that woman, incapable of logical thought., also lacked an ego. For Weininger, 

woman's existence is based solely on t.he sexuality that is read into her: "Das Weib 

ist nichts, und darum, nul' danull kann es alles werden."8 Woman ultimately strives 

for recognition of her physical beaut.y, aud derives her worth from t.he adoration 

that man bestows on her.u Accordiug t.o Weininger, "Da [die weibliche Art del' 

Eitelkeit] keinen Eigenwert fiir sich selbst und VOl' sich selbst haben, trachten sie 

Objekt del' Wertung anderer zu werden, <lurch Begehl'llng und Bewunderung .. .'110 

While man is ineffable and indestructible, woman is an aggregate, "detachable" and 

"dissectable." 11 

SMobius 20. 
6Mobius states: "Viel wichtiger scheint mil' das zu sein, dass die .Arzte sich 

eine klare Vorstellung von dem weiblichen Gehim- odeI' Geist.eszustande verschaffen, 
dass sie die Bedeutung und den Werth des weiblichen Schwachsiunes begreifen, und 
ciass sie alles thun, was in ihreu I\raJt.eu steht, UlIl iIll Interesses des menschlichen 
Geschlechtes die widernatlirlichen Bestl'elHlngen del' 'Feministen' zu bekampfen. Es 
handelt sich hier um die Gesundheit des Volkes, die durch die Verkehrtheit del' 
'modernen Frauen' gefahrdet wird." 2G. 

7Mobius literally makes the above claim: "Versagt das Weib den Dienst. del' Gat
tung, will es sich als Individuum 'ausleLen,' so win\ es mit Siechthum geschlagen." 
26. . 

SOtto Weininger, Gcschlccht uutl Clwl'(J/.:tcl' (Wien: Wilhelm Braumiiller, 1903) 
394. 

9Woman does not exist, but for the thoughts of others: "Die Weibliche Eit
elkeit ist also stete Riicksicht auf (lIHiere, die Frauen leben nur iIll Gedanken an die 
anderen." Weininger 2(i0. 

lOWeininger 260. 
11 Weininger 276. Weiniger cont.inues the above line of reasoning: "Del' Mann ist 

unendlich ratselhafter, unvergleichlich kOlllplizierter. Man braucht llUl' auf die Gasse 
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For Weininger, woman is sexuality: "weil sie nichts ist als Sexualitat, weil sie 

die Sexualitiit selbst ist."12 This ::;exua.Jity i::; often used in a selfish way. Women 

who wish to become mothers strategically provoke sex in order to get what they 

want (a child), while prostitute::; profit from pure sexual lust. Coitus is a game for 

woman. Coquetry is practiced in order to bring about the act of coitus between man 

and woman. Woman pretend::; that ::;he is taken in conquest by man, giving him a 

contrast to a world where man is not alway::; victor. By playing this game, woman 

can manipulate man into saying and doing things that are to her liking- woman can 

even force man into criminal deeds on her behalf. Coit.us then, driven and motivated 

by woman, is a destructive mechanism. 'Weininger says of woman: "Wie [das Weibl 

selbst im Koitus zunichte werden will, so ist ihr Wirken auch son::;t durchaus auf 

Zerstorung angelegt.,,13 Weininger ultimately portray::; men a::; vulnerable victims 

subject to women's control. 

If woman uses erotici::;m a::; a weapon, ::;he can only be seen as a criminal in the 

eyes of society. When piety and want of passion are traded in for self-assertion 

and individualism, then the criminal woman i::; born. Italian anthropologist Cesare 

Lombroso was the fir::;t member of the European medical communit.y to attempt a 

full-scale systematic study of the criminal WOlllatl. The Female Offender (1899), 

written under the pretense of seeking faimess in penal law and administration, is 

a massive document tracing the a.JJeged biological and psychological traits of the 

female criminal. While chapters entitled "The Skull of the Female Offender" and 

"The Brains of Female Crimina!::;" addre::;s the physiological make-up of the unlaw

ful woman, other sections discuss the psychological traits of the female recidivist. 

According to Lombroso, women in general have many traits in common with chil

dren, including vengefulness, jealousy, and cruelty. These traits can be neutralized 

by maternity and undeveloped intelligence, hut. if the childish qualities are released, 

zu gehen: es gibt lmum eill Frauellgesicht, dessen Ausdruck einem da nicht bald klar 
wiirde. Das Register des Weihes all Geftihlen, all Stilllmungen ist so unendlich arm!" 
Weininger 277. 

12Weininger 116. 
13Weininger 309. 

--------- ----_._--- ._-.-. __ . 
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a special type of evil rushes to the surface: "when a morbid activity of the psychical 

centres intensifies the bad qualities of women, and induces them to seek relief in evil 

deedsj when piety and matel'llal seut.imeuts are wanting, and in their place are strong 

passions and intensely erotic tendellcies ... it is clear that the innocuous semi-criminal 

present in the normal woman must be trausformed into it born criminal more ter

rible than any man.,,14 Here Lombroso fiuds all women to be potential criminals, 

equipped with an in-bol'll cruelty. These latent criminal tendencies, awakened or 

excited, create an intense "wickedness." The criminal woman is consequently con

sidered to be a "monster."15 

Lombroso's criminal woman is above all sexual. Her tendency toward masculine 

qualities prevents her from embracing her maternal nature. Sexuality absorbs the 

criminal woman's mental activity, rendering her selfish and antagonistic.16 Accord

ing to Lombroso, the erotic tendencies of the criminal woman have little to do with 

love, but represent rather an "insatiable egotism." The urge to appease her sexual 

desires causes woman to rush into crime. Thus, sexual impulse is eased in the act 

of crime, as crime is the manifestation of sexual discharge. 

For those turn-of-the century scientists who chose to explore the nature of 

woman, notions of the instinctual, the sexual, auel the non-maternal were seen as a 

threat to society and were directly linked to female crimillalityP Much of the early 

14Cesare Lombroso and Guglielmo Ferrero, Thc Fcmale Oflender' (New York: D. 
Appleton and Company, 1899) 151. 

15 Lombroso and Ferrero 152. 
16It is interesting how Lombroso and Ferrero juxtapose maternity to sexuality: 

"[The female criminal'sjmatel'llal seme is weak because psychologically and anthro
pologically she belongs more to the male than to the female sex. Her exaggerated 
sexuality so opposed to maternity would alone sufhce to make her a bad mother ... 
In the ordinary run of mothers the sexual instinct is in abeyance: a normal woman 
will refuse herself to her lover rather than injure her childj" 153. 

17For further information regarding the femme fatale of the early twentieth cen
tury, see Reinhold Heller, Thc Earthly ChimeI'lL and thc Femmc Fatalc: Fcar of 
Woman in Ninetccnth-Ccntury Art (Chicago: The David and Alfred Smart Gallery, 
1981). See also Christina von Braull, "Die Erotik des Kunstkorpers," Lulu, Lilith, 
Mona Lisa ... Fnmcnbildcr dcr' Jahr/murlt:rtu1t:nt/e, ed. Inngard Roebling (Pfaffen
weiler: Centaurlls-Verlagsgesellschaft 1 98!J) 1-17. 
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twentieth century rhetoric pertaining to the criminal womall resurfaced again after 

World War I in the field of medical and social discourse during the period of the 

Weimar Republic. 

2.1 The Crilllillal WOlllan: Wehllar Cultural Constructions 

P.J. Mobius's declaration that injustice and cruelty at t.he hands of woman are im

manent in times of political flux reads like a dark omen in predicting the resurgence 

of the criminal woman trope in the Gennauy of t.he 1920s. War, revolution, indus

trialization, and the advent of the new working woman constituted major changes 

in Germany. These changes were not welcomed by a populace rocked by the ensuing 

political upheaval and inflation. Cultural critic Hans Ostwald documented the above 

trends in his 1931 manuscript Siltengcschichte (!t:1' Inflation. In the introduction, 

Ostwald states that the German womau who worked during the First World War, 

would not easily be pushed back iuto traditional family life. Ostwald blames the 

working woman for the breakdown of the family in Germany: "Zu diesel' Auflosung 

[del' Familie] tragt zweifellos die BerufsUitigkeit del' Frau bei. In del' Nachkriegsehe 

wollte die Frau nicht gem den zweiten Plat.z eiune!llnen, del' ihr in harmonischer 

Ehe gebiihrt."~8 It was woman who threateued the social fabric of society. In the 

desire to live life to the fullest, the Weimar woman produced an "erotic giddiness 

[that could send] the world iuto a tailspiu."Hl 

This idea of an erotic tailspin was addressed by lllany vVeimar scientists and 

researchers, just as their fellow professiomtls had done at the turn of the century. 

In the attempt to trace the etiology of fcmale criminality, the connection was again 

made between the sexual woman and the criminal woman. A leading proponent of 

18Hans Ostwald, Silteugeschichtc tlCI' Inflation: Ein /(uit'IL7'liol:'llment (tus den 
Jahren des Marksl1l1'zes (Berlin: Neufeld tV. Heuius Verlag 1931) 171. 

190stwald intro. Ostwald saw a Germauy in flux with respect to the position of 
woman: "Ein erotischer Taumei wirbele die ''''elt dmcheinander. Viele Dinge, die 
sonst im stillen sich abgespielt ... tratcn iu die grelle Offentlichkeit. VOl' allem stell
ten sich die Frauen auch auf Gebietcn gitnzlich Ulll. Sic tratenmit ihren Fordenmgen, 
besonders auf ihren sexuellen Fonleruugen, viel dcutlicher hervor." intro. 
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the sexual woman as criminal was Weimar criminologist Erich Wulffen. Wulffen's 

mammoth project, Woman as a Se;J:'IUlI Criminal, traced first the "psychosexualis of 

woman," then analyzed various crimes attributed to females. The book Woman as a 

Sexual Criminal explores not only the alleged physical characteristics of the criminal, 

but also her psychological motivation. Driven by a biological premise-woman's con

dition of menstruation/pregnancy/menopause unleashes theft and cruelty-Wulffen 

posits that "female crime is ro~ted in sex.,,2U 

Wulffen begins his study by stating that sexual sensibility has a direct effect on 

criminal activity. Woman's sex instinct is weaker on the average than a man's. It is 

this sexual passivity that is woman's "talisman against crime."21 But woman also 

has the potential to develop an excess of sexuality. Woman's innate vanity urges 

her into acts of lustflliness, as she plays with sex, often turning to prostitution, 

shoplifting, and murder among other crimes. According to Wulffen, a woman's whole 

being is influenced by instinct and thus emotioll. Because woman cannot grasp truth 

or justice, she is not able to observe laws and the authority of the police. Woman is 

also affected by her love-life, fostering thoughts of jealousy, hate, and revenge that 

lead to criminal activity. In this state, she is not her lover's friend, but his enemy: 

"Erotic or sexual motives make her his adversary because she fears that she herself 

might be forgotten, or not sufficiently loved or cherished. Everything in the world 

she judges from an erotic or sexual point of view."22 Finally, Wulffen believes that 

woman will always remain a sexual being, because she has a "primordial natural 

function." As long as woman has a connection to childbearing, she is ill "bondage 

to sex.,,23 

Like earlier critics Mobius ami Lombroso, Wulfrell tums to instinct and sexuality 

in order to describe the criminal woman: "as soon as the im;tinctive viciousness 

2UErich Wulffen, Woman as II Sct:'lwl Criminal, trans. David Berger (New York: 
American Ethnological Press HJ3 11) 49. Woman as a SC:J:'lLal Criminal was first 
published in 1923 as Das Weib als SC:t:'/I.(//oe1'bn:c/wl'in. 

2lWulffen 47. 
22Wulffen 61-62. 
23Wulfl'en 62. 
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of woman is aroused it appears more primitive than man's, and under religious 

influences (woman-sexual sin) she could be regarded as evil itself."24 It is frightening 

to learn that Wulffen's prescription for female criminality is forced sterilization. At 

the end of his treatise, Wulffen suggests medical sterilization to prevent "degenerate 

progeny ... to eliminate an excessive libido, nymphomania, hoinosexuality, incest; to 

prevent prostitution, illegitimacy, illfanticide and other immoral offenses.,,25 

Wulffen's psychological study of the criminal woman, while the most compre

hensive study of its kind written ill the 1920s, is not the only such treatise under

taken by the Weimar academic comml1nity. Criminal psychologist Hans Schneickert 

published an extended essay on woman as criminal that was part of a series of pa

pers on female sexuality.26 Schneickert's Das Wcib (ds Erpt'csserin und Anstijterin 

(1918/19) begins by stating that. studies Oil the criminal woman belong in the area 

of sexual research. For Schneickert, it is the psychopathic woman who develops 

sexually-colored ideas that lead her to cOlllmit crime. 27 But woman is not only re

sponsible for the crime that she directly commits, but abo for other crimes, which 

she motivates. Schneickert believes that. t.he idea to commi t a crime lllay often be 

attributed to the woman, while t.he execution of t.he crime itself must be carried out 

by male accomplices who have greater bodily st.rellgth. If this is not the case, there 

is still the possibility that a crime is perpet.rated "because of or for a wOlllan. "28 

24Wulffen 69. 
25Wulffen 520. 
26Hans Sclmeickert's paper is entitled Das Wcib (ds Erpresscrin und Anstijtet'in, 

Abhandlungen aus dem Gebiete del' Sexualforsdlllllg Band I/Heft 6 (Bonn: A. Mar
cus & E. Webers Verlag, 1918/19). Ot.her papers in this series include Die Pros
titution bei den gelbcn Valkern, DtT F/'{lucn'iiluTsc/wj1 nach /{onjessionen, Beitriige 
zum "ZahlcnvcTltiiltnisse del' Geschlt:chtt:r," ami Die Sclwm. Another publication 
appearing around 1920 was Die se:J:lI,elle Untn:uc elel' F/'{l'/l., a two part study by Dr. 
Heinrich Kisch exploring "die Ehebrecherin" and "<las feile Weib." 

27Typical crimes of this nature include blackmail and forgery. Schneickert 
states: "Das Weib neigt seiner gallzell Veranlagung und Erziehung nach erfahrungs
gema13 mehr zu hinterlistigen Erpressullgcn ... gallz entsprechend seiner Vorliebe fur 
anonyme Beleidigullgen ulld Vericumdullgell, oder fiir Gift bei Mord [sic]." Sclme
ickert 8. 

28Schneickert 30. 



Schneickert reinforces this statement Ly quoting a certain Professor GraB: 

Wenn z.B. der Ballernknecht \Neizen stiehlt, lUll seiner Geliebten ein 
Paar Schuhe kaufen zu konnen, augefangen, Lis zu einem hochpolitis
chen Prozesse, in welchem eine beleidigte Schonheit Anhanger geworben, 
um staatsstiirzende Plane durchzufiihren, iiberall finden wir die Frau ... 
AIle ungezahlten VerLrechen, die auf Liebe zuriickzufiihren sind, gescha
hen der Frau wegen, und wie viele sind Verbrecher geworden aus dem 
Umgange mit Frauen!2U 
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Schneickert's study is full of examples of the woman criminal and woman's rela

tionship to crime. One purported overriding motive for crime is the desire to dress 

nicely and look attractive. Sclmeickert tells the story of one woman who took part 

in the murder of a widow. When asked why she did it, the answer was "I needed 

nice hats."3o Schneickert quotes Lombroso on the topic of woman and dress, as 

he notes: "Ein Weib stiehlt oder totet, um sich gut zu kleiden, wie ein Kaufmann 

unsaubere Gesch~iJte macht, UIIl ultimo graB dazustehen. ,,31 Schneickert maintains 

that, compared to the turn of the century, crimes committed Ly women have in

creased. He echoes Hans Ostwald's prognosis by positing that woman's "process of 

becoming independent" (VerselLsUindigung) is responsible for the criminality of the 

early Weimar Republic.32 According to Schneickert, only a crack-down on unlawful 

women by the justice system can addre:;s the problem of the criminal woman. 

While criminologists such as Wulf['en auel Schucickert produced book-length trea

tises on the criminal woman, \Vcimar journals of criminology also carried studies 

on women and criminality. The J(rilltinillistischc !llonatshejtc, a journal concerned 

with criminal science and praxis, ran nUIIH~rous articles on the difficulty of fighting 

prostitution. In an essay entitled "Prost.itutiou auel Criminality," Dr. Weinberger 

writes that prostitution must lie iu tile natme of a being, more specifically in the 

anatomy of woman. This degenerated condition is similar to the condition of the 

29Professor GroB in Schneickert 30. 
30Schneickert 36. 
31 Lombroso in Schneickert :3G. 
32Schneickert 39. Schneickert's use of the Germa.n word "VerselbsUindigullg" ap

pears in a negative coutext, implying that something is getting out of han(t. 
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criminal man. Just as the criminally-incliued man will turn to theft and other crim

inal acts, the degenerate woman will I)lay out her criminal tendencies in practicing 

prostitution. The similarity here lies in each party's relationship to the "world of 

the anti-social": "Das Prostitutionskapital, ein nicht unbetl'achtlicher Prozentsatz 

des rollenden Geldes, ist eine grelle Illustration zu den haillichen gesellschaftlichen 

Zusammenhangen, welche dem erfahrenen Kriminalisten in diesem weiten Lande 

sich auftun.,,33 In a further Moualshejle article on prostitution, police president 

Dr. Melcher defines female prostitution as an act of self-preservation. While man is 

affected by the drive to reproduce, moving him to aggressive and polygamous sex

ual activity, woman must simply meet this demand: "so sehen wir die Prostitution 

gleich mit beiden diesel' U rkriifte [1-1 unger und Liebe] im Bunde. "34 The importance 

of biology in producing the female sexual criminal, already documented in Mobius 

and Wulffen, is underlined in the study of prost,itution. 

The discussion of t.he criminal woman, taken up in scholarly books and journals 

during the Weimar Republic, represents one avellue of investigation running parallel 

to a wider public interest in crime, From articles in the mainstream press concerning 

the psychological make-up of the criminal to the popularity of serialized fiction 

about crime and the rise of the detective uovel, crime was a hit. While crime rates 

were declining in Germany after the First World War, the undercurrent of political 

violence in the twenties and early thirties sigualled iustability at the very core of 

German democracy.35 It was the high profile nature of crime in the Weimar mass 

33Hofrat Dr. Weinberger, "Prostit.ution und Kriminalitiit" it Kriminalistische 
Monatshefte: Zeitschrift fiir die gesamte kriminalistische Wissenschaft und Praxis 
2/3 (March 1928): 58. 

34Dr. Melcher, "Stellullg del' Polizei gegclliiber del' Prostitution nach dem 
Geschlechtskrankengesetz" lI1oltalshtIlt: 4/5 (lVlay 1930): 97. 

35Political assassinations in the early twellties were followed by commu
nist/national socialist autagonisl11s in the late twenties and early thirties. For a 
more detailed look at political crime, see Dirk Blasius, Geschichte der' IJolitischen 
[(riminalitiit in Deutschlaud. 1800-1980. (Frankfurt am Main: Suhrkamp Verlag, 
1983) 82-114. For a comparisou of crimiual st.at.istics (specifically statistics involving 
the female criminal) from HH 1-1927, uote Kl'illtinalistische 111 ouatshejte 6/3 (June 
1929): 136-37; and Sebastian vou Koppenfels, Die [(l'imiualitiit dcl' Frau irn Kricge, 
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media that redirected anxiety about the fledglillg republic onto a terrifying Other 

that could be understood and contained.:31i Psychological treatises on the criminal 

mind found in the mass media were designed to aid and inform: the public could gain 

"factual" information on the composition of the criminal, helping the average middle 

class German citizen to compartmentalize the evil Other in order to stabilize a sense 

of self.37 Citizens could thus project their own insecurities (economic, political, 

social) onto a criminal psychosis that was not perceived as their own, unmasking 

and naming the criminal threat, thereby winning a sellse of safety. 

Mass-distributed newspapers and magazines in the Weimar Republic looked at 

the criminal as an intricate puzzle. The analytic tools of psychology and psychiatry 

were aids in solving the puzzle by offering explanations for various crimes. Professor 

Kehrer in an article for the Berliner Illustri1'le Zeitung explains the connection be

tween criminality and the psychotic mind by addressing some of the more horrendous 

crimes of the twenties: 

Unzucht mit Leichen, MenHchenfl'eHserei... Handlungen wie die jenes 
Witwers, del' dem Sarge seiuer verHtorbenen Gattin regelmaf3ig Zucker
sachen durch eine verborgellell Schacht zuftihrte ... erwecken in starkstem 
Mafie den Verdacht krankhafter MotivbeeillfluHHung... Dariiber hin
aus beziehen sich h~i.ufig solche Sellsationsprozesse auf Verbrechen, die 
man gemeinhin als Affektdelikte zu bezeichllell pflegt-deshalb, weil 
hier plotzlich Gemiitswallungen und eiu explosionsartiges Hervortretell 
von Triebregungen die ausschlaggebende Rolle im Heelischen Ablauf del' 
Straftat spielen. 

Kriminalistische Abhandlungell herausgeben vou Dr. Franz Exner I-left II (Leipzig: 
Ernst Wiegandt Verlagsbuchhandlung, 192G) lG-3:3. . 

36Leslie Pahl in her dissertation on crime ill the Weimar Republic offers an excel
lent discussion of Weimar crime and perceptions of the criminal Other. See Leslie 
Ann Pahl, "Margins of Moderuity: The Citizen and the Crimillal in the Weimar 
Republic," (liss., U. of California, Berkeley, 1991, 1-16. 

37The economic plight of the German Middle class during the inflation period of 
the Weimar Republic on into the late twenties and early thirties is a much-discussed 
phenomenon. For a Weimar viewpoint of this cultural occurrence, note "vVhite
Collar Workers: Mittdsta7111 or Middle Class'?" The WeimaT Republic Soul'cebook, 
eds. Anton KacH, Martill Jay, ami Edward DillH~IHiberg (Berkeley: U. of Califoruia 
Press, 1994) 181-94. 



The attempt to relate spectacular crimes such as cannibalism and necrophilia 

with the release of psychosis and mental illness serves to create a rigid demarcation 

between sickness and health, criminality and lawfulness. By assuring the reading 

public that criminal behavior is related to mental illness, the average citizen could 

rest assured he was of sane mind and body.:l8 Again it is the exhibitionist, the person 

running amok, and the poisoner (Giftmorderin) who are products of the unleashing 

of instinct. The law-abidilig citizen, far from the riotous criminal, earns a clean bill 

of health.3D 

While the mainstream press sought to portray the inner workings of the criminal 

mind, there was also an extensive discussion 011 how the law-abiding citizen should 

protect him/herself from the crimillal 011 the streets. Articles such as "Del' Schutz 

gegen Scheckfalscher ," "Tecllllik gegell Einbrecher ," and "Wenn man in Gefahr 

gerat" assure the Weimar reader that. definitive methods do exist to protect against 

criminality. In an article entitled "Stipper, Knacker, Fassadenkletterer," Rans Ryan 

tells his readers: "Die amtliche Beratungsstelle im Berliner Polizeipdisidium sagt 

jedem, del' sich als rechtschaffencr Biirger auszuweisen vermag, wie er sich gegen 

Diebstahl und Einbruch schiitzen kann."oIo The press also provided its reader with 

news pertaining to specific criminal cas(~s. The Berliner Illwdrirtc Zcitung's column 

"ein seltsamer Kriminalt'all" gave a det.ailed report on crimiual cases and the crimi

nals involved. By providiug specific examples of criminalit.y, various criminal cases 

were deemed solvable and danger was t.hwarted. 

The discussion, of crime is fmthcr evidcllt in Weimar advertising. Specifically, 

38This demarcation did not work without its nuauces. Professor Kehrer goes on 
to give the example of a sympa.thetic father who throws his favorite child out of a 
fourth floor window after ha.ving a. row wit.h his wife. The underlying current here 
is that model fathers everywhere should be on t.heir guard. 

3!JOther articles in the Weimar press covering the psychology of the criminal in
clude M. Wehner, "Bilduerei del' Gefallgenen," Berliner Illustri7,tc Zcitllng 30 Jan. 
1927, Nr. 5 Jg. 36: 181-82. Arthur Krollfeld, "Brandstiftung und Libido," Dcr 
Querschnitl 5/11 (1925): 929-30. 

4°Rans Ryan, "Stipper, Knacker, Fassadenklettcrcr," Berliner Illuslrirtc Zcit1lng 
13 Feb. 1927, Nr. 7 Jg. 36: 252-55. Hyan goes on to cover the various types of 
break-ins and criminalB. 
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the threat of an invading force is an implicit message which permeates many ad

vertisements of the period. One particuliLr advertisement for a brand of mouthwash 

(Odol), running in the winter of 1930, overtly plays on the fears of criminality and 

individual safety. The advertisements, entitled "Einbrecher" and "del' Uberfall" de

pict a mouth being invaded by countless pests. Reading like the recounting of a 

bank robbery or a burglary, the "Einbrecher" ad states: 

Es ist ein unheimlicher Gedanke, daB wir in unserem Munde unziihlige 
Schadlinge beherbergen, die sich ungestort vermehren und Tag und Nacht 
versuchen, in unsere Ziihne einzubrechen ... Odol iiberzieht die Ziihne mit 
einer diinnen, antiseptischen Schicht.. .so den Einbrechern ihr unheim
liches Handwerk erschwert. 41 

The Odol advertisement illustrat.es how the rhetoric of crime has permeated the 

world of mass cliiture. While it is mouthwash that is being hawked in the Odol ad, 

it is the fear of the unknown crimina'! t.hat is being used to sell the product. The 

dangerous Other is on the reader's doorstep, hidden and ready to strike. It is up to 

the lawful individual to protect. against invasion. The illustration attached to the 

mouthwash text reinforces the fear of the criminal. In a dark sketch, two men are 

breaking into a room. These "burglars" do not show their faces, but are turned away 

from the reader in their attempt to gain entry secretly. Here the notion of voyeurism, 

the reader controlling the scene as an unknown onlooker, minimizes the danger. The 

reader is further assured that by using the product s/he can eradicate the danger 

all together. The Odol text closes by telling the reader: "Protect yourself and your 

children, by using Odol three times a day.""· The target for the Odol advertisements 

thus seems to be the bourgeois middle class family, complete with children. 

41 "Einbrecher," advertisement, Bcrliner Il/u:.;il'iric Zciiull!J [Berlin] 28 Feb. 1930: 
352. It may be interesting to examine these Odol advertisements in light of the 
German economic insecurity brought on by world-wide depression. 

42 Another Odol advertisement ("Del' (Jllerfall") utilizes the same rhetoric of crime 
found in the aforementioned text. The ad begins: "Das I-Iaupteinfallstor des Korpers 
ist del' Mumi. Hier dringen ganze Sclwren von G~irungsni.ulnis- und Krankheitser
regel'll mit jedem Atemzug ... " The accompanying sketch depicts stereotypical Slavic 
invaders, armed with upturned swords and astride horses. The sentiment is that 
barbarians are at the gates. Again the Odol text ends "Protect yourself and your 
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The fear of crime and the de!;ire to contain it, evident in the Weimar press, 

are also implicit in serialized fiction aud detective novels of the same era. The 

incredible popularity of Englishman Edgar Wallace's detective fiction in Germany 

(over 1 million copies of German language editions sold by 1929) attests to Ger

man readers' fascination with crime. vVeilllar critic Heinrich Mann commented on 

the Wallace phenomenon: "Statement!; from [Wallace's] readers impart not only 

recognition ... several of the letters attest directly to happiness, to absolute happiness 

, over the simple fact that Wallace exi!;ts on earth."43 Wallace produced his novels 

in an assembly line fashion, cranking out a formulaic product that was predictable 

and logical. With elements of the thriller and melodrama, Wallace's novels por

tray the gentleman detective, who must often come to the aid of innocent damsels 

in distress. Works such as The Avenge,. and The fdan from Mo1'OCCO are not only 

melodramatic, but are based on a logical progress which requires analytical thinking 

from the reader. Willy Haas, editor of Die litel'arische Welt, found a Wallace novel 

to be "eine metaphysisch genau geonillet.e, gestufte ';Yelt."'j.J While the Weimar re

ality was "chaotic" and "dysfunctiollal," ';Yallace's strict delineation between good 

and bad, right and wrong, provided a type of undeniable closure: "del' Bose [wirel] 

bestraft, del' Gute belolmt."'lii One-dimensional figures such as the detective and 

children." "Del' Uberfall," advertisement, Berliner Illust,.ide Zeitung [Berlin] 23 
Feb. 1930: 302. Another interest.ing advertisement appeared in the Ber'liner lllus
iririe Zeitung. The title of the ad, "Wieviel Jahre GefiLngnis haben Sie verdient?" 
describes a game that the magazine [fhu plays with its readers: "Leuchten Sie mit 
[Uhu's] Hilfe einmal sich selbst ins Gewissen! Sie findell im [fit'lL 35 Fragell nach 
Gesetzesverletzungen, die Sie sich ehrlich beantworten sollen. Ein Rattenschwanz 
von Strafen erwartet jeden, auch wenn er sich fiir noch so unschuldig halt." The ac
companying photograph shows three well-dressed individuals (2 llleli and 1 woman) 
behind bars. 

43Heinrich Mann, "Detective Novels," The IVt:imar Republic Sourcebook, eds. An
ton Kaes, Martin Jay, and Edward Dimcndberg (Berkeley: U. of California Press, 
1994) 521. 

44Willy Haas, "Ein paar Notizen iiber Edgar Wallace und die Kriminalliteratur 
iiberhaupt," Die litt:ml'ische Welt 5/'2G (28 June 19'29): G. 

45 Haas G. For a discussion of the 'Weimar reception of Edgar Wallace's works and 
an overview of the criminal novel in "'eilllar Germany, see Pahl 133-225. 
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the prison warden stand opposed to the criminal. Thus, the dichotomous world of 

good guy vs. criminal assured the reader that there was no liminal boundary. 

Bertolt Brecht, in his Weimar treatise on the criminal novel, also supported the 

ideas of Willy Haas and Heinrich Mann. For Brecht, "Del' Kriminalroman handelt 

vom logischen Denken und verlaugt vom Leser logisches Denken. Er steht dem 

Kreuzwortratsel nahe, was das bet.rifrt.. "·Hi The English criminal novel tends to

wards logic and closure and plays by t.he rules of fairness. All material is provided 

for the detective (reader) to solve the puzzle: "Am End kommt del' Test der Ar

beitshypothese: das Experimeut.. Wenn die These richt.ig ist, dann mull del' Morder 

auf Grund einer bestimIl1ten MaHuahme dmm und dann da und da erscheinen."47 

Brecht believes that the criminal uovel gives a causality of human action that is 

absent in daily life. The catastrophes of depressiOIi, revolution, and war leave the 

bourgeois individual with a longiug to discover the "inside story" provided by the 

crime novel. 48 

The idea of getting the "inside story" is also key to understanding the popularity 

of the criminal serials of the Weimar era. Like the predictable criminal novels of 

Edgar Wallace, serialized versions of the criminal stories promoted order and strict 

demarcation. Typically, full-length novels appeared iu installment form in many of 

the Weimar newspapers. Readers were greeted weekly by a new part to the story, the 

suspense building with each new illstallmellt.'1!i These precisely doled out portions of 

adventure did not disappoint the reader looking for a=b crime solutions. aIle such 

representative serial novel was "Die Drei lllIl Edith: Die Geschichte eines ratselhaften 

Falles," which first appeared iu the Berlincr Illuslrirle Zcituug in January of 1929. 

Complete with a love triangle and marked by iut.rigue and obsession, "Die Drei" 

46Bertolt Brecht, "Uber die Popularitii.t des Krimiualromans," Schriftcu zur Lit-
eratur und [(Ilust, III (Frankfurt: Suhrkamp Verlag, 19(7) 93. 

47Brecht 95. 
48Brecht 101. 
49 There were also criminal novellas that were presented in one installment. Several 

examples of the criminal novella are Michael Osten, "Die ungetane Tat," Bc1'liucr 
Illustrirte Zcituug 10 May ID:H, Nr. l!): 771-7G; Roda Roda, "Del' Uberfall," 
Be1'liner Illustl'irte Zcituug 20 Feb, 1927: 292-!):3. 
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included everything that a good English criminal novel provided: a mysterious crime 

followed by a host of possible criminals, and a step-by-step investigation. In the end, 

the criminal is unmasked: "[Rick von Schuster] ist am Ende, er will nicht mehr. 

Jahrelange Plane hat er in seiner eisel'l1en Energie verfolgt. Zwei Jahre lang hat er 

um Edith gerungen und gerechnet mit aHem Aufwand psychologischen Scharfsinns. 

Und dann war es doch andel's gekommen ... "r.u In "Die Drei," Rick VOll Schuster's 

obsession with dancer Edith Schira causes him to mastermind various schemes to 

rid her of her lovers. It becomes evidellt during the trial sequence that Rick is a 

psychopath who would do anything to win Edith's love. The reader learns through 

the uncovering of details and motive that. Rick is not a harmless secretary, but a 

dangerous predator. In the end, Rick's silellce ("[es] hat etwas Furchtbares an sich") 

assures the reader that s/he is not.hing like Rick. 51 The criminal, as diabolical fiend, 

is the embodiment of evil. This evil, safely cOllvicted and locked away, no longer 

poses a threat to the lawful individual, who is illcleed different from the criminal 

foe. 52 

The mass media in Weimar Germany showed a penchant for describing crime, 

exposing the alleged psychological maldugs of the criminal. The criminal's disturbed 

state-of-mind separated her/him from t.he honest. bourgeois individual. The criminal 

vs. honest citizen paradigm was especially evident in the Weimar media's coverage of 

the criminal woman. Just as the scientific community defined the female criminal as 

an instinctual monster, the mass media did much t.he same. Widely read newspapers 

such as the Bcrlincr Tagcblatt alld t.he Gt:'Ilc/'a./a./tzcigc,. fii-,. Dortmund ran articles 

on the female criminal, which sOllllded mud I like Wulffen's Hio11lan as a Scxual 

Criminal. In the 1930 article elltit.led "Die Kriminalitiit del' Frau," woman is again 

pictured as instinctual and driven by feelillg. She is more reserved by nature, but 

if the "dam breaks" (if her natural illSt.illcts are uulooselled) she is much worse 

50Walther Harich, "Die Drei um Edit.h: Die GeschichLe eillcs riitselhaften Falles," 
Bcrliner Il/llstril'te Zeitung 31 Mar. HJ2!J: 52G. 

51 Harich 476. 
52 Another Walther Barich crimiual novel appearing in the Bc1'liner Il/ustril'tc 

Zcitung was "Dorette liichelt" (first illstallment Nov. 1930). 
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a criminal than her male counterpart.: "Wenn ... die Frau zur Verbrecherin wird, 

dann erleben wir es, daB aIle starken Naturtriebe, wie Grausamkeit, Rachsucht, 

HaB, Eifersucht, Zorn, Wut, bei ihr viel starker zum Durchbruch kommen wie beim 

Mann."53 These traits are not immediately evident, as woman is a natural actor. 

When woman is beautiful and dressed elegantly, she has an easy time committing 

crimes against men. 

The Weimar mainstream press was in agreement that the criminal woman showed 

a reluctance to perform her familial/reproductive duties. 54 The only way to curb 

this crime was to teach woman her ethical responsibilities.55 Ethical accountability 

signified woman's place as prot.ector of home and hearth. Any alternative behavior 

was labelled deviant.56 Also the pairing of biology and criminality-menstruation, 

pregnancy, menopause = criminal activity-was popular in the press. Woman's 

"corresponding stages of life" led to her psychological problems, woman being less 

able than man to rea:;on and thus less a.ble to allswer for her criminal deeds. 57 

Female deviance and the link with crimillality was often depicted in the main

stream pre:;s, as it was in the scient.ific community, in relation to prostitution. The 

lustful and lascivious woman a:; crimillal was a media obsession. Weimar critic 

53 Anny Samuelsdorff, "Die Kriminalitiit del' Frau," Gcncmlauzeigcr fl1r Dortmund 
14 Sep. 1930: 8. The study of the criminal woman could signal a heightened sense 
of self for the Weimar burgher looking to establish a strict delineation between 
good and bad, healthy and sick. This thesis is complicated by the fact that the 
construction of the criminal woman, in psychological treatises as well as in the 
general press, claimed that the criminal woman was a normal woman out of control. 
Thus, every "normal" woman was a potelltial criminal. 

54For further information, see "Verstimmte Frauen: Seelische Abweichungen durch 
Generationsvorgange," Bc7"iincr Tagt:blalt 2:3 Sep. 1930: 1 Beiblatt. 

55Samuelsdorff 8. 
56Hans Ostwald in Sittcngcsc/tic/tte rleT" Inflation describes the atmosphere in the 

lesbian clubs of Weimar, identifying lesbianism wit.h criminality and drugs. Through .' 
this example, Ostwald produces an example of supposed deviant sexual behavior 
related to criminality. Ostwald 12:3-25. 

57The phrasing referring to womall's "correspondillg stages of life" is interesting: 
"Jedenfalls wirken die Generatiollsvorgiillge del' Frau in den einzelnen entsprechen
den Lebensabschnitten steigerud auf spelische Stonlllgen." "VerstimIllte Frauen" 1. 
Beiblatt. 
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Thomas Wehrling, in an article for Das Tagebuch, maintained that the city of Berlin 

was becoming a whore. Borrowing from Otto Weininger's categories of mother 

and whore, Wehrling asserts that most women vacillate somewhere in between the 

two categories. Given half the chance (and access to "anti-impregnation devices"), 

woman will "learn to enjoy but she [will forget] how to have a destiny.,,58 In the age 

of alleged post-war decadence, "short-skirted, silk-stockinged females" are no longer 

interested in bearing children, but instead walk the streets. Wehrling criticizes the 

good strong German men who mix and mingle with the "ghastly" street girls of 

Berlin. The whores of Berlin do not only constitute those down-and-outs who walk 

the streets, but also bourgeois women, "[a.] generation of females ... that has nothing 

but the merchandising of their physical charms in milld."5!J For Wehrling, a certain 

moral decay has descended on the middle class in Berlin-woman has fallen prey 

to moral corruption. Berlin, as whoriug capital of Germany, can only claim a type 

of Hellenism, "[a celebration of] its festivals in dark rooms adjoining every dance 

hall."60 

58Thomas Wehrling, "Berlin Is Becoming a vVhore," The Weima7' Republic 
Sourcebook, eds. Anton Kaes, Martin Jay, and Edward Dimelldberg (Berkeley: U. 
of California Press, 1994) 722. 

5!JWehrling 721. Here the demarca.tioll between good woman/bad woman is dis
turbed by Wehrling's pronouncement that bourgeois women are also self-serving 
prostitutes. Wehrling's social criticism aud his direct challenge to the bourgeoisie 
was atypical of the rhetoric concerning the criminal woman. The sexual woman as 
criminal, while attributed to every woma.n, was in fact not advertised as such. Wulf
fen's monstrous prostitute or Schneickert's woman who kills in order to obtain new 
hats are very different beings from t.he pdty bomgeois woman, who is interested in 
hand cream or weight loss. 

6°Wehrling 721. Note that Wehrliug's article first appeared in 1920. Thomas 
Wehrling, "Die Verhurung Berlins," Das Tagc-Buch I (November 6 Hl20): 181-
83. The road to whoredom, or the trade of sex for money, was associated with 
both pathology and criminality. Emil Raimaun in his article, "Sumpfpflanzen der 
Grofistadt," sees the largest group of morally corrupt (verwahrlost) young women as 
psychotic. Characteristics such as "Unbestiludigkeit, Schaukelhaftigkeit der Stim
mung, Unausgeglichenheit von \Villensneigungen" could lead a young woman to a 
destructive criminal nature. This tendency often led to prostitution. Also con
tributing to pro::;titution was a trelld towards lazilless evident in all women, "das 
normale Weibliche Bediirfnis, sich versorgt. ulltlerhalten zu fiihlen, ent.artet. zu Faul-
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The German press often made referellce to Berlin as a whore (01' the whore of 

Babylon). Paul Gurk wrote about Berlin in 1923: "lch bin Berlin, die grol3e Stadt 

aIler Laster und Liiste voll! In mil' geht del' Betrug als Schol3hund am blauen Band, 

die Liige als verehrte Kokette mit dem geschminkten Mund! Del' Mord tragt den 

Orden del' Heroen und die selige Riicl.,;sichtslosigkeit besitzt das Erdreicht!"61 Berlin 

as sensual metropolis was a dangerous space where crime and death were associated 

with the prostitute. It was also a space in which money transactions, political 

struggles, industrial development, and perceived sexual perversions tore at the fabric 

of traditional bourgeois Gennall society. Tbe prostitute's body represented this 

excess and chaos, and, like Otto vVeillinger's woman, the whore of the city was 

seen as a "zerstiickelter, toter, phantasmagorischer Torso.,,(l2 Expressionist artist 

Otto Dix's rendition of the city-as-whore, entitled Mct1'Opolis (1928-29), is a look 

into fragmented city life involving the prostitute's relation to the metropolis in its 

various dismembered scenarios.!i3 

O~to Dix's Metropolis is a triptycb paintillg ill which a large scene at a jazz bar is 

flanked on the left by street walkers and on tbe right by androgynous beings dressed 

as women. Each aspect of the city-the cafe, the street, and the theater district 

respectively-is portrayed. The women who inbabit these spaces are seductively 

dressed in silks, lace, jewels, and featbers. \Vbile tbe women in the center panel of 

heit und Willensschwache und findet, in dem haltlosen Bummelleben del' stral3endirne 
Geniige." Emil Raimann, "Sumpfpf1anzen der Groi\staclt," J(l'iminal '/l1ul Abcntc'/lcl' 
10 July 1929: 48-49. 

61 Paul Glll'k 'ltd. ill Hanne Bergius, "Berlin als Hlll'e Babylon," Die MctTOpo/e 
Industrieku/tul' in Berlin hit 20. Ju/tr/tu.udel't, eels . .Jochen Boberg, Tilmall Fichter, 
and Eckhart Gillen (Berlin: Verlag C.H. Beck, 1986) 103. 

62Hanne Bergius, "Berlin als Hlll'e Babyloll," Die Alet1'Opole: Industrieku/tul' in 
Berlin im 20. J(lhdmnilert, eds . .Jochell Boberg, Tilman Fichter, and Eckhart Gillen 
(Berlin: Verlag C.H. Beck, 198G): 102. 

630tto Dix, Metropolis, mixed media on wood, 1928-29; Stuttgart, Galerie der 
Stadt. See Fritz Lang's Weimar film, Metropolis (H)26), for a sexualized view of 
the city. The evil robot Maria, who illcites a workers' rebellion, is the heart and 
soul of the industrialized metropolis. A technological marvel (like the city itself), the 
sexualized robot Maria traverses varions markers of the city (nightclub, board-room, 
factory), as she fills/represents the space of tbe model'll metropolis. 
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the painting are most obviously wealthy women, there is very little difference in the 

style of dress worn by any of the women. These women of the city dance, flirt, and 

otherwise parade themselves through the city space, claiming the space as their own. 

It is clear that the street walkers in the left panel are prostitutes, but the elaborate 

costumes of all the women suggest a flirtatiousness and coquetry associated with 

women on the market.1l4 

Read against the backdrop of the work of criminologist Erich Wulffen, Dix's 

painting displays a city teeming with prostitutes. For while the common prostitute 

sells her body openly on the street, "the office girl merely changes her lovers every 

half year and only permits him to take her out, spend 011 her and give her presents.,,1l5 

Wulffen suggests that flirting and coquetry outside marriage are refined forms of 

prostitution. Prostitution is in fact based in the "physiological makeup" of every 

woman and is "ineradicable.'Hi(i 

Dix's women of the city are sexual and aggressive. Like the city, these women of

fer themselves freely and generously. The women in A1et7'Opolis represent appendages 

to the wider being of the city, where a good time can be had by all. In Ursula von 

Zedlitz's rendition of a Berlin ball, it is evident that the objectified body of the 

prostitute is the city: 

Die Gesichter del' Frauen sind ill del' Masse unwahr und uninteressant. 
Sie erschlaffen sonderbar schnell Lei dem temperamentlosen Rhythmus, 
so daB die einzelnen Puderschichtell sich scharf vonein<Lnder abheben und 
die Lippen rissig werden unt.er clem Rouge. Sie verlieren jede Individu
alitat, sind nur noch Glieder einer tauselldkopfigen Bestie.G7 

64For an in-depth discussion of Dix's Metropolis triptych note the unpublished 
Master's Thesis: Janet Lee McCall, "Otto Dix's Md7'OJiolis: Gender and German 
Identity in the Weimar Republic," master's thesis, U. of Pitt::;burgh, 1993. My 
discussion of the Dix triptych profits from her excellent interpretation. 

65Wulffen 4!J6. 
61lWulffen 496. Again, the virgiu-whore mot.if is disrupted by sugge::;ting that 

every woman is in fact a pro::;titute. Dix's painting, however, does not depict the 
everywoman of the bourgeoisie, but caricat.ured bodies. Dix's women are degenerate, 
sensual, and slightly monstrous. 

67Ursula von Zedlitz, "Berliner Biille," DcI' QU(Tschuiit 5 (1926): 394. 
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For Otto Dix as well as for other critics who wrote about Berlin, the "thousand

headed beast" constitutes the city.GS Just as Weimar critic Siegfried Kracauer's 

dancing Tiller Girls condense into ornamental figures in their stadium performances, 

their relation to the "locus of the erotic," their collective identity as "monstrous 

figure," is linked to the masses from the offices and factories of the city.6U Thus, the 

sexual woman in her myriad forms is t.roped as cit.y, collective, mass, and potential 

transgressor. 

2.2 Weimar's Crilllillal FenUlle Fatale and the Street Film 

The danger of the city and the draw of the prostitute are overriding themes in Karl 

Grune's 1923 film, The Street. Gruue's film projects the lure of the city, only to 

have the desirable met.ropolis manifested in the seductive prostitute, who wreaks 

havoc on her unsuspecting male victims. The film begins with an introductory text 

that foreshadows the threat of the city: "There comes a moment in the life of nearly 

every man, be he good or bad, when, appalled by the monotony and drabness of 

his daily life ... he longs for the unknown, for the glamor and excitement of the other 

man, the man in the street.,,7U Before t.he first pictoria.l image appears on the screen, 

the threat of the unkuown and the glamor of the "street" is established. When the 

initial text disappears, the establishing shot shows a. man outstretched on a sofa 

enveloped by a dark room. The accoutremcnts of the room signal that the man is a 

member of the petty bourgcoisie. His wife, busily preparing supper in the kitchen, 

also displays the stereotypical fcatures of t.he lower middle class milieu: stout with 

a tight fitting shift and hair in a kllot behind her head, t.he wife seems a dutiful if 

68For an excellent article that discusses woman as the city, see Hanne Bergius, 
"Berlin als Hure Babylon," Die MetroJlole: InduslriekultuT in Berlin irn 20. 
Jahrhunderl, eds. Jochen Boberg, Tilman Fichter, and Eckhart Gillen (Berlin: Ver
lag C.H. Beck, 198G): 102-19. Also see Patrice Petro, Joyless S17'eeis (Princeton: 
Princeton U. Press, 1989). 

69Siegfried Kracaucr, "The Mass Omamcut," N(!w German C7'itiqu(! 5 (Spring 
1975): G8-70. 

70 The Street, dir. Karl Grulle, with Eugen Klopfer and Lucie Hoflich, Stem-Film, 
1923. 
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uninteresting housekeeper and coole 

In the following sequence, it is not the wife's soup that stirs the man into motion, 

but the shadow play that is reflected onto the ceiling from the street outside. Light 

and dark combine to reveal silhouettes of people who meet and pass in the night. 

The shadow of a woman is greeted by the shadow of a man-the man tips his 

hat and follows the woman as she departs. The suggestion of a chance meeting or 

proposition intrigues the man on the couch who tries to touch the shadows, grasping 

at the moment. This brush with seductioll draws the man to the window where the 

evening activity of the street is turned iuto a montage of carnival images. Happy 

people, lighted advertisements, flaneurs, prostitutes, fireworks, and a roller coaster 

meld in and out of focus to create a frenzy of ima.ges representing the man's fantasy 

of city life. Moved by the perceived activity of the street, the man flees his wife and 

apartment, failing even to eat his evening meal. 71 

The beginning sequences of The Stn:et promise a conflict between the traditional 

petty bourgeois morality and the draw of night life. The place of seduction in this 

struggle is suggested in the shadow world, where man and woman meet and mingle. 

The sexual draw of the city is further depicted in the next sequence where the 

male protagonist is peering into shop windows, inspecting advertisements depicting 

scantily-clad women in provocative poses. It is at this poiut that the predatory 

woman makes her move. From the shadows of the street, a woman emerges, claiming 

to have been robbed. Grune's prostitute figure is a trickster and an exhibitionist. 

Her pathetic appeal to the protagouist. t.o llelp her (she has been robbed) immediately 

calls her motives into question. Her black dress allli black felt hat lend an ominous 

feeling of foreboding. Hemmed iu by the dark st.reets aud alley ways, the protagonist 

is locked in a dangerous scenario. 

The street itself seems to play the role of prostitute, as the protagonist falls under 

7lGrune's use of light and dark (chiaroscuro lighting) gives the film a feeling of 
expressionist frenzy or looseuing of emotions. Shadow figures seem ghostly, while 
particular objects (the optician's gla.sses on the street) take on a life of their own. 
For a discussion of The Stred and Expressionism, see Lott.e Eisner, The Haunted 
Screen, trans. Roger Greaves (Berkdey: U. of California Press, H173) 252-56. 
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its spell. A 1923 review of The S17'ect likens the street to a seductress (Anlockerin): 

"Ihr flirrendes, flu ten des Leben, ihre flirtenden Paare und die Statten der modernen 

Ausschweifungen haben einen braven Spief.ler aus seiner Balm geworfen.,,72 The 

classification of "street film" givell retrospectively to Weimar films such as The 

Street, Joyless Streets, and Asphalt suggests it fascination with the street in all of its 

"dark corners and angles; [in] its light under the :;entinellamp-posts.,,73 The street 

offers the seductive lure of the unknown and promises an escape from bourgeois 

sensibilities. The street a:; anthropomorphic entity further holds the lure of cafes 

and nightclubs, where sexual pleasures abound. The Street's protagonist is tempted 

by the "life in :;himmering ballrooms."74 Here t.he threat of the street blends with 

the draw of the. prostitute to threaten everyman's existence. 

The prostitute's hub is the night.club. It. is here that she tempts the protagonist 

who is already seduced by her beal\ty. As the protagonist enters the club, he finds 

himself on a balcony with a view high above the crowd. In a moment of flushed 

vertigo, the scene spins out of control. Dancers are turned on their heads, and the 

protagonist envisions himself in the middle of this wirnvarr. The overriding message 

that the protagonist is no longer ill coutrol of t.he sit.uat.ion is accentuated by the 

intoxicating opulence of the club. Beaut.iful women dressed in expensive silks, dapper 

men, and an abundance of champagne signal decadence, perversion, and chaos not 

unlike that of critic Thomas Wehrling's description of Hellenic rhapsody. It is in this 

atmosphere that the prostitute seduces the protagoni:;t, as well as a wealthy man 

from the provinces, to partake in a card game with two of her male accomplices. 

The accomplices commence to win t.he protagonist':; money from him. The petty 

bourgeois hero is forced to give up a check t.hat is not his in order to pay for his 

gambling debt. 

72 Vonvul'ts, p,.essesi"immen-Dit: S'l/'ussc (Berlin: Hamm Film Verleih, 1923) 10. 
73Paul Rota, Film till Now (Londou 1930): 20G. For a discussion of the street 

film, see Siegfried Kracauer, Fm1/! Culigul'i to Hiller: A Psychological History of the 
German Film (Princeton: Princeton U. Press, UJ<17) 157-60. 

74 Deutsche Allgemeine Zeitung, Pn:ss(:stimllten-Die Stmsse (Berlin: Hansa Film 
Verleih, 1923) 9. 
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At the card table, time and social convention seem to stand still. Feminist critic 

Mary Ann Doane's idea of a femininity that is outside of time ("the glance, the 

smile that signifies no lasting commitment") coincides with the game of chance that 

is not rooted in cause-and-effect logic. if, It is in this space where the prostitute 

is best able to disrupt and displace. She comforts the prot.agonist, while his very 

bourgeois identity, symbolized by the wedding ring, is stripped from him. Like the 

femme fatale figure in G.W. Pabst's film, Pandora's Box, Grune's prostitute is a 

dangerous omen for the gambling man . .Just as Lulu drives Alwa into exile and to 

the gambling ship where he succUiubs to his gambling urges, The Street's prostitute 

coaxes the petty bourgeois adventurer into a ca.rd game that could potentially be 

his last. 

Karl Grune's portrayal of the prostitute and her relation to the game of chance 

finds an echo in Weimar criminologists' assessment of prostitution. The prostitute 

has a strong connection to the "world of the anti-social," with little respect for 

tradi tional social conventions. i6 The place of the dance hall and gambling table 

provides the prostitute with an environment a.part from social restriction, where she 

can foster criminal action: "del' geiiht.ell Dime win! es nicht schwer, den Erregten 

und vielfach auch durch die begleitcudeu Trinkausschreitungen noch haltloseren Be

sucher zu iibertriebellen Geldausgaben zu veranlassen. Um die zu decken, geschieht 

daIm del' erste Schritt vom vVege, (kr Griff in die anvertraute Kasse, die Veruntreu

ung fremden Geldes."77 It is the prostitute who tempt.s The Street's protagonist into 

gambling away a check that is not his own, supporting Weimar criminal psychologist 

Hans Schneickert's notion that woma.n drives man to commit illegal deeds. 

75Doane 156-57. For a discussion of gambling and ahistoricity see Mary Ann 
Doane, Femme Fatales (Princeton: Princet.on U. Press, 19S!)). 

76Weinberger 58. 
77G. Aschaffenburg, Das Vcrbn:chcn 'Ilnd seine Bekiimpfllng (Heidelberg: Carl 

Winters Universitatsbuchhandlung, 19:2:3) lOS. Also see Aschaffenburg for a discus
sion on gambling and criminality: "Wenn sich auch fiir die durch Spielleidenschaft 
und Spielverluste mittelbar veranlaBten DiebsUthle und Unterschlagungen keine 
Zahlen angeben lassen, so ist doch ein engel' Znsammcnhang kaulll zu bezweifeln." 
Aschaffenburg 108. 
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The chain of signification, prostitution-game of chance-criminality, is evident 

in both the film's narrative and in the Weimar treatises on criminality. Weimar crit

ics Ernst Engelbrecht and Leo Heller describe the relationship between prostitution 

and the criminal nature of the gambling hall in their 1926 work, Kinder (Ler Nacht: 

Just as dangerous are the wild gambling clubs... Here, too, there are 
really always all kinds of scoundrels who become friendly with inexpe
rienced guests and rob them and steal from them, not to mention that 
these wild gambling enterprises are greatly favored by sharps, among 
both the managers and the guests. In these wild gambling clubs, just as 
often as in the nightclubs, we find lots of "ladies" who have settled there 
for reasons of business, when they do not prefer strolling up and down 
the streets asking for love.78 

The above quote resonates with the narrative of The Street and reflects senti

ments on criminality, also evident in the vVeimar press. For the street and the city, 

driven by the components of "Asphalt, vVagen, Menschen, Lateruen, del' Ballsaal, 

das Mietshaus-Wein, Kartenspiei, Mor<l" were to be taken in deadly earnest.79 A 

1922 review of The Street underlines the notion that Grune's film was a sign of 

the times. In The S17'eet, as well as in contemporary Weimar cultural constructions, 

the metropolis translated into danger and death: "Die Vision del' StraBe ... die Fratze 

eines Zeitalters, das dem Betrieb seine Seele geopfert und das in tollen Kapriolen sich 

selbeI' betaubt. Del' Totentanz einer Epoche, die sich iiberschreit, um ihren eigenen 

Jammer nicht horen zu miissell."!:!ll The vision of the street illustrated in Grune's 

film anticipates Otto Dix's Gl'Oflslat/1 and ullderlines the relationship between the 

city and the criminal woman. 

It is only in the last part of The Strn:t that the prostitute uncovers her true 

inclinations by seducing the film's protagollist in her l'Undown apartment. The next 

sequence of events-the prostitute's accomplices kill the man from the provinces 

78Ernst Engelbrecht and Leo Heller, "Night Figures of the City," The Weimar Re
public Sourcebook, eds. Anton Kaes, Martiu .Jay, and Etlward Dimen<lberg (Berkeley: 
U. of California Press, 1994) 724-2G. 

79 Montagspost, Pl'esscstimmcu-Dit: SIl'llSSC (Berlin: Hamm Film Verleih, 1923) 
9. 

80 Film/.;urier, Pressestimmen-Die Stl'aSSf (Berlin: I-Iansa Film Verleih, 1!J23) 13. 
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and frame the protagonit't for the murder-weaves a tangled t'cenario, from which 

the protagonist seemingly cannot et'cape.81 The prot'titute testifies against the pro

tagonist in court, charging him wit.h the murder of the provincial man. It is only the 

testimony of the small girl living in the apartment (the daughter of the prostitute 

and one of her accomplices), who attests to the protagonist's innocence. At this 

point, the innocence of the t'mall girl it' contrat'ted with the criminal inclinations of 

the prostitute. But as the prot'titute wraps the girl in a large cloak, there is the 

suggestion that the prostitute't' daughter may in time follow the lead of her mother 

(and her criminal father). At' criminologit't Erich Wulffen states: "the prostitute 

lies dormant in every woman-physiologically and psychologica.lly."82 According to 

Wulffen, "lowly birth or inferior education" call hasten a woman's already innate 

desire to practice the trade of prost.itut.iOll.s:l Reading the film through Wulffen's 

text, the little girl it' promit'ed a bleak future. In a larger context, the germ of the 

criminal woman, found in the most unlikely placet' (and bodies) has the potential 

to strike at a moment's notice. 

At the elid of The Street, the protagouit't is saved from the t'uicide that he has 

planned for himself and retul'1lS to bit' wife, who has waited up for him. Both wife 

and husband look out of t.he window at a street that is devoid of all activity in the 

pre-dawn hours. While the eud of the film givet' hope tlmt t'olid bourgeois values 

will triumph over the dangers of the t't.reet, the continued importance of the street 

is a bad omen. Although the t'treet. is empty wheu the protagonit't returns home, it 

will soon fill with the activity of daily life, ouly to be followed again by the rhythm 

of the night and the crimiual activit.y that. the eveniug suggests. Read againt't the 

Weimar citizen't' need to demouize the crimillal as Ot.her, the film't' ending confirms 

8IThe prostitute first briugs t.he mau from the provincet' back to her apartment 
and then leavet' him in one part of the flat, while eutertaining the film't' protagonist 
in another room. This arrangemellt. t'eems to be the "set-up" for the crime, as the 
two male accomplices charge the house aud rob/kill the provincial man. Both the 
accomplices and the prostitute flee the house, leavillg the protagonist alone (together 
with a blind man and a child) to answer for the crime. . 

82Wulffen 4D3. 
83Wulffen 4!)5. 
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the notion that the average burgher il3 not the crimina.l, but that the Other lurks 

just around the corner, as close al3 the nearest l3treet crol3sing. Vigilance is needed to 

protect against the criminal. Specia.l attelltion mUl3t also be paid in recognizing and 

avoiding the prol3titute whol3e "theatrical talentl3" can fool the unl3uspecting male.84 

The theatrical talentl3 of the criminal woman lllay also be seen in Joe May's classic 

street film, Asphalt. In a conflatiou of city life with criminality, May captures the 

motion and chaos of the l3treet. Asphalt begins with a montage of fire, darlmesl3, and 

men pounding the asphalt of the street. The intertitle in the opening sequence reads 

"Asphalt pavement, noise and turmoil, feet and wheels constantly on the move: city 

life. "85 The city's erratic movement, the preseuce of trams, cars, and people teeming 

in the streets, suggests the excess of city life. May'l3 moving camera also gives the 

feeling of vertigo and helplessness, as the viewer is tossed about in the confines of the 

city's tall buildings and structures. From scenes of the city, the film quickly cuts to a 

shot of a bird in a cage. The notiou of being caged in or entrapped is underlined by 

the preceding montage of the city. Asphalt's illt.roduction thus establishes a conflict 

between the individual and the overwhelming forces of the street.86 

The object of entrapment ill Asphalt is agaiu the petty bourgeoisie. The picture 

of the caged bird is followed by a representative view of a burgher's apartment: jars 

of fruit and vegetables are neatly displayed ou a shelf, a clock is foregrounded, and an 

older couple appears drinking cofree and reading the neWl3paper at the kitchen table. 

The old woman's cOll1ment-"my goodlless, nothing but sensational reports"-offers 

a juxtaposition of the safe but staguant. world of the small apartment to the world 

84Samuelsdorfr S. In his article, "Die KrimiI;alitii.t del' Frau," Samuelsdorff goes 
on to state: "Wenn nun auch die Frau zwar in eilligell beriihmt gewordenen Fallen 
der neueren und neuesten Zeit...den Maun auf dem Gebiet del3 Betrugs liberboten 
hat, so steht doch fel3t, daB eine Frau aIs Betriigerin und Hochl3taplerin zwar eine 
zeitlang, nie abel' 130 lange anhaltelld wie eiu Maun Erfolg hat." SamueIsdorff S. 

85 Asphalt, dir. Joe May, with Gustav Frohlich aud Betty Amann, Ufa, 192!). 
86 A 1929 review of Asphalt states: "Asphalt ist del' Film del' GroBstadt, del' 

GroBstadtstraBe ... Aus ihren grellen Licht.em, aus ihrell tiefell Schatten hebt sich das 
Schicksal, dem del' Held diest's Films, del' jtlllge \Vacht.meister Holk, unterliegt ... " 
Die Film1l!oche 27 Mar. 1929. 
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outside. 

From the apartment of the bourgeois couple the film again cuts to scenes from 

the street. Street lights go on-evellillg approaches. People stream down the streets, 

some stopping to look at displays in the shop windows. The film focuses in on a 

purse being snatched amidst the turmoil of the throng. As passers-by stop to watch 

a woman in a shop window trying on a pair of silk stockings, criminals manage 

to steal the contents of an unsuspecting woman's purse. Here the combination of 

female sexuality (the sensual act of brushing a silk stocking against the skin) and 

common criminality anticipates the threat of the female criminal. The next scene 

confirms this expectation with the introduction of the criminal woman. 

Asphalt's version of the crimiual woman is a diamond thief. Petite and well

dressed, the diamond thief appears quite harmless to the clerks in the jewelry store 

who are willing to display an assortmcut of loose diamonds for her. As the woman 

(Else) proceeds to flirt with the jewelry attendaut, she skillfully knocks a diamond to 

the ground and picks it up with her umbrella point. Later, after being apprehended, 

she admits, "I didn't invent the trick-I read about it in a newspaper." Myriad as

sociations immediately come to mind concel'lling the woman's relationship to the 

city and to the print medium. Feminist critic Patrice Petro has noted that the il

lustrated press oftell assumes a gellder-~iJwcific readership. Projects undertaken by 

the Ullstein press among other publishiug hOllses in vVeimar Germany, addressed a 

female audience: "While media. institutions clearly recognized the importance of fe

male audiences, they also uuderst.ood t.he need to chanuel and direct those audiences 

for commercial or political purposes."lli The press's desire to cover women's issues 

and experiences, "binding them t.o pleasurable forms of consumption," is in line 

with the draw of big city department. stores.1l1l The invitation extended to woman 

to become a modern cowmmer was a pOjJlllar OIH~ with both \Veimar merchants and 

the press. 

For those women who were seduced by the glitter of the city's goods, criminality 

87Petro 90. 
88Petro 90. 
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was one way of obtaining desired items. Weimar criminal psychologist G. Aschaffen

burg finds women drawn to the activity of stealing, because they are naturally prone 

to dishonesty and also attracted to "others' property" ("fremd[es] Eigentum"). Es

pecially appealing is the department store, which is filled with others' goods: "[Es] ist 

eine fast nur bei dem weiblichen Geschlecht vorkommende Verfehlung del' Waren

hausdiebstahl... Frauen, von dem Anblicke del' iiberall in iiberreichem Malle zur 

Schau gestellten Waren iiberw~i,ltigt, [wollen] sich alles Mogliche aneignen.,,89 Erich 

Wulffen states that young women succumb to the "seductions of the colorful store 

displays, when a favorable opportunity iH offered them... 'There is so much of it 

lying about, that one thing wouldn't be missed,' theHe girls declare at the trial. "90 

The space of the city as home for the burgeoning press and for the sparkle of fashions 

designed to appeal to female COllHUllH~rH Hupports a reading of Asphalt's jewel thief as 

the archetypal urban criminal-one who is out to "gratify her vanity."91 Also con

necting the city to woman's desire to Htea.l iH the ill creased Htimulation of woman's 

motor urges. Wulffen stateH: "It must be aHserted generally that political unrest 

has increased-temporarily, perhaps-woman's mot.or urge, so that she is more eas

ily tempted to crime and particularly to theft. Nor can there be any doubt that 

the social turmoil has excited aud heightelled her sexual energies."!J2 The increased 

tempo of city life is linked here to sexual stimulation and female criminality. 

It is clear that the jewel thief Ebe is not merely a criminal, but a sexual criminal. 

As the arresting officer at the jewelry store (Sergeant Holk) refuses to drop the 

charges against Ebe, a sexual Htruggle eusues. vVhen I-Iolk agrees to go to Else's flat 

in order to retrieve her papers, Else uses all t.he powers of her sex to win over Holle 

Dressed in black lace pajamas, Else phYHically challcugcH Holk to disregard his duty 

as a policeman aud succumb to her Hcduction. AH Else knock:; I-Iolk's hat off of his 

head in an act of passioll, the uotioll that criminality has triumphed over the law is 

apparent. A shot of I-Iolk'H Holitary police helmet lying on the floor represents the 

89 Aschaffenburg 181. 
90Wulffen 82-83. 
91Wulffen 76. 
92Wulffen 84. 
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powerlessness of the law vis-a.-vis the sexual woman as criminal. 

Eric Wulffen's thesis that crimiual acts committed by woman are the ultimate 

release of sexual urges is an interesting sub text read against Asphalt. The jewel 

thief's intense sexuality, apparent in her relations with the jeweller, are underlined in 

her attempts to seduce the police officer and in her demeanor and lifestyle. Wulffen 

expands on the sexual woman as criminal in the specific category of the woman 

thief: "The human motor impulse in general and the criminal impulse in particular 

is nourished by the individual's sexual energy. Women and girls of a stronger and 

more active sexuality are more disposed to it."u.1 For Wuiffen, the primitive grasping 

motion is heightened by sexual euergy. If we follow Wulffen's line of reasoning that 

sexuality is the root of criminality, theu an "excessive" female sexuality is the motor 

for the woman thief. 

After the seduction scene, Asphalt's narrative returns to the world of the petty 

bourgeoisie. I-Iolk's father, at the kitcheu table reading a copy of the German 

Criminal Investigation Papc'r, waits for his son to returu home. The senior I-Iolk, 

also a policeman, represents stalwart traditioualmorais. Like the wife in Thc Street, 

the senior members of the I-Iolk family signal old Wilhelminiau values of order and 

virtue. In contrast, their son has been tainted. A victim of the modern woman, 

young officer I-Iolk is a marker for changiug times, the lure of the street and the 

dangerous criminal womall.U<1 Young Holk's inability to accept his father's cigar, a 

passing on of masculinity aud authorit.y, underscores the juuior I-Iolk's precarious 

position. 

Else's appraisal of her lover Holl, also symbolizes a Weimar in flux. As Else looks 

at a picture of Holk aud compares it to oue of her criminal lover, two ways of life 

are being contraposed. While one way of life (law and order) seems to win out over 

the other when Sergeant Holk is forced to kill Else's criminal lover, the love scene 

between Holk and Else leuds a feeling of foreboliiug t.o the film with respect to the 

93 Wulffen 75. 
94Sergeant Holk is a pointmau for a busy int.ersection ill the city. Iu this ca

pacity, he lives in the pulse of the city. It is no surprise theu that he is finally 
overcome/seduced by the city-woman. 
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power of the female criminal. Else rejects Bolk's suggestion of marriage, questioning 

the logic of pairing a policeman with a thief. Else admits it is not necessity that 

has turned her into a thief. Displaying her collection of jewels, money, and clothes, 

Else notes: "Necessity, does this look like necessity?" Else's compulsion to steal 

underscores the woman's psychotic relationship to crime. Measured against Weimar 

criminologists' reports of the criminal woman, Else's irresistible desire to commit 

crime is an instinctual urge lying dormant in every woman. This urge is brought to 

life by "unnatural" sexual drives and the desire to please men: "Vanity urges her to 

become the center of the world of men. Here jealousy, hate and falsehood lead her 

into crime, which again takes on a sexual coloring ... Her whole being, inward and 

outward ... impels her to Illstjuluess ... "!Jf. Else's outbreak of laughter after admitting 

her criminal nature illustrat.es the psychosis of crime. Like the laugh of the Medusa, 

the criminal woman's histrionic natUl'C signifies fraud, narcissism, and ultimately 

death.96 

In the final scene of Asphalt t.he crimiual woman is put behind bars. Else is held 

at the police station for interrogatiou concel'lling the death of her criminal boyfriend. 

Else's conft:3::;i0Il has allowed young Holk to be released. The Holk family is reunited 

and it seems that Else's criminal influence has been eradicated from the law-abiding 

Holk clan. But Holk is still entranced by Else, ami motions that he will wait for 

her relea::;e. One reading of the film suggests tha.t Else has changed her criminal 

ways, but the last filmic image gives evidence to the contraryy7 As Else is led to 

her jail cell, she is locked behind ba.rs. Holk is separated from her by a metal grate, 

symbolizing the difference in their true uat.mes. The criminal woman remains a 

9SWulffen 53-54. 
9GIn Paucio1'll's Eo:/;, Lulu's laugh also has frightening consequences. Lulu's out

break of laughter on her wedding uight is followed by the death of Dr. Schon. 
97 A Weimar critique of May's mm states: "Waren Wahl und Bearbeitung des 

Manuskriptes von dem SchupomClulI, del' ill Gewissenskonflikte geriit, weil er eine 
Diebin liebt, die sich dann, olllle daf.l man das ohlle wei tel'S fiir glaubhaft hiilt, fiir 
ihn opfert, auch nicht ganz gliicklich." "Asphalt" Rfichsjilmblatt 16 Mar. 1929: 12. 
This interpretation posits that Else retains her criminal natUl'e at the end of the 
film. 
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criminal; the bourgeois man enticed by t.he sexual criminal is different from and at 

the same time linked to the criminal woman in his desire for her. 

Fear of the criminal woman and a dread of the street permeates Joe May's film, 

Asphalt. The confiation of woman and the city spells trouble for the unsuspecting 

man who is drawn in by "her" corruption. Woman as psychotic criminal, one who 

is forced by her urges to commit crime, is also foregrounded. Here criminal woman 

is a signifier, "an overrepresent led] body" that is used to create the notion of pure 

evi1.98 

In Weimar psychological and social discourse concerning the criminal woman, 

the attempt is made to foreground a certaiu difference vis-a-vis the middle class 

bourgeois community. In the vVeimar crimiual case of Helene Basedow for example, 

the trend of defiling and scapegoatiug woman as siuister and Other is apparent. 

Helene Basedow, a young woman who committed a series of crimes in the late 

twenties, is the embodiment of evil. Helene, the "small blonde satan," is dangerous 

in her eroticism: "Dieses kleine Miidchen ist ein so ausgesprochener Vampyrtyp, daB 

selbst die kummergewohuten Jugeudrichter sich VOl' ihr bekreuzigen ... der absolute 

Mangel an Scham in Wort, Gebiirde uud Tat zeigt. deutlich das MaB ihrer seelischen 

Minderwertigkei t. "!J!J 

Basedow, in the spirit of the crimiual women in The Strcct and Asphalt, is em

blematic of Weimar society's discomfort. with modernity in general, and the devel

opment of the New Woman in particula.r. The obsession with criminality in the 

Weimar press and in crimiual journals of the time is not in line with an actual 

rise in criminality. Rather it. port.rays a fear of change and the threat of urban 

lifestyle and industrializat.ion that clwraderized the tweut.ies and early thirties in 

98Mary Ann Doane sees the femme fatale as au overrepresented body in that 
the body is given ageucy independent of consciousness. The body is thus the seat 
of power, which makes sense when relatell to the construction of criminal woman 
evident in vVeimar. For Weimar crimiuologists, it is womau's sexuality emanating 
from her body, that causes womau to commit. crime. For a discussion of the femme 
fatale see Mary Ann Doane Fe'llul/,t: F(/tales 1-17. 

99Hans Hyan, "In Sachen Basedow und CellossPlI," Berliner Illustrirte Zeifuug 20 
Jan. 1929: 101-02, 112. 
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Germany. The construction of the criminal woman hecamp. a signifier for the fear 

of women's liberation, the new importallce of the city, and for the fledgling nature 

of the German republic. To identify the criminal, specifically the female criminal, 

was to differentiate good from bad, and t.hus extract evil from the community.1OO 

Evil was also attributed to woman by h'oping her as technological entity. Weimar 

critics' attempt to read tile machine as feminine raises anxieties concerning creation 

and reproduction, issues inherent in a discussion of the construction of woman's 

difference. 

lOOUnfortunately, the true evil hrewing ill Weimar society was not to be found in 
the image of the criminal or the criminal woman, but in the volkisch political circles 
brewing fascist ideology in beer ha.lls ami meeting pla.ces t.hroughout Germany. 



CHAPTER 3 

Wehnar Culture and the Fenlale Cyborg 

I clearly recall the appearance of the [Tiller Girls] in the season of their 
glory. When they formed an undulating snake, they radiantly illustrated 
the· virtues of the conveyor belt; when they tapped their feet in fast 
tempo, it sounded like business, business .... when they kept repeating the 
same movements without ever interrupting their routille, one envisioned 
an uninterrupted chain of autos gliding from the factories into the world, 
and believed that the blessings of prosperity had no end. (Siegfried 
Kracauer, "Girls and Crisis") 
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The above passage is an uncanny illustratioll of technology as an embodiment 

of the feminine. This ambivalent relatiollship towards woman and the machine 

expressed in Post World War I vVeimar cultural cOllstructions, signals a fear of 

both modernization (Americanization, Fordism, Taylorism) and of the New Woman 

figure. 1 German cultural critics from the poli tical left and right thus articulated the 

double dread of technology and the female body, which took shape in the creation 

of machine as femme fatale. 

In order to explore the above thesis, I will recall femiuh;t scholar Mary O'Brien's 

ideas on the politics of reproduction, which provide a theoretical explanation for 

1 For an example of the \Veimar fear of technology, see Stefan Zweig, "The Mono
tonization of the World," The Wc:il/w.r J?epublic SO"/l/"(:dJOok, eds. Anton Kaes, Mar
tin Jay, and Edward Dimendberg (Berkdey: U. of Califomia Press, 1994) 397-400. 
In his 1925 article for the BedilttT Bi)rst:II.-COllrifl', Zweig states: "before the war 
[Walther] Rathenau prophesized this mechanization of existence, the dominance of 
technology, would be the most important aspect of our epoch. But never have the 
outward manifestatiolls of our ways of life plunged so precipitously, so moodily into 
uniformity as in the last few years. Let us be clear about it! It is probably the most 
urgent, the most critical phenomellon of our time." 397. Also note The Weimar 

Sourcebook's treatment of a perceived Americanization of vVeimar Germany. 393-
411. 

------------ ... - ._ .. ----
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man's preoccupation with woman as machine. 2 I will then link O'Brien's theories 

to the problem of technology. As creator of the machine, man seeks to provide 

an alternative to biological reproduction: technology is the definitive "force" which 

cannot be linked back to female procreation.3 But the anxiety that this force pro

vokes must be vented in order to insure individual agency. In the context of Weimar 

cultural discourse, venting or scapegoating is played out on the female body.4 By 

conflating a perceived destructive technology (first experienced during World War I 

and later in the mechanization of the workplace and in urban life) with a fear of the 

New Woman figure, both forces of otherness are defined, harnessed, and controlled. 

The control of reproduction and t.he not.ion of woman as machine are histori

cal tensions addressed by Weimar Sex Reformers who were concerned with contra

ception and the rationalization of female sexuality. The conflation of woman and 

machine also appears in the works of vVeimar conservative writer Ernst Jiinger, as 

well as in the essays of the progressive social critic Siegfried Kracauer. This form 

of cultural critique provides an historical backdrop for the reading of Weimar filmic 

texts. In Fritz Lang's film Metropolis (lD2G), the image of the robotic femme fatale 

represents the conflation of technology and woman, which must be controlled. Like 

the sexual woman as criminal, the machine woman aHSUlues a castrating force that 

2Mary O'Brien, The Politics of Rcproduction (Boston: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 
1981) 56. 

3Mark Seltzer, Bodies and Machines (New York: Routledge, 1992) 29. Seltzer 
maintains that the discourse of force is the discourse of thermodynamics: "the first 
law of thermodynamics, the law of conservation, posits that matter and energy may 
be converted and exchanged but can neither be created nor destroyed ... Conversion 
without creation is the thennodynamic conception of force." 2D. 

4 Andreas Huyssen in his essa.y, "The Vamp and the Machine: Fritz Lang's 
Metropolis," After The Great Divide: iI/oticrnism, ii/ass Oulture, Postmodernism, 
(Bloomington: Indiana UP, 19SG) G5-S1, sees man's desire to create as a way of 
circumventing female othel'lless: "Clearly the issue here is Bot just the male's sex
ual desire for woman. It is the mudl deeper libidinal desire to create that other, 
woman, thus depriving it of its othemess. It is the desire to perform this ultimate 
task which has always eluded technological mitll." 71. For a discussion of the rela
tionship between woman/natl\l'e/mClchille/otlwmess, see Huyssen, After The Great 
Divide 68-70/77-78. 

------------------- ------- --------------
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is perceived as especially threatening to a Weimar culture in flux. 

Mary 0' Brien's ideas on reproductioll provide a framework for my discussion of 

the machine woman. In her theoretical work The Politics of Reproduction (1981), 

O'Brien argues that men are separated from the continuity of the species in their 

separation from the reproductive process.r. Thus, man strives to create institutional 

forms of social relations of reproduction in an attempt to forge a personal sense 

of historicity or continuity.6 O'Brien maintains that men claim more than these 

institutional forms: 

[Men] claim ownership of the woman's reproductive labour power in 
a sense recognizably similar to, but by no means analogous with, the 
sense in which capitalists appropriate the surplus labour power of wage 
labourers.7 

O'Brien believes that by mmrpillg woman's reproductive labor power, men con

trol the means both of production and reproduction. While O'Brien's analysis 

smacks of biological determinism-man=oppressor/woman=oppressed-her argu

ment may not be so easily discounted. The attempt to control reproduction man

ifests itself in a discussion in which so-called Weimar Sex Reformers engaged. Sex 

Reform was a mass movemeut comprising working-class lay organizations as well 

as representatives from the medical prof(~ssion committed to channeling woman's 

sexual as well as procreative behavior. J\/Ioved by a fascination with Weimar's "New 

Woman," representatives from bot.h Socialist and Communist political parties, fem

inists, doctors, and sexologists all fought to rationalize and discipline a female sex

uality under scrutiny. 

50'Brien 52. 
60'Brien 56. Institutional forms of tile social relations of reproduction consist of 

marriage, "with all its variatiolls." The physical separation of the woman from other 
men denotes the social space of the private realm, significantly different from the 
public realm where "men fore-gather to make t.he laws and ideologies which shape 
patriarchy." 56. 

70'Brien 58. Men claim the child oy partaking in lIurture or buying labor power 
to help in the task of raising the child: "male participation in nurture also has 
symbolic social significance: it confirms a right t.o the child and a recognition of 
paternity which in fact rest on shaky biological foundations." 57. 
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Generally, sex reformers were concerned with both the economic and sexual 

distress of the working classes, and the sexual activity of married and single women 

of all classes. Issues directed at working-class women inclu~led reliable and safe 

contraceptives and sexual counseling. Clinics were set up to provide medical and 

psychological advice addressing the enormous size of many working-class families 

and sexual therapy designed to combat sexual dysfunction. Sex reformers dealing 

with the working-class followed the motto of "better to prevent than to abort," 

advertising responsible birth control.s Clinics run by sex reformers also serviced 

women of all classes. In dealing with the Hexually active youth and the middle

class married wage-earning woman, "correct. and disciplined" sexual behavior was 

the order of the day. Active het.eroHexual bel!a.vior waH healthy, but had to be 

informed by "scientific expertise" in order to avoid female frigidity and male sexual 

insensitivity.9 With regard to these women, journals and periodicals provided a 

how-to guide for the sexually active couple. 

The Sex Reform movement sought. to billd women to family and marriage by 

using a rationalized approach to Hexuality. The key to this plan was in creating an 

erotic woman who came to full orgasm witl! the help of her husband. Sex manuals 

touted by reformers gave Htep-by-step instructions to the husband on how to arouHe 

his wife. While women, because of t.l!eir menstnmtions and pregnancies, were con

sidered to be passive and leHs capa.ble of abstract. thinking, men were responsible 

for insuring pleasurable Hex for bot.h parties. III a manual entitled Ideal Marriage 

(1928), author Th.H. Van de Velde gives men st.rict sequential instructions on how 

to have sex: gaze and word, IdsH, tongue kiss, genital foreplay, and intercoUl'He. 10 

8 Atina GrosHmann, '''SatiHfaction Is Domestic I-IappineHs': MaHs Working-Class 
Sex Reform Organizations in the Weimar Republic," Towa1'ds the Holocaust: The 
Social and Economic Collapse of the Wril/tl/1' Republic, ec\:;. Michael N. Dobkowski 
and Isidor Wallimann (Westport: Greenwood Press, H183) 269. 

9 AtinCL Grossmann, "The New vVoman and the Rationaliza.tion of Sexuality in 
Weimar Germany," Powcrs of Dt:sirt:: Thc Politics of Scxuality, eds. Ann Snitow, 
Christine StanHell, and Sharon Thompson (New York: Monthly Review Press, 1983) 
155. 

lOTh.H. Van de Velde, Die Vollh:otnlllfnt: Eftc: Eine Studic 'libel' ih1'c Physiologic 
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These manuals generally depicted the working-class woman as more natural and 

thus easier to arouse sexually than the middle-class woman, who required more ex

tensive technique. This meant that the middle-class husband would receive more 

elaborate how-to literature than the working-class man. 11 

The hard work of step-by-step sex reflected the streamlined process of capitalist 

production-the patterns of scientific management and the assembly line were imi

tated in the business of human reproduction. 12 Women, already familiar with the 

rationalization of the workplace, became themselves machines who could perform 

more productively. The priming of the female body as machine, through sexual edu

cation and birth control, was ultimately a. method of controlling reproduction using 

the techniques of science and stamianiization: "Sex Reform treated the [female] 

body as a machine that could be t.ra.ined t.o perform more efficiently and pleasur

ably. The goal was to produce a better product, be it a healthy child or a mutual 

orgasm. Finally, of COUl'se, the two goals were related, since satisfying sex produced 

a better quality of offspring." 1:3 Thus, a woman's body was prepared to work like 

a machine, albeit a machine designed and operated by a male contingency.14 For it 

und Technik (Leipzig: Benno Konegen Medizinischer Verlag, 1928) 134-80. 
11 According to Van de Velde, it is woman's physiological attributes that make 

it necessary for the husband to provide leadership in matters pertaining to 
sex: "Sehr oft aber, wahrscheinlich sogar meistens, wird bei unseren jetzigen 
Frauen diese Absicht [Coitus] nicht erreicht, hauptsiichlich wohl wegen der gerin
gen Entwicklung des Organs [die Clitoris] ... Wcnn diese Subnonllalitat auch nicht 
unuberwindlich ist, ... verlallgt VOll dem Ehemalln als sexuellem Erzieher und Fuhrer 
aller Verfuhrereigenschaften." 167. 

12Grossmann, "New vVoman" lG:J. 
13Grossmann, "New vVoman" HiL!. 
14In the context of the abortion iss11e, women activists utilized the metaphor of the 

machine to describe their own predica.ment. The COlllmunist women's movement, 
in response to Pope Pius XII's deu11nciat.ion of sex without the intent to procreate, 
issued the following declaration: "\Ve wOlllen refw;c to let ourselves be regarded as 
baby machines and then additiollidly to serve as slaves in the production process." 
Second Reichs Women's Conference of the IAI-I in Halle, March 14-15, 1931; qtd. 
in Atina Grossmann, "Abortion and Economic Crisis: The 1931 Campaign Against 
Paragraph 218," When Biology Bfcmnf Destiny: Women in Weimar and Nazi GeT·
many, eds. Renate Bridenthal, Atina Grossmann, and Marion Kaplan (New York: 
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was the writing of male sex reformers that set the standard etiquette for creating a 

female sexual machine capable of responding to comnuuHl,15 

In the Sex Reform movement, Mary O'Brien's ideas on the usurpation of woman's 

reproductive labor power are manifest. The Sex Reformer's "scientific approach" to 

sexuality and ultimately human reproduction illustrates a male desire to control. By 

creating a sexual machine capable of "satisfying sex" and "quality of spring," man 

conquers his fear of reproduction by making woman into a subordinate sexual ma

chine. The control of female procreation is thus socially constructed in order to forge 

the patriarchal notion of man as the ultimate creator, simultaneously overcoming a 

fear of woman and technology. In vVeimar Germany, it was the New Woman figure, 

considered overtly sexual, who had to be guided and restrained. There was then 

the need to subsume female sexuality uncleI' the rubric of a man-made project in 

the sex reformers' technology of medicine, creat.ed to foster it docile female machine 

who was meant to serve. 

3.1 Ernst Ji.inger 

The notion of man as creator is a strong theme present in the Weimar Sex Reform 

Movement as well as in German intellectual thought of the 1920s. The idea of the 

Monthly Review Press, 1!J84) 72. Even Weimar feminist, Dr. Else Kienle, saw 
woman as a potential machille. Arrested alld charged with performing abortions for 
profit, Kienle took issue with the a.bort.ion law by comparing woman to a machine: 
"Of what use is suffrage to woman if she is still to remain a helpless baby machine?" 
Dr. Else Kienle, Fmuen: Aus (!t:m Taye!Juch ciUtT Xrztin (Berlin, 1932) 309; qtd. 
in Grossmann, "Abortion" 75. 

15There were some female reformers who dill not agree with these standards, 
namely women sex reformers like Helelle Stoecker, Margarete Kaiser, Sofie Lazars
feld, and Alice Ruehle-Gerstel. While WOrldllg within the structure of the Sex Re
form movement, these womell recogllized the irony in securing female orgasm using 
the dictates of a male-dominat.ed mdhodology. These womell then worked to expro
priate the techniques of male-doillinat(~d sciellce, while recognizing a unique female 
sexuality. Grossmann, "New vVomall" 1G7-fiS. For additional information on the 
role women doctors played in tlll~ Sex Rd'orm movement, see Atina Grossmann, 
"German Women Doctors from Berlin to New York: Maternity and Modernity in 
Weimar and in Exile," Feminist Sfllllies U)/1 (Spring HJ93): 65-88. 
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creator who uncovers the mytlteries of nat.ure through technology is found in the 

work of Weimar's most colorful conserva.tive, Ernst Jiinger. In the case of Junger, 

technology is not crafted by an inventor, but is activated by the individual who 

melds with technology. It is the melding of machine and man that evokes human 

inner desire superimposed onto teclmologica.l effects. 

Ernst Junger is a World War I veteran who published his accounts of the war 

during the Weimar period. Jiinger attempted to turn the defeat of the First World 

War into an inner victory by advocating the combination of spirit and technology 

in forming a new German identity. In his Ilovel, Firc (lnd Blood (1929), Jiinger 

captures the symbiosis between spirit amI technology/man and machine when he 

comments on the significance of the machine in wartime: "We have to transfer 

what lies inside us onto the machiIle. Tha.t iucludes the distance and ice-cold mind 

that transforms the moving lightning stroke of blood into a conscious and logical 

performance.,,16 Driven by the need to reconcile the destructive technology experi

enced in the trenches in World War I with the idea of a humaIl will, Junger's treatise 

activates a technology that has more to offer than merely a source of production.17 

For Jiinger, the machine is literally the "steel translation of our blood and our 

brains."18 

In Jiinger's popular text, Thc lVo/'kcr (HJ:32), technology is defined as the "mo

bilization of the world through the Gestalt of the worker."HI The Jiingerian worker 

must meld with the machine ill order to experience the satisfaction that this bond 

affords. Individual initiative must. dissolve iut.o a larger life cycle, where the in

dividual becomes a part of the inuermost. will. For the individual as worker, this 

disciplined life under the coufines of tedulOlogy brings with it "a feeling of horror 

16 Ernst Junger, Fcuc7' und Blut: Ein Heiner Ausschnitt (lUS del' !lmssen Schlacht 
(1929; Stuttgart 1960) 84. 

17Junger, Feuer ?lud Blut 81. 
18Ernst Jiinger, "Fortschritt, Freiheit, und NotweIldigkeit," Anninius 8 (1926): 

8-10 .. 
19Ernst Jiinger, Siimtliche Wc/'kc, (St.uttgart: Klett-Cotta, 1!J80) 12-13, vol. 8 

Del' Arbeiter. 
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mixed with delight."20 Workers recognize a type of masochistic pleasure in submit

ting to technology, as technology fuuctions as a source of danger. 21 Thus, the worker 

gains a relationship to elementary power through activation of and domination by 

technology. 22 

For Ernst J iinger, the total mobilization of technology is only possible through 

the resolve of the worker-soldier figure. 23 Here the creation of a powerful technology 

is constructed to overcome feelings of defeat that permeated the fledgling Weimar 

Republic after World War I. 24 With a new will and common determination, Ger

many could challenge its foes to the East and West. But in looking more closely 

at Junger's plan, the mysterious underbelly of technology lends itself to a further 

reading. Technology for Jiinger clearly provides a host of creative and regenerative 

possibilities. However, the ambiguities iuvol ved in this pact with technology are 

evident. The erotic melding of man and machine, the bonding of the soldier and his 

weaponry in wartime, creates both extreme pleasure and extreme pain. The source 

of both pain and pleasure, technology, is tl'Oped as feminine. 25 In order to develop 

this line of thought, I will review again the relationship between man and machine. 

In Junger's corpus of work, it is blatantly clear that the act of melding with tech

nology is an act of manliness. III his "VorId "Val' I 1l0Vel Battle as Inner Experience 

(1922), Jiinger creates a scenario akin to male orgasm: 

Once again ecstasy. The conditioll of the holy man, of great poets and 
of great love is also granted to those of great courage. The enthusiasm of 
manliness bursts beyond itself to such all extent that the blood boils as it 
surges through the veins .. .It is an intoxication beyond all intoxication.26 

20Junger, Der Arbeiter 128. 
21Junger, Del' Arbeiter 128. 
22Junger, Del' Arbeitel' 94. 
23Jiinger, Del' Arbeiter :37-45. 
24 Jeffrey Herf, Reactiona'l'Y 1Ilorlcl'uism: Tn:hu%gy, culture, and politics in 

Weimar and the Third Reich (Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 1984) 23. 
25 Just as there are moments when technology is troped as feminine, the case can 

be made that technology is cOllsidered to be masculine. For an example of the later 
premise, see Klaus Theweleit, lIla/e Fan/asies, vol. 2 (Minneapolis: U of Minnesota 
Press, 1987). 

26Ernst Jiinger, Siimtlic/te WCI'h:t:, (Stuttgart.: Klett-Cott.a, l!)80) 54, vol. 7 I(1'ieg 
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The war and its mechanical accouterments provide an "unleashing that breaks all 

bonds" as "the purple waves dash over [the soldier male]."27 This image of sexuality 

is mirrored in Battle as Inner Experience in a scene behind the lines where soldier 

meets prostitute: 

From dark corners of the old part of town red eyes of lanterns smoldered 
with temptation of a quick fist-full of pleasure. Inside unpretentious 
houses mirrors shimmered, flooding light drowned in the heaviness of 
red velvet...Soldier and girl, an old motif.28 

In this passage, Junger sets up a feeling of both danger and pleasure. Behind the 

deceptive facade of "unpretentious houses" hides a smoldering temptation, one that 

is capable of drowning the soldier iu the "heavine:.;s of red velvet." The soldier-girl 

relationship is marked by a quick fix of pleasure, where danger and pleasure join in 

ecstasy, not unlike Jiinger's intoxicating batt.le scenario. Furthermore, the notion 

of fluid in both passages-the purple waves and the threat of drowning-suggests 

an ominous female sexuality that is capable of destruction and death, a rampant 

female sexuality that was much speculated upon in Weimar society.29 

als Inr~eres Erlebnis. Not only is there ecst.asy iuvolved in the ritual of battle, but 
there are also reproductive forces at, work. In a circular Idud of logic, war spawns 
the soldier, who in turn calls the war int.o being: "War, father of all things, is also 
our father; it hammered, forged and hardened us into what we are .. .It raised us for 
warfare, and we will remain warriors for as long as we live ... Moreover: war is not 
only our father, but also our SOIL '''Ie have conceived it and it us. We have been 
hammered and forged, but we are also those who swing the hammer and drive the 
forge; simultaneously blacksmith aud Imbbliug steel, martyrs of our own deeds." 
11-12. 

27Junger, K,.icg 57. For an int.erest.iug discussion of homoeroticism and battle in 
Junger's Battle as Inner' EJ:periellce, see Marcia Klot.z' article in Allen Carey-Webb 
and Monika Fischer, eds., COlljen:ucf; on FllscislII(s): 1'Oots/extensiolls/r'cp/ays held 
in Eugene on 2-4, April 1992 (Eugeue: Dept.. of Comparative Literature, U. of 
Oregon, 1992). 

28Junger, Krieg 38-39. 
29For a discussion on the relationship between fluids and female sexuality, see 

Klaus Theweleit, Male Fantasies, vol. 1 (Minneapolis: u of Minnesota P, 1987) 
229-435. Luce Irigaray's essay, "The 'Mechauics' of Fluids," This Sex Which Is 
Not One, trans. Catherine Porter (Ithaca: COl'1lell UP, 1985) lOG-118, is another 
important study dealing with t.he femilliJl(~ prop(~rt.ies of ftuids. 
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Danger and pleasure are also part of the erotic encounter with a machine presence 

111 Junger's capriccio "Song of the Machine."3u In "Song of the Machine," the 

narrator chances on a "strange and eerie scene" where a large flywheel spins on its 

axis unattended by a human operator.31 The narrator is both hypnotized and highly 

aroused, feeling a sensation like that of being hurled forward in an accelerating 

airplane. In this moment of "frenzied motion," he is seized by the power of the 

situation: 

When, high above the clouds or deep in the belly of a glittering ship, 
this power flows through those silver wings or iron ribs, we are seized by 
a proud and painful notion-the belief that the very highest stakes are 
in play.32 

This passage again suggests the erotic moment of' coitus, with a flow and seizure 

similar to Junger's sexually cha.rged explosion on the field of battle. Again there 

is the element of a loss of control, a giving in to the danger of the moment. Not 

surprisingly, the machine in question is troped as feminine; she is the "steel serpent 

of knowledge," who with her "riugs upou rings and scales upon scales ... has sprung 

mightily to life" through the activation by man.33 This sexual serpent is ambiguous 

30 Ernst Junger, Das abenteucrliche Hel'z, Siimtliche Werke, vol. 9 (Stuttgart: 
Klett-Cotta, 1980) 223-25; translated in Marcus Paul Bullock, The Violent Eye: 
Ernst Junger's Visions and Revisio1ls on the Europcan Right, (Detroit: Wayne State 
UP, 1992) 133-34. I am usiug the second versiou of The Adventu1'Ous Heart (1938) 
in my inquiry. The 1929 version of' "SOllg of the Machine" is included in the first 
Adventu1'Ous Hcart collection, albeit. in a somewhat abbreviated form. See Ernst 
Junger, Das llbentc1lc1'lichc Hcrz, Siimtliclu! WCl'ke, vol. 9 (Stuttgart: Klett-Cotta, 
1980) 154. 

31Translation from Bullock 133. 
32Translation from Bullock 133. 
33Translation froIll Bullock 134. Bullock refers t.o the serpent as masculine [his 

hands]. In the original German, die Schlllllgt: has a feminine article (die) and thus 
may be related to the femiuine. Historically, the serpent has been connected to the 
feminine, evidenced in the relationship lwtweeu Eve and the serpent in Christian 
mythology. Also the worship of Brigit or Britle iu ancient Celtic tradition links the 
serpent to the female goddess. The godtless Bride, symbol of sexuality and fertility, 
is depicted with the serpent in pagan iucantatiolls: "Early on Bride's morn/ Shall 
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III her seductive call: she IS capable of reducing cities to ashes, but can also be 

"reined in by a child.,,34 

In the "Song of the Machine," the feminine machine is ultimately the "unyielding 

necessity."35 Bonding with her is pleasurable, but this pleasure has a price. Con

traposed to the wrath and depth of this machine, the Battle of the Somme seems 

like "a respite, a convivial act."3G Contemporary critic Andreas Huyssen maintains 

that the horror of war is translated int.o a fear of the female genitals; "the male's 

horror of the female genitals as threatening wound, the fear of the destruction of the 

male body in war displaced to the female body.,,:n Sigmuud Freud also expresses 

the notion that the uncauuy may be traced back to the female genital organs. In 

Freud's work on the uncanny, we see the ambiguity that marks so much of Junger's 

work with the"feminine: the genit.ab are bot.h home (the former home of all human 

beings), but also a very unheimlich place.:31:l 

The danger of woman is evident in .Tiinger's ca.priccio ent.itled, "From the Peep

Show." In "Peep-Show," the aut.hor stages intoxication and danger in the realm 

of the city.3D It is the city, a space of both decay and brilliance, that tempts the 

feverish narrator to leave his hospit.al bed and join its festivities. By day the city is 

the serpent come from the hole,jI will not harm the serpent, Nor will the serpent 
harm me" R.J. Stewart, Celtic Gods-Celtic Goddesses (London: Blandford Press, 
1990) 98--101. 

34Translation from Bullock 134. 
35Translation from Bullock 134. 
36Translation from Bullock 134. The connection between battle and the feminine 

is made by Andreas Huyssen in his recent art.icle, "Fortifying the Heart-Totally 
Ernst Jiinger's Armored Texts," New Genuan Oritique 59 (HI93): 3-23. 

37Huyssen 18. 
38Sigmund Freud, "The 'Uncanny'," Coll(:(:ted Papers, trans. Joan Riviere, ed. 

Ernest Jones, vol. 4 (New York: Basic Books, 1!1!)9) :3GS-407. 
3D Ernst Jiinger, Das abenteucrlichc Her:: 108-12; t.ranslated in Marcus Paul Bul

lock, The Violent Eye, (Detroit: Wayne State UP, H192) 177-79. This capriccio is 
not included in the original 1!129 version of Adventu/'Ous l/t:(l'l't. Excerpts from the 
1938 version of Adventu/'Ous /learl are cited here for the pmpose of informing my 
argument. I believe that bot.h versiolls are int.erconnected in their themes and their 
problematics. 
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barren and shabby. The night, in contrast, is a space of "pulsating lights [which ... ] 

glow like those emanating from the vacuum tubes physicists experiment with."40 

Here technology is unpredictable, vibraut, aud spiritual: 

This [night] spectacle looked rather as though the power lines had fallen 
into some terrible confusion and here and there the current was being 
burned up by brilliant, wasteful short circuits. The blue, red, and green 
curves blotted out those miserable facades with their peeling paint and 
in their place conjured up impressions of gleaming portals to marvelous 
palaces. Behind them were the entrances to dance halls, restaurants, or 
little cafes where a new, enervat.ing kind of music was playedY 

It is by frequenting a cafe in the aftemoon, the border between day and night, 

that the narrator chooses to take on the city. Here he meets the chestnut-haired girl, 

a symbol of the city par excellence,'l:.! It seems in the beginning that the narrator is 

making sport of his seduction of the young woman. But in reading the text closely, 

it is woman (like the feminine presence iu "Song of the Machine") who is winning 

the upper hand. The narrator test!:l out his "influences" by leading his "victim" 

back to his apartment. 43 But the chestnut-haired girl ultimately fixes her eyes on 

the narrator, reducing him to a nonentity: "I noticed that she was able to fix me 

with a firm gaze. Then her pupils began to dilate, and she looked right through me 

as though I were an indift'erellt supel'llumerary.,,44 Here the woman as city paralyzes 

4°Translation from Bullock 178. 
41Translatioll from Bullock 178. 
421n "From the Peep Show," the chestllut-ha.ired girl is described as sober and de

cisive, with "prudish features [that] suggest.ed one of those gymnastics instructresses 
whose secret wish is a summer vacation ill Sweden and whom one sees in lending 
libraries, waiting for good novels." (Trallslation from Bullock 178). This description 
corresponds to the one given in Ha.rold Nicobon's article, "The Charm of Berlin," 
Der Qucrschnitt May 1929: 345-46. Nicolson describes the city of Berlin as "a girl 
in a pull-over, not much powder on her face ... an undigested education, ... a breadth 
of view which charms one's repres!:liolls from their poisou" (346). This juxtaposition 
strengthens the link between womau aud the city. Nicolsou's description of Berlin 
also resonates in Jiinger's capriccio, as "From the Peep-Show" is subtitled "Berlin." 

43Translation from Bullock 178. 
44Translation from Bullock 17D. III l'vIarcus l3ullock's essay on "From the Peep-
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the narrator with her controlling gaze. Like the looters of the city who are court

martialed and shot at dawn, and the transgressive nature of the fair that surrounds 

the place of execution, the city signals danger for all those who challenge her. The 

narrator does manage to escape the gaze of the woman (and in doing so the seductive 

grip of the city) by framing the narrative in a dream scenario.45 But a third party 

voice that intervenes in the dreams cape has the last word: "'Oh, yes. There is harm 

in that. There is harm ... a great deal of harm.' " 46 In this pronouncement, the 

third party is making a judgment on the uarrator's drinking, but the notion of harm 

could also be taken as a comment. on the danger of this sexual encounter. 47 

In "From the Peep-Show" Jiinger set.s up all erotic encounter in the heart of the 

city. Here woman is not only the embodimeut. of cit.y life, but a sign of technology 

and surveillance. Her gaze, like t.he brilliant. light.s of the city, exposes the inner 

fears of the narrator. While the IHl.lTat.or escapes the chestnut-haired girl's gaze, 

thus terminating their sexual encounter, he questions this termination ("Is there 

any harm in that?").48 The strength of the bond between the narrator and the 

woman highlights the draw of the city and the seductive nature of woman as marker 

for the modern urban space. This readiug also resouates with the construction of 

Weimar's New Woman as a representative for urban life, and matches Weimar critic 

Show," the narrator is described as a passive victim: "[The narrator] is the vessel of 
something [the chestnut-haired girl] desires ami which she will drink in from him." 
Marcus Paul Bullock, The Vioit:nt Eye, (Detroit: Wayne Stat.e UP, 1992) 194. This 
comment is interesting wheu contrasted with the narrator's understanding of the 
dialectics involved in love relationships, "which is based on the question of whether it 
is the drink or the vessel in which it. is ofl'ered t.hat. is t.he more valuable." Translation 
from Bullock 178. 

45 A case may be made that the narrat.or does not escape woman. By establishing 
a dream scenario, he ouly calls up the idea of the subconscious that has traditionally 
been linked to woman. 

46Transiatioll from Bullock 179. 
47Marcus Bullock documeuts a fear of the sexual body iu Jiinger's texts. (180-

225). Also see Andreas Huysseu's article, "Fortifyiug the Heart" for an in-depth 
discussion on Jiinger's fear of the organic body. 

48Translatiou froIll Bullock 17!J. 
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Harold Nicolson's notion of the city (Berlin) as "a girl in a pull-over."4o 

Junger's bonding of man and technology, found in the city, the fadory, and on 

the battlefield, represents an erotic union: "the machine is beautiful...it ought to 

bestow on us higher and deeper satisfactiolls. ,,50 Technology has been anthropomor

phized as woman and lover. The dcLUger apparent in Junger's love affair between 

man and technology is celebrated as masochistic pleasure. In analyzing the theo

retical apparatus behind masochism, the source of both pain and pleasure resides 

in the figure of the mother/woman. According to critic Gilles Deleuze, the female 

in the male's masochistic fantasy is both the love object and controlling agent; she 

represents a femininity that is lackillg nothing. 51 Deleuze looks at the individual and 

his/her relation to the oral mother. III Deleuze's assessment, the mother represents 

creation and death;52 she is esselltial in the mother/child dyad, but can also with

hold this union and the psychic/physical nourishment it affords. The mother/child 

coupling also represents the danger of symbio"sis-the dissolution of the child into 

nothingness, as the mother literally eugulfs the child. 53 

40See footnote 41 for "The Charm of Berlin" citation. Also, in Ernst Junger's 
essay, "GroBstadt und Land," the tecllllologicalialldscape of battle has its spiritual 
impetus in the urban setting: "just as the landscape of [the] battlefield proved to be 
no natural landscape but a technologicallalldscape, so was the spirit that animated 
it, an urban spirit. Urban, too, was the Materialsehlaeht." Ernst Junger, "GroBstadt 
und Land," Deutsehes Volbtum 8 (1926): 577-81; translated in Brigitte Werneburg, 
"Ernst Junger and the Transformed World," Octobe'/' 62 (1992): 47. For a discussion 
of total mobilization as urban experience see Anton Kaes, "The Cold Gaze: Notes 
on Mobilization and Modernity," New CfTlIWn Cl'itiljue 59 (1993): (105-117). 

50Junger, FClLer lLud Blut 81. 
51Gilles Deleuze, "Coldness and Cruelty," A1asochism (New York: Zone Books, 

1991) 68. 
52Deleuze 55, Deleuze discusst:s tit(' ut.erine mot iter (prostitution), the Oedipal 

mother (punishment), and the oral mother (nurt.ure and death). The oral mother 
or "good" mother may in fact assume the positiolls of the uterine mother and the 
Oedipal mother: "the oral mother as the ideal of masochism is expected to assume 
all the functions of the other female figures;" G2-(i;3, For a gelleral discussion on 
masochism, see Gaylyn Studlar, In thc Rcalm of Pleasurc: Von Stcrnbcrg, Dict1'ieh, 
and the Masochistic Aesthetic (New York: Columbia Ulliversity Press, 1988) 9-28. 

53 Junger views the mother as a symbol that will stallcl, when other "cult values" 
are coming to an end. See Ernst .Jiiuger, Aultiihe/"I/.ugen, Siimtliche Werke, vol. 11 
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In Junger's masochistic Louding with technology, we have come full circle: tech

nology exists as a type of production that circumvents procreation-technology is 

man-made. But in creating technology, the inventor has unleashed Frankenstein's 

monster. The fear of creation is expressed ultimately through a fear of woman. 

Mary O'Brien's ideas on Il1iLll'S relationship to the production of life segue to this 

ultimate fear, which arises in the pre-Oedipal struggle for the self, before there is an 

ego; the dread of dissolution, of being swallowed or engulfed, defines the fear of the 

mother. 54 Here the conflatioll of mother and woman may serve to illuminate the 

innate fear of woman in Weimar discourse. 

Ernst Junger's fear of t.he mot.her/woman is evident in his capriccio entitled 

"The Black Knight." In this text, the narrator is suited up in black armor before a 

"satanic castle."55 After searching t.hrough "room after room, flight after flight," the 

narrator enters a tower 1'00111, where t.wo sisters and a mother appear at a table. 56 

One sister is sticking horseshoe nails in the face, limbs, and breast of the other 

sister. The mother watches, her large red heart ("cut out. of red paper covering 

almost her entire chest") turns whit.e wit.h every st.ab that the one sister receives. 57 

The narrator cannot Lear to look on this scene, as he attempts to exit from the 

labyrinth of the castle: 

I rush from the room, looking for the way out, with the feeling I am 
not man enough to endure this test.. Door after door flies past, each 
secured with steel bolts. Then I know: behiud every door, from the 
deepest cellar up to the attic ... are sccues of eIlllless torture about which 

(Stuttgart: Klett-Cotta, 1978) 18. 
54Theweleit, Male Fantasies: WOl/l.t:/t viii. Thcwdeit's entire project in volume 

1 rests on the'precept that womeu's hodies represent annihilation and engulfment: 
"The Freikorpsmen hate womeu, specifically WOllH:~ll 's bodies and sexuality. It would 
not be going too far to say that. t.heir perpetual war was undertaken to escape 
women;" xiii. 

55 Ernst Jiinger, Das abentcut:rlicht: HeT::, Siimiliche WCl'ke, vol. 9 (Stuttgart: 
Klett-Cotta, l!J80) 81-82; translated iu Marclls Paul Bullock, The Violent Eye, 
(Detroit: Wayne State UP, 1992) 227. 

56Translation from Bullock 227. 
57Translation fro111 Bullock 227. 
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no person will ever hear. I have penetrated the secret castle of pain.58 

In the womb-like caverns of the castle, the narrator has met his match in his con

frontation with the mother, signalling the dissolution of individual borders. There 

is a certain satisfaction in penetrating the "secret castle of pain," suggested in the 

pleasurable experience of voyeurism. But iu this scenario, the pleasure of looking is 

mixed with pain. After viewing the mother with the paper heart, the narrator de

sires to flee the scene. The mother as embodiment of the act of mutilation between 

the two sisters is a threat that even the steel-encased narrator cannot ignore.59 Thus, 

the mother as source of creation and anuihilat.i-on must be finally circumvented lest 

the narrator be sucked fully iut.o t.he whirlwind of the castle, and into the domain 

of woman.60 

3.2 Siegfried Kracauer 

Ernst Jiinger's need to mediate his fear of woman by activating technology is an 

endeavor that both foregrounds technology and rela.ys the experience of pleasure 

and pain associated with the bond to technology. For Jiinger, creating the feminine 

may ultimately signify a return to the mother, whose unheimlich space portends 

58Translation from Bullock 227. For a reading of "The Black Knight" that explores 
notions of torture, see Karl Heiuz Boll!'(~r, Die )isthctik des Scheckens (Frankfurt 
am Main: Ullstein, 1983) 239-45. 

59In "The Black Knight," the notion of the wound is foregrounded. While the 
sisters are in the act of mutilation, oue sist.er lift.s the ot.her's skirt: "At one point the 
dark one draws back the other's skirt, amI I see that her thighs and lacerated body 
have been reduced to a single bloody wound." Translation from Bullock 227. The 
narrator then observes the wound, which resonates in Freud's work on castration 
anxiety, as well as Freud'ij- ideas cOllceniiug die llllC<LllUY. See Freud, "The 'Un
canny'" 398-99. Another point of depart.ure may be to consider that the armor is a 
marker for the machine: the narrat.or's meldiug with steel forIlls a type of protection 
against castration. 

6°The 1929 version of "Black Kuight" is introduced as a dream. This confirms the 
reading of an ambiguity towards the figure of the mot.her; for if we believe Sigmund 
Freud's idea that the dream is an expression of wish-fulfillment, then the narrator's 
adventure in the castle is a desired scenario. See Sigmund Freud, The Inter'In'etation 
of Dreams, trans, and ed. James St.radwy (New York: Avon Books, 1965) 155-66. 
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annihilation of the individual. The engulfment or consummation of the individual, 

resulting from this brush with technology and the feminine, is also explored by 

Weimar social critic, Siegfried Kracauer. Kracauer, who began his career as an 

architect, was active in the Weimar era writing reviews for the FranlflLrter Zeitung 

(FZ). His essays covered the social philosophy of Ernst Bloch, as well as film and 

cultural criticism. In 1933, Kracauer went into exile in Paris, and then in the US, 

where he developed his later work on the psychology of German film (From Caligari 

to Hitler (1947)) and the aesthetic principle of film as a medium (Theory of Film 

(1960)). 

In his Weimar t.reatise entitled "Photography" (1927) Kracauer looks at the tech

nology of reproduction as it relates to the production of the image. Reproduction, 

realized by the lens of the camera, gives man a sense that he is out-running death; 

"[The world is] seemingly ripped from t.he clut.ch of deat.h."61 By producing t.he 

image, man's use of technology secures the apparent reproduction of the original, 

introducing t.he possibility that the present is preserved forever. But in reality, the 

opposite is true. Kracauer makes the case that reproduction in the form of the 

image "chills" the observer. The photograph does not make manifest knowledge 

of the original, but offers only t.he sUln of what is taken from the original in that 

space and time. Kracauer posits that the image ultimately replaces the original: 

"[Photography] annihilates the person by portraying him or her, and were person 

and portrayal to converge, the person would cease to exist."G2 Here the confiation 

of original and reproduction (made possible through technology) negates the in(li

vidual. The image is finally a "corpse" with life blown into it, usurping and defiling 

the original.G3 

Kracauer sees the camera as a form of tecllllOlogy that is literally cannibalizing 

the world.64 The camera is seizing iudividuals amI lllutilating them, as the image 

renders the original into sIllall pieces. This lllutilat.ioll or annihilation of the whole 

61Siegfried Kracauer, "Photography," Critical liujlliry 19 (Spring 1993): 433. 
62Kracauer, "Photography" 4:31. 
63Kracauer, "Photography" 4:30. 
64Kracauer, "Photography" 4:3:3. 
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is carried out by a technology that is framed as feminine. In Kracauer's analysis, 

examples of the grandmother and the diva, captured as image, serve to illustrate 

the uncanny nature of photography. Here, technology and the image are confiated 

into a form of production which is a sign of destruction.G5 

Siegfried Kracauer begins his article on photography by looking at the contem

porary "film diva": The diva, 24 years old, appears on the cover of an illustrated 

magazine striking a seductive pose. The accompanying text refers to the diva as 

demonic. Everyone is familiar with this diva, because everyone has seen her on the 

movie screen. No one will confuse her wit.h another woman, even if she is only a part 

of the famous Tiller Girl troupe. The diva figure is much different from the photo of 

the grandmother. The image of the grandmot.her, over 60 years old, is also that of a 

young woman. But the story behind the grandmother is not so easily constructed. 

Her grandchildren know that she lived in a sIllall room overlooking the city in her 

later life, and that she was the source of a "uasty story." The grandmother in the 

photo, complete with chignon, criJloline, ami Zouave jacket, is ultimately an "arche

ological mannequin": a mere collection of her parts. The grandmother and her 

uncanny costume are the brunt of both laughter and horror for the grandchildren: 

The grandmother dissolves into fashioJlably old-fashioned details before 
the very eyes of the grandchihlren... [The grandchildren] laugh and at 
the same time they feel a shudder. For through the ornamentation of the 
costume from which t.he grandmother has disappeared they think they 
glimpse a moment of time past, a time that passes wit.hout return. GU 

The photo of the grandmother and her chignon are metaphors for time that has 

run out and can never be recovered. This image serves as a "corpse," while the 

contemporary photograph of the diva is an optical reference point for the person 

of the diva, whom everyone recognizes. But the photo of the diva will go the way 

65The image as an outcome of the phot.ographic process, made possible by the 
technology of the camera, links the image to techJlology. I would argue that by 
seeing the camera and the image as part of a unified technological process, the 
image is in fact a manifestiLtioll of tecllllolugy. 

66Kracauer, "Photography" 424. 
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of the grandmother's: "The photograph is the sediment that has settled from the 

monogram, and from year to year its semiotic value decreases."G7 It is at this point 

in the essay that Kracauer articulates the dangers of technology by driving home 

the analogy of woman as stand-in for a ghostly photographic technique. In the case 

of present-day IJhotography, the Cllrrent event photograph performs a mediating 

function. The photograph of the diva is an optical sign for the diva who is easily 

recognizable. The diva's reputation as demonic rests on the memory-image of the 

diva, which has nothing to do with the photographic image (the demonic refers to 

her screen presence). The old plwtograph of the grandmother does not have this 

reference point and is therefore empt.ied of life. The grandmother, reduced to her 

costume as a marker in time, is a "cast-off remnant" or ghostly apparition: 

Ghosts are simultaneouly comic and terrifying. Laughter is not the only 
response provoked by ant.iquated photography. It represents what is 
utterly past and yet this refuse was once the present. Grandmother was 
once a person ... Now the image wall deI's ghostlike through the present 
like the lady of the haunted castle. Spooky apparitions occur only in 
places where a terrible deed has been committed.ti8 

For Kracauer, the technology of photography is synollymous with the manufac

ture of the un-dead. The image of the grandmother, ami ultimately that of the diva, 

represent the technology tha.t. freezes t.ime and spa.ce, reminding one tha.t the past 

may not be separated from the present. "'oman as fragment and ghost of the past 

causes the observer to shudder. A "ghostly reality" in the form of woman is released 

to confuse accepted social connectiolls, and to deny contemporary configurations. 

Like the playing of cLlI old hit SOllg or t.he screclling of an old film, the photograph de

void of contemporary context produces a. "disiutegrated unity": "We are contained 

in nothing and photography assembles fragments around a nothing."fi!! 

Photography then is associated with the foul stench of the past-the female 

ghost who haunts the castle of the present invokes an atmosphere of horror for 

G7Kracauer, "Photography" 429. 
G8Kracauer, "Photography" 4:30. 
G!JKracauer, "Photography" 4:H. 

--------------
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those living individuals who delve into the photographic archive. One may ask the 

question of Kracauer: is photography the modern-day evil that will cannibalize the 

human race? The answer to this question is a resounding no, as Kracauer documents 

the liberatory features of photography in the last part of his essay. 

In an attempt to underst.and the significance of the photograph vis-a.-vis his

tory, Kracauer maintains that photography reproduces a spatial not a temporal 

continuum (Raumkontinuum vs. Zeitkont.inuum)j the reproduction of the image 

in photography does not link up with the temporal flow of history: "In a photo

graph a person's history is buried as if under a layer of snow.,,70 But in denying 

the temporal flow of hist.ory, phot.ography port.rays wha.t history rejects-remnants 

of nature.71 The person of the grandmot.her may be annihilated, but the crinoline 

remams. Thus the photography's t.ota.lity is as the "general inventory" of nature: 

"Instead of preserving the 'hist.ory' t.hat. consciousness reads out of the t.emporal 

succession of events, historicism records the temporal succession of events whose 

linkage does not contain the transparellcy of hist.ory. ,,72 While the ghostly image 

of the grandmother strikes fear in the hearts of men, it also possesses revolution

ary potential. By recognizing that the image is necessarily provisional, individual 

consciousness must realize that a valid organization of things is not known: 

The images of the stock of nature disintegrated into its elements are 
offered up to consciousness to deal with as it pleases. Their original order 
is lost; they no longer cling to the spatial context that linked them with 
an original out of which the memory-image was selected .. .It is therefore 
incumbent on consciousness to establish the provisional status of all given 
configuations and, perhaps, even t.o awaken an inkling of the right order 
of the inventory of nat.ure.7:3 

Kracauer ultimately sees the tecllllology of pilotogmphy as a means to uncover 

a notion of reality apart from const.l'I\ct.(~d t.emjloral hist.ory. Like Weimar critic 

7°Kracauer, "Photogmphy" 42G. 
71 For a discussion of photogmphy's relation to history in Kracauer's work, see 

Heide Schliipmann, "Phenomenology of Film: On Siegfried Kracauer's Writings of 
the 1920s," New GC7'lltan Critique 40 (Winter H)S7): 97-114. 

72Kracauer, "Photography" 435. 
73 Kracauer, "Photography" 4:3G-:Hi. 
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Walter Benjamin, Kracauer believell that the fragmentation of photography/film 

has the potential to transcend ritual, thus uncovering a stark reality to the masses. 

In his essay, "The Mallll Ornament" (1927), Kracauer again foregrounds the notion 

of a reality inherent in surface manifestationll.74 Like the the fragments caught 

in the spatial continuum of photography, the abstraction inherent in the capitalist 

production process frees up a truth value found in nature. 75 

Like his ess'ay on photography, Kracauer'll "The Mass Ornament" depicts a sce

nario in which the moving away from rationality (linearity) signals a return to na

ture. The capitalist system produces growth in abstract thinking that uncovers the 

forces of nature: "It ill only a cousequence of capitalism's unhampered expansion of 

power that the dark forces of nature coutiuue to rille up."7G The idea that there is 

a sense of order or concreteness iu the world breaks down, as ablltractnesll exposes 

the false mythology of concreteness. This abstractuess is reducible to the natural, 

which nurtures humauity and is "most sllustantial ill life."77 ThUll the individual, 

broken down into fragments, has the potential to Ullcover truth found in "primitive 

nature."78 But this fragmentatiou has a price. The potential for capitalist produc

tion to strip away the false notion of concreteness elemauels the anuihilation of the 

individual: "only as a tiny particle of the mass can the individual human being 

clamber up charts and service nHlchines."i!J The mechanics of capitalist production, 

74Sabine Hake in her book, The C'iUfIlW'S Third Maclrine: Writing on Film in 
Germany 1907-1933 (Lincoln: U. of Nebraska Press, HH)3) , provides an excellent 
explanation of Kracauer's notion of surface: "Sulface refers equally to the appear
ance of things and the site of truth, that is, the poillt where the hierarchies of inside 
and outside are reversed and where the fleeting phenomena acquire specific traits, 
whether as visual ornament, narrative pattern, or rhetorical schema. Above all, 
surface evokes the things in statu nascenili, that is, the moment of emergence and 
least ossification; it is also the sta.te in whicll i(leological determinations are most 
evident." 260. 

75Siegfried Kracauer, "The Mass OruallH~nl.," Ncw Gt:7'1IUllt Critique 5 (Spring 
1975): 73. 

7GKracauer, "The Mass Oruamenl." 7:3. 
77Kracauer, "The Mass Oru<lment" 73. 
78Kracauer, "The Mass Ornament." 74. 
79Kracauer, "The Mass Ornanwnt" G!J. 
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for Siegfried Kracauer, are both liberatory and destructive. This form of production 

finds its embodiment in the feminine form. 

In "The Mass Ornament," Kracauer notes that the production process runs 

when everyone performs a part.ial function without comprehending the ent.irety.8o 

This configuration is similcLr to the that of the Tiller Girls, an American dance 

troupe performing in Berlin. The dancing girls, no longer individuals, represent 

"indissoluble female units whose movemeuts are mathematical demonstrations."8t 

The girls are trained to produce an untold number of parallel lines, which form 

a pattern of monumental proportious. 1:12 The Tiller Girls ("life components" of 

the ornament) no longer possess a life substance, but instead serve as cogs in the 

machine. These cogs iu actuality prescut the mechanistic flow of the assembly 

line: "The hands in the factory correspond to the legs of the Tiller Girls."83 The 

functioning of the assembly line in this passage resonates with then current trends 

of Taylorization and the rationalization of iudustry. The Weimar era signalled the 

heyday of psychotechnics, where the worker was considered to be a "human motor," 

and was tested for levels of fatigue, traiuability, and performance on the job.84 

For Kracauer, the analogy between human machine and Tiller Girl dancers is 

matched by a decription of the Alfred Jackson Girls. In an essay entitled "Girls 

and Crisis," Kracauer notes that iu t.he Jackson Girl troupe, every girl's leg is "one 

8°Kracauer, "The Mass Ornament." 70. 
8t Kracauer, "The Mass Ornament" G7. 
82Kracauer, "The Mass Ornament" (is. 
83Kracauer, "The Mass Ornament" 7l. 
84 Anson Rabinbach, The Jlu1/wn lIfotor: Encl'gy, Fatigue, and the Origins of 

Modernity (New York: Basic Books, l!J!)O) 78. Acconling to Rabinbach, the prac
tice of psychotechnics in Weimar Germany was used to "deploy labor according to 
vocational skills." Psychoteclmicalmethods were used by the German railway and 
the German postal system. The interest in psychotechnics waned by the 1930s, as 
the economic crisis in Germany led to the demonization of Taylorism, Americanism, 
and similar work-related philosophies. Rabinbach 283. For an example of woman 
working with machine-like precision, see Mein kl'beitstag, Mein Wochenende. 150 
Berichte von Textilarbeilcrinncn, ed. Deutscher Textilarbeiterverband (Berlin: Tex
tilpraxis Verlag, l!l30). 
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thirty-secondth" of a precise apparatus. The girls' poses, like the play of pistons, 

signify the ideal of a machine: "A button is pre::;::;ed and the girl contraption cranks 

into motion, performing impressively at thirty-two horsepower."s5 Like the Tiller 

Girls, the Jackson Girls are mere parts of a whole, working in machine-like unison. 

Kracauer sees the girl troupes a::; product::; of American "distraction factories."s6 

Here the term factory links the girls up with the capitalist production process, 

which sacrifices the individual for the fabrication of the masses. The technology 

of the production process privileges the whole not the parts. Like the gigantic 

ornament of the Tiller Girls (or the Jackson Girls), the capitalist proce::;s is an 

end in itself, where "activities ... invest.ed in tl\(~ process have divested them::;elves of 

their substantial meaning."s7 There exists legitimate meaning in this technology of 

production, but it must be fe1'l'eted out by the individual, who is capable of finding 

meaning in this ornament of procluct.ioll. 

Thus, the feminine manifestatioll of tecllIlology takes 011 an ambivalent persona. 

The grandmother, the diva, alld the Tiller Girls signify both destruction and rev

olutionary potential inherent ill tedlIlOlogy. Kracauer imbues his women with the 

powers of enlightenment and of usurpation. Similar to Jiinger's troping of woman 

as machine, there is both beauty amI danger IUl'king ullder the technological skirts 

85Siegfried Kracauer, "Girls und Krise," Fl'llul.Jllrter Zt:it'llug (May 26, 1931); 
translated in Anton Kaes, et aI, The Weill/ar ReJiublic Sourcebook (Berkeley: U. 
of California Press, 1994) 5G5-GG. The above passage continues: "And while the 
machine stamps, shake::;, and roars like it sawmill or a locomotive, a ::;mile drips a 
steady supply of oil onto the joint.s so t.hat the cogs do not. suddenly fail. Finally 
an inaudible signal brings t.he llwclwllical act.ion to a stop, and the dead whole 
automatically decomposes itself iuto it.s liviug parts." 

86Kracauer, "The Mass Ol'llament" G7. Note: it seems as if Kracauer thought 
the above-mentioned girl dancing troupes were American, while in fact they were 
British. 

87Kracauer, "The Mass Ornament" 70. Kracaucr makes the point that the ratio
nale of capitalist productioll is not reasou, out obscured reason. Capitalism does 
not rationalize too much but too littie: "Capit.alist thiuking can be identified by it 
abstractness ... The prevailing abstractut'ss shows t.hat the process of demythologizing 
has not been completed." Growt.h iu abst.ract t.hiuking briugs humanity closer to 
nature and tllU::; truth. 72-7:3. 
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of the cyborg woman. For Siegfried Kracaucr, this feminille elemellt proves to be a 

source of ambivalence. 

In his more theoretical essays, namely "Photography" and "The Mass Orna

ment," Kracauer sets a tone of awe and respect when mapping out the connection 

between technology and the feminine. Kracauer's analysis of the technology of pho

tography, as well as the mechanics of capit.alist production, suggest a link between 

the feminine and nature, which has very positive connotations in his phenomenolog

ical enquiry. But in a more immediate context, Kracauer shuns the feminine, even 

chastising the ignorant woman for blockiug revolutionary change. 

In "Photography," Kracauer attributes revolutionary potential to film. The tech

nology of film relates parts and sect.ions that produce a disjointed construction, 

confirming the idea that a valid organization of things is not known.88 But this 

potential to comprehend the truth of surface meanings is not part of a woman's 

cognitive potential. In his blatallt.ly misogYllistic essays, "The Little Shopgirls Go 

to the Movies" (1927) and "Film 1!)28" (U)28), Kracauer portrays women who go to 

the cinema as silly and prone to outbursts of emotioll. While film and life reflect one 

another, women fail to grasp this circular logic, running after the dreams presented 

on the screen: "Film story and life story usually correspond to each other because 

typists [Tippmamsells] model themselves after the examples from the screen; per

haps the most hypocritical examples are stolen from life.,,8!J The little shopgirls 

88Kracauer, "Photography" 43G. Iu his reading of Berlinlllovie theaters, Kracauer 
outlines the revolutionary potential of the cinema: "In a profound sense, Berlin audi
ences act truthfully when increasingly they shun these art events, ... preferring instead 
the surface glamor of the stars, films, revues ami production values. Here, in pure 
externality, the audience encollnters itself; its own reality is revealed in the frag
mented sequence of splendid seuse impressious. \Vere this reality to remain hidden 
from the audience, they could neither att.ack uor chauge it; its disclosure in distrac
tion is therefore of mOTa/ significance." Siegfri(~d Kracauer, "Cult of Distraction: 
On Berlin's Picture Palaces," New Gcrman Oritique 40 (Winter 1987): !)4. 

89Siegfried Kracauer, "Die kleiuell Ladenmii,dcllell geheu ius Kino," Dus Omu
ment der Masse (Frankfurt/Main: Suhrkamp, H)77) 280. Sabine I-lake makes the 
argument that Weimar cinema. iH equated wit.h the feminine. In her assessment 
of Kl'acauel"s ideas all diversion, Hake sees tlw cinema as "receptacle of all the 
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(Kracauer's derogatory term for the female movie-going audience) are enamoured 

by the marching and uniforms of war films awl dream of meeting a strange man who 

is really a millionaire. Kracauer's cynical appraisal of the little shopgirl ends on the 

proposition that there is no recipe for detecting meaning in surface manifestations. 

The German film is a representation of pet.t.y bourgeois existence. Those individuals 

with "honesty, the power of observation, and humanity" will be able to assess this 

situation. 90 Kracauer makes it blatantly clear that real women do not meet these 

standards. 91 

In summing up, Siegfried Kraca.uer's troping of woman as technological entity, be 

it the grandmother/diva pairing that evokes the uncanny notion of fracturation and 

annihilation, or woman as the mass ornament of the capitalist production process, 

renders the distance from the womb t.o the tomb (so to speak) as severely curtailed. 

Invoking the power of creation symbolizes a usurpat.ion of the mother's power of 

reproduction, but the creator may not. get what he bargained for. In the case of 

the camera's ability to reproduce the origillal, the reproductive process doubles up 

(creation of technology which in turn reproduces a copy of the original), signaling 

negativity and destruction.!!:.! While the individual may profit from technological 

aborted dreams of female socializat.ion." Bllt. t.lte cinema is also one of the first 
places for a female audiellce. Hake cit.es sociologist Emilie Altenloh's famous 1914 
study on gender-specific factors of movie att.endallce, which links women to the cin
ema. Sabine Hake, "Girls and Crisis-The Ot.her Side of Diversion," Ncw German 
Critique 40 (Winter HIS7): l5S-GO. 

90Siegfried Kracauer, "Film 1!1~8," Das Onu/l1tent del' IIfasse (Frankfurt/Main: 
Suhrkamp, 1977) 310. 

91 In her book, The Cincl1ta's Third Machine, Sabine I-lake makes the point that 
Kracauer was never able to resolve t.he contradiction between the subversive act of 
distraction found in film and the exclusioll of women from taking part in this new 
consciousness: "In its function as a theoretical construct, distraction was saved for: 
the realm of theory and its utopian promises, whereas the notion's inconsistencies 
were equated with the deficiencies of womell, ami not of theory. Speaking of dis
traction and associating its negative aspects with femininity therefore amounts to 
nothing less than an operation of displacement." 2G7. 

92Weimar critic, I-Ians Salmon comment.s on t.lle perversion of photugraphy, as a 
technological creation that has t.he pot.l~nt.ial to t.ransfonn uature: "As soon as we 
photograph nature, it is no longer uatllw but a transsllbstantiation, a transformation 
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innovation, the ambivalence evident in both Kracauer and Jiinger's writing shows 

that an embrace of technology is a trip into the unknown, the unknown taking the 

shape of the female body. Kracauer's 1924 assessment of the cinema echoes this 

sentiment: "The dark hole [cinema] revives itself with the pretense of a life that 

belongs to nobody and consumes everybody." 93 Finally, consummation of the 

individual by technology, albeit an enlightened annihilation (Jiinger and Kracauer), 

signifies a fear of woman and of female sexuality. 

3.3 Fritz Lang's MetTop0l-i..s 

The creation or activation of technology by man, and the binding of technology 

and woman, is a theme that is not restrict.ed t.o a small circle of Weimar social 

critics. The fear of technology is also reflected in Weimar filmic constructions. Film 

director Fritz Lang's Metro]iolis (1!>2(i) provides a prime example of technology out 

of control. 

At the beginning of Metropolis, a star\;: dichotomy is set up between the opulence 

of the city on the one hand, and t.he desperate conditions of t.he workers who control 

th~ supporting technology on the other. This dichotomy is illustrated as the sons 

and daughters of the cit.y's wealt.hy romp about in a "pleasure garden" high above 

the streets of the city, while the workers are relegated to live and work in squalid 

of essence which takes over our capacity t.o illnovate and thereby changes the orig
inal meaning of nature .. .It is therefore ulI(lerstandable that such an unprecedented 
metamorphosis of nature-int.o a !'ealm wll<~re we perceive the things of nature with 
negative life force, a kind of sterile IJio<iYlIamics- such a transformation Illust be 
evaluated entirely differently than nat.me itself." Hans Salmon, Die Kllnst im Film: 
Die Theorie del' l'einen Film!.:unsl allf tlCI' G1"untllllgc ihrcr Mittel: /(l'itischc Zcitbc
trachtu1tgen (Dresden-WeilLohla, 1921) 72. Sa.lmon's description of metamorphosis 
illustrates a new type of birth meta.pllOr wit.h respect to photography, and the anx
iety that accompanies this process. 

93Siegfried Kracauer, "Langweile," Das Ol'nalltcnt dcr 1I1a.ssc (Frankfurt/Main: 
Suhrkamp, 1977) 322. The image of the vagina dentata comes to mind here. 
Jean Veber's bizarre paint.ing, "The IVlachine" (UlOO), is an illustration of the ma
chine/woman/vagina connection: a womitn riding astride a machine literally spits 
out tiny male workers from betweell lwr legs with the force of a combustion eng,ine. 
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underground condit.ions. The hierarchy is disturbed, however, when a worker's 

daughter, Maria, violates the hermetically sealed pleasure garden, bringing with her 

many of the workers' children. In this scene, the image of the mother-Maria with 

her waif-like children-challenges the existing structure. 

Maria in her role of mother and savior is in fact a type of religious leader, who 

preaches patience and gradual change to the workers of Metropolis. Her sermons, 

held in the womb-like catacombs of the city, attest to a strength of creation through 

new ideas and a type of rebirth for the workers who are dissatisfied with their lot. 

The birth metaphor, apparent in the work of Maria, siguals anxiety for those who 

control the city. 

The corporate head of Metropolis, .1ohu Fredersen, with the help of his inven

tor/adviser Rotwang, moves to rid the city of this maternal threat. Fredersen or

ders Rotwang to create a robot figure in t.he likeness of Maria who will "sow discord 

among the workers and destroy confidence in Maria."u4 The creation of this woman

robot is a technological feat. The birt.h of t.he robot. involves a metal shell of a woman 

that slowly acquires the features of a 1110re lascivious Maria figure. Here a diva is 

born from technology, programmed to circumvent the maternal Maria, who has been 

captured by the inveutor to take part iu tIle experiment. 

The man-made female cyborg is programmed to serve the patriarchy. Usurp

ing the power of the materual Maria, the robot's murderous sexuality accomplishes 

Fredersen's assignment and morc: iustead of merely sabotaging the workers' gath

erings, she goes into the city and llallces for/seduces the wealthy young gentlemen 

at the Yoshiwara nightclub. The unleashing of the robot represents an avalanche of 

untempered sexuality, manifested iu the dest.ructiou of the machine room and the 

flooding of the workers' city. As the ft~male cyborg, desigued to protect the status 

quo for Fredersen, goes haywire, so too dot'S t.ht~ teclulOlogy that supports the city 

of Metropolis. It is only with great effort that t.he female robot is put down (she's 

burned at the stake) and order is n·st.ored. The maternal Maria aids in the restora-

94Metmpoiis, dir. Fritz Laug, wit.h Bl'igit.t.e IIdm and Rudolf Klein-Rogge, Ufa, 
1926. 
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tion by saving the workers' children, but her message of peace and change is taken 

over by Fredersen's son, FredeI', who becomes a liaison between the hands (workers) 

and the brain (management). 

It is clear then that the matel'llal threat is ever-present in Metropolis. Fear of 

the virgin Maria figure is the impetus for creating the female robot. The robot, 

in the image of the maternal, is man's attempt at cirCllmventing female creation.9s 

While the robot herself becomes dangerous and must be put down, the process of 

reproduction 01' replication disempowers the original Maria, as she is relegated to 

a harmless role of arbiter in the shadows of FredeI'. But if we dig deeper into the 

fruitful bowels of A1etml'olis, there appears to he a. more explicit reference to the 

maternal, cut from the American film versionYo In 1927, the American release of 

Metropolis represented a drastically re-edited variation of the original, with seven 

of the original seventeen reels cut. It iH a part of thiH film that was edited out for 

American consumption, the Hel :mb-plot, which informs a reading of the maternal 

and illustrates the anxiety surroundiug female reprodlictionY7 

951n Thea von Harbou's novel Md7'01'o/is (BoHton: Ace Books, 1963; rpt. of 
the first English edition publiHhed in 1927), the creation of woman is articulated. 
Rotwang states: "Every man-creat.or makes himsdf a woman. I do not believe that 
humbug about the first humau being a man. If a male-god created the world ... then 
he certainly created woman first, loviugly and revelling in creative sport." 54. Thea 
von Harbou's novel is iutereHtiug iu that. it iH the basis for the film Metropolis' 
narrative. Von Harbou wrote the Hcreen play tha.t was later revised by Fritz Lang. 

96For a discuHHioIl of the matel'lla.l iu Aletl'Ol'olis, see R.L. Rutsky, "The Medi
ation of Technology aud Geuder: A1t:ll'Ol'o/is, Nazism, ModerniHm" New German 
Critique 60 {Fall 1993): 7-2:3. Also s(~e Roger Dadoun, "Metmpolis: Mother-City
'Mittler'-Hitler," tranH. Art.hur Goldha.mmer, Close EncountcTs: Film, Feminism, 
and Science Fiction eds. Coustauce Peuley, Elisaheth Lyou, Lynn Spigel, and Janet 
Bergstrom (MinneapoliH: U. of l\liuue:;ota Pre:;:;, 1991) 133-159. 

97The "Hel" scene was removed from the American version on the grounds that 
the the name Hel was not acceptable to au Euglish-speakiug community: "Now the 
German word for 'hell' is 'Holle,' so they were quiet[sic] innocent of the fact that this 
name would create a guffaw in an Euglish-speakiug country. So it was necessary to 
cut this beautiful bit out of the pictlll'e, aud a certain motive which it represented 
had to be replaced by another." Rallliolph Bartlet.t, "German Film R.evision Upheld 
as Needed Here," New YorIo: Timt:,'; l:l l'vlar. 1927. 
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Critic Enno Patalas has managed to piece together the details of the scene revolv

ing around the character of He!. Inserted into the film at the point when Fredersen 

visits Rotwang's medieval house, is a scene entitled "Hel's Room.,,98 The narrative 

plays out as follows: Fredersen, alone in an empty room, opens a curtain and finds 

a huge monument with the inscription: "Hel, born to make me happy and a bless

ing to humanity, lost to Joh Fredersen, died when she gave birth to Freder, Joh 

Fredersen's son.,,99 The top of the monument consists of a woman's head, with the 

implied likeness to the deceased He!. At this point in the scene, Rotwang enters 

agitated, pulling the curtains closed. Freclersen advises Rotwang to let the dead 

rest. Rotwang replies: "For me she is not dead, .Toh Fredersen-for me she lives!" 

Here a scenario unfolds involving betraya.! and revenge. Hel, initially Rotwang's 

lover, has married Fredersell and died in childbirth with Freder. Hel as the object of 

desire must pay for her infidelity by succumbing to death at the moment of life.lOo 

It is Hel's departure in this moment of birth that positions Fredersen as potential 

mother figure for Freder. The anxiety sUl'l'ounding reproduction is also "produced" 

in the monument's inscription. While He! is "born t.o make [Rotwang] happy," this 

prediction is inaccurate. Hel's birth represent.s misery for Rotwang. Rotwang must 

therefore take control of this cycle of birth in an attempt to stop the sorrow. The 

birth metaphor is repeated, as Rotwang creates the robot Maria. This robot is the 

98Enno Patalas in his article, "Metropolis, Scene 103," trans. Miriam Hansen, 
Close Encounters-Film, Feminisl1l, lind Science Fiction eds. Constance Penley, 
Elisabeth Lyon, Lynn Spigel, ami .laud, Bergstrom (Minneapolis: U of Minnesota 
Press, 1991) WI-1GS, examines Ciottfried Huppertz' film score, as well as Met1'Opolis' 
film censorship card, a collection of stills from the film, and Thea von Harbou's 
script in order to piece together the "Hel" scene. Giorgio Moroder also released a 
film version of A1et1"O]iolis in 19S4, which attempts to restore the "Hel" scene. 

99Patalas 163. 
100In Thea von lIarbou's novel, Md'I'O])()/is, Hd does die as the result of her infi~ 

delity: "Joh Fredersen knew only too well that she did not die from giving birth 
to her child. She died then because she had done what she had to do. She really 
died on the day upon which she went from Rotwang to Joh Fredersen, wondering 
that her feet left no bloody traces \)('hind on the way. She had died because she 
was unable to witiu;tand the great love of Joh Fredersen and because she had been 
forced by him to tear asunder the life of allot her. " 50. 
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stand-in or double for the 10Ht Hel. lO
! Thus, Rotwang attempts to overcome the vi

olence of birth by giving birth to t.he cyborg woman.102 In the end, the reproductive 

process results in destruction and death. The robot is burned at the stake and the 

creator, Rotwang, falls to hiH death. 

In Metropolis, the anxiety crUised by creating the maternal (the robot Maria 

as a double for Hel) makes clear the connection between a fear of the mater

nal/reproduction and the link between technology and woman. The female cyborg 

becomes the scapegoat or eHcape hatch deHigned to jettiHon the Frankenstein exper

iment gone sour. MetropoliH 01' the "mother city" preHeats its creators with wealth 

and power. 103 But in thiH mot.herlode iH the potential for flooding and death, 

which much be overcome in order to inHure that the meanH of production remain 

in the hands of the patriarchy. While t.he melodramatic ending of Met1'O]lolis, the 

coupling of Maria and FredeI' and the ullion of Fredersen and the workers, seems like 

a compromise between the workerH and mCLIlCLgemellt, the threat of the technological 

woman leaves an uncanny aftertaste. CriticH who reviewed !vlct1'O]lolis in 1927 were 

almost excluHively fixated on the Higllificallce of technology in the film. From II.G. 

Wells scathing review of Lang's "unimagillat.ive" depiction of technology, to Evelyn 

Gerstein's assessment of 1I1dl'opo/is' machine dynamiHl11 ("It is only the machines 

that are alive"), technology caught the eye of the criticH. 1ll4 But this preoccupa-

101 R.L. Rutsky reads Maria aH a double for Hel. Rutsky maintains that Rotwang 
mistakes Maria for Hel at the end of the film. Maria iH herHelf doubled by the cyborg 
Maria. Rutsky 7. 

102Ennos Patalas, 167. 
103In Thea von Hal'bou'H llovelllidropo/is, Rotwang referH to the city of MetropoliH 

as the "City of the Dead." 155. He! also represellt.s the underworld goddess of the 
dead who appears in the Nordic sa.ga "Ossian." Emst FiHcher, Ul's]Jl''ltng uncI JrVescn 
del' Romantik (Frankfurt a.M.: Verlag Sl~nder, 1986) 76. 

104See H.G. Wells, "Mr. \i\'ells Reviews a Clll'rent Film," Ncw Yod: Times 16 
April 1927. Well:; has plenty t.o say a.bout. Mdl'OJiolis: "The pity of it is that this 
unimaginative, illcoherellt, sellt.il1wllt.alizi1lg awl make-believe film wastes some very 
fine possibilities .. .Instead of plagiarizillg from a book t.hirty years old [Fmnkenstein] 
and resuscitat.ing the banal 11l0ralizillg of the early Victorian period, it would have 
been almoHt as eaHY, no more costly Clll!l far more intereHtillg to have taken some 
pains to gather opiniolls ... about. t.lte tn'nd of modem illvention and develop these 
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tion with technology signals an avoidance of what is really at stake. Weimar critics 

generally ignored the film's female robot, the premiere technological invention. lo5 

It was only the actor, Rudolf Klein-Rogge, in his short article for Parufamet, who 

captured the uncanny threat of the tecllllological woman: 

Das grausige, unfailbare Lacheln, die tot en unaufhaltsamen Bewegungen, 
die maskenhafte Liisternheit del' gleichfonnigen, ruckhaften Kopfbewe
gungen, die ganze spukhafte Lieblichkeit des Automaten ... ziehen uns aIle 
in ihren Bann. lOG 

Finally, Thea von Harbou's novel, ll/ctl'o]lolis illustrates the ambiguous nature 

of the female robot. Both attractive and dangerous, the technological woman has 

an uncanny allure that cannot be ignored: 

The being was, indubitably, a woman. In the soft garment which it 
wore stood a body, like the body of a young birch tree, swaying on feet 
set fast together. But although it was a woman, it was not human. 
The body seemed as though made of crystal, through which the bones 
shone silver. Cold streamed from the glazeu skin which did not contain 
a drop of blood. The being held its beautiful haud pressed against its 
breast, which was motionless, with a gest.ure of determination, almost of 
defiance. 107 

artistically." See also Evelyu Gerst.eiu, "11/c:tl'ojlo/is," The Nation 23 Mar. 1927. 
105Wells does comment on the female robot in !I1ctl'Opoiis ("Mary has to be trapped, 

put into a machine like a translucent cocktail shaker and undergo all sorts of py
rotechnic treatment"), but this is in the coutext of a plot summary. 

IOGRudoif Klein-Rogge, "Die Erschafl'ullg des KiillStlichen Menschen," Pl'esse unci 
Propaganciaheft Z'lt Met1'01'oiis (Berlin: Parufamet, 1927). 

107Thea von Harbou 52-5:3. The sexual draw of the machine woman is evident 
here. The connection between the femilliue machine and sexuality ali:io appears 
later in von Harbou's novel WIWll the character Georgi imagines the act of coitus: 
"Another car i:ilipped i:iilelltly along beside his, a great, black-gleaming shadow, the 
couch of a woman, set on four wheels, decorated with flowers, lighted by dim lamps. 
Georgi saw the woman very cleariy ... She was bewilderingly made-up-as though she 
did not wii:ih to be human, to be a woman, but rather a peculiar animal, disposed, 
perhaps to play, perhaps to murder ... A vision shot through his head, quite misty 
and lacking in outline, a strong little llIachillc, uo larger than a five-year-old child. 
It's short arms pushed and pushed allli Jlllslwd, alternately forwards, backwards, 
forwards ... The head, sunkell 011 tlw clll'st., rose, grillllillg ... " 45-46. 
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In this passage, the teclmological woman is beautiful like a birch tree, but cold 

like death. Similar to German writer E.T.A. Hoffmann's female automaton Olympia, 

in "The Sandman," Rotwang's Futura/evil Maria is capable of leading men to their 

deaths with her seductive gaze. Fritz Lang's robot Maria resonates with Ernst 

Junger's as well as Siegfried Kril.cauer's perception of technology as feminine. The 

female cyborg, or technology troped as woman, is a prize highly valued, but also a 

manifestation to be feared. Like the robot Maria who invokes the flooding of the 

underground city, both .Jiinger and Kracauer relate technology/woman to a mysti

cal powerful nature . .Jiinger sees a femiuiue t.echnology as oceanic and animalistic. 

Kracauer detects the remuants of uat.ure iu techuology. But both Weimar critics 

realize that nature can kill. Thus, nat.un~/womau/technology are related in a signi

fying chain with its basis in margiualizat.ion, which is a S01\l'ce of both power and 

danger. 108 

Finally, the conflation of techuology aud woman, and the fear that it produces 

is epitomized in the writings of Ernst .Jiiuger and Siegfried Kracauer, as well as in 

Weimar Sex Reformer's desire to regulate female sexuality. It is the cyborg woman 

108Woman as wife/mother is well within t.he boundaries of culture, but her ability 
to give birth places her in the cycle of nature out.sille of culture. Because woman 
lives divided between two systems, she represents a threat to organized society. In 
Purity and Danger, Mary Douglas describes wit.ches as "people liviug in the inter
stices of the power structure, felt to be it threat to those with better defined status. 
Since they are credited with daugerolls, uncontrollable powers, an excuse is given 
for suppressing them." Mary Douglas, Purity and Dangcl': An Analysis of Conccpts 
of Pollution and Taboo, (London: Routledge &, Kegan Paul, 19GG) 104. The connec
tion between the witch aud the techuological womau may be traced back to their 
relationship to nature, aud to their }wrc('ived place at. t.he margins. In this context, 
it 'is interesting that the robot Maria iu j\ld/'()j!o!is is burned at the stake. Andreas 
Huyssen also makes the conncctiou betwecu uature/woman/technology: "Histori
cally, then, we can conclude that as soou as the machine came to be perceived as 
a demonic, inexplicable threat awl as llilrbillgt'r of chaos and destruction ... writers 
began to imagine the Alasc!tiufulltfusch CIS womCln ... alt hough woman had tradition
ally been seen as standing ill a closer relationship t.o llatUl'e than man, natUl'e itself, 
since the 18th century, had come to be int.erpreted as a gigantic machine. Woman, 
nature, machine had become a mesh of sigllificatiolls which all had one thing in 
common: otherness." Huysscn 70. 
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who is capable of positive revolutionary potclltial, but who also has the power to 

strike back. Irilplicit in this f'ear is the dread of' mother/woman who controls the 

reproductive process. Man as creator can evoke technology as a way of circumventing 

female procreation, but the monster will ultimately tUl'll on her master. 

Weimar constructions of the cyborg woman as femme fatale are closely related 

to the image of the crimillal woman present in the twellties and thirties. Both are 

dangerous and sexual-both are symbiotically linked to the city. Images of the 

dangerous woman are symptomatic of a deep-seated ambivalence towards woman's 

role in a new industrial era, a fea.r of' new tecllllological processes (Taylorism and 

Fordism) in the workplace amI in the city, and the chaos of uncertain political 

circumstances inherent in Germany's first attempt at democracy. The need to secure 

dominance and authority vis-it-vis the percieved t.hreat of the Other/woman led to 

a scapegoat mentality in ma.ny spheres of V/eimar society including the press, social 

services, literary ciries, and at the cinema. The construction of the dangerous femme 

fatale would assume yet another form ill the \Veimar obsession with the double nature 

of woman played out in social, literary, amI filmic texts. 
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CHAPTER 4 

"There is sOlnething frightful in our 111idst": The Double 
and the Masculinization of WOlnan in Wehnar Culture 

In a pair of 1928 photomontage portra.its designed by Dada artist Hannah Hoch, 

the place of Weimar's New Womall is explored and speculated upon. A dancing 

head, entitled Englische TiinzeTin is matched by the monocled head of the R1lssische 

Tanzerin. 1 The Russian dancer mirrors the English dancer in many ways: flowers 

are duplicated in both portraits as well as the trappings of ''''eimar's modern woman, 

such as the delicate strapped shoe and the fine fabrics and textures of silk, satin, 

and feathers. But while the Russian dancer is similar to the English dancer, two 

distinct types of femininity are contraposed. The "Russian" monocled head seems 

androgynous, leading the spectat.or t.o question tbe gender of the montage individual, 

while the English dancer has a more traditionally feminine 100k.2 The R1lssische 

Tanzerin portrait is finally subtitled "rvly Double" (Mein Double) implying that 

the masculinized Russian dancer and bel' more feminized counterpart, the English 

dancer, form a symbiotic whole.:3 I-Icich's not.ioll of doubling introduces the double 

1 Hannah Hoch, Englische Tii'1l;;fTin, photomontage, Institut fiir Auslands
beziehungen, Stuttgart. Hannah Hocll, Russisc/u: TiinzcTin, photomontage, Col
lection Dorries, Braunschweig. 

2Hannah Hoch's English dancer bas a more obvious feminine look: the character's 
face is round and soft and her lips are glazed with lip gloss or lipstick. She is also 
wearing flowers in her hair, whereas the Russian dancer has a lone flower attached 
to her leg. 

3Critic Maud Lavin comments 011 the doubling of the Hoch portraits: "the En
glish dancer balances on one foot, the Russian dancer on the other, mirroring her. 
Allegorically, they reflect. each ot.h<~r amI t.hey share one identity, the dancer, as if 
they are two sides of one coin." IVlaud Lavin, Cui with the Kitchen [{nife: The 
Weimar" Photomontages of [Ja/lnah [Jijch (New J-Javell: Yale University Press, 1993) 
146. Lavin also sees the English dancer as a potential self-portrait of Hoch, while 
the Russian dancer could possi Illy l'<~pl'f's(~nt Hcich's frielld Til Brugman. 146-47. 
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as an important construct in the Weimar era. Ranging from a vociferous debate on 

the supposed double nature of the "masculine woman" (the biological woman with 

alleged masculine characteristics), to a discussion in the German-speaking scientific 

community on bisexuality and the masculinization of woman, the uncanny nature of 

the double is linked to woman and her erraut or "perverse" sexuality. In this chapter, 

I will discuss various theories of doubling, cOlmecting the double to a fear of woman. 

I will then relate the figure of the double to the Weimar debate on the masculine 

woman or the New Woman androgynous cOllstruction. Finally, the exploration of the 

monster-woman double cOllfigurat.ion in Weimar early fantastic film is important for 

my study. The rhetoric of the double nature of womall, depicted in the Weimar press, 

presents the view of the aggressive womall capable of infiltrating traditional male 

bastions of power. The undercurrcllt. of t.his discourse supposes that male privilege 

in the economic realm and the right to express seXlIaI desire are intertwined. The 

fear of female sexuality is presellt ill \Veimar falltastic film, as the terrifying monster 

stands in for a female sexuality deemed t.o be out of control. 

With the double as a unifyillg theme ill the exploration of a Weimar fear of 

woman, it is crucial to look first at theories of doubling as a template for analysis. 

Theoretical studies of the double, IHlmely those treatises written by Otto Rank 

and Sigmund Freud in the 1920s, reveal a strollg subtext linking the double to a 

fear of woman:' In Thc Double: A Psyc/wauIIlytic Study (1925), Rank bases his 

interpretation of the double 011 the Frcudiall theory of narcissism. The double who 

persqnifies self-love becomes a rival ill sexual love. It is the rivalry for a woman that 

unleashes death and destructioll via its double. Rank begins his study by reviewing 

the narrative of Hanns Heinz Ewers' film Tht: Student of Praguc (1913). The male 

protagonist, Balduin, studellt and fencer, is ill lwed of money. 'VVhen the magician 

Scapinelli offe-rs Balduin wealth ill exchange for allY thing in the student '8 room, 

Balduin agrees only to find that Scapillelli has made off with his mirror image. 

4For further evidence of an illterest in the double, see Leo Kaplan, Das Problem 
der Magie: Einc EthnojJsychologischt: '/turf PSY(,/lOaua./ytiscite Untcl'sllcit'llng (Heidel
berg: 1m Merlin-Verlag, 1927) 105-21. 
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Balduin is then thwarted ill his pursuit of the Count's daught.er Margit by antics 

produced by his shadow or alter ego. In the end, Balduin tries to rid himself of the 

phantom, insuring instead his death with a gunshot wound to the chest. 

Otto Rank reads Ewers' film as a "problem of the ego"-a difficulty of "man's 

relation to himself.,,5 Man's problem further centers on the double's insistence on 

disturbing "all hours of sweet company" between the couple: "At Balduin's avowal 

of love- on the terrace, his mirror-image appears, so to speak, as a silent figure of 

warning ... Balduin is prevented from loving a woman by his own personified self."G 

For Rank, catastrophe is brought. about t.hrough the relat.ionship to woman. The 

double as independent part of t.he (~go iu t.he form of shadow, reflection, or physical 

double, is in competition with t.he ~H\bject for a beloved woman. 

Rank ultimately sees the double as it conCJuest of death by a new procreation, 

which "finds it.s deepest foulldatioll in the relationship to the mother." 7 The mother 

surfaces again in a discussion of the double as brother. The younger brother is a 

reflection of his fraternal self that has come to life, rivaling the older brothel' in 

"anything and everything, but. primarily in the love for woman."s This attitude 

between brothers translates iuto a cOlllpetitiou for the love of the mother. Here 

the fear of woman's ability to procreate is overcome by lllan as a way to avoid 

death. But in Rank's analysis of the double, woman signals the return of the hated 

competitor in the form of the double. Woman then facilitates the "powerful fear of 

death," revealing to the subject "strong tendencies toward self-punishment, which 

also imply suicide."9 

In his article, "The U UCaIIlIY" (1 ~Jl!J), Sigmuud Freud also lillk~ the double to 

danger, death, and ultimately to ~VOmall. In shaping his work on the double, Freud 

50tto Rank, The Double: A Psyc/wanalytic Study, trans. and ed. Harry Tucker, 
Jr. (Chapel Hill: U. of North Carolina PH'SS, HJ71) 7. 

GRank 6-7. 
7Rank 70. 
BRank 75. Ranks quotes ,J.B. Scluwider in notiug that the "relationship of the 

older to the younger brother is analogolls to that of the masturbator to himself." 
Schneider in Rank 76. 

9Rank 77. 

--------------
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cites Otto Rank's notion that the double, originally an insurance against the destruc

tion of the ego and the denial of death, becomes in the end a "ghastly harbinger 

of death."l0 Freud finds the uncanuy nature of the double in a "harking-back" to 

a time when the ego was not yet differeutiated from the external world and other 

peopleY He illustrates this state of uncanniness through an example of the doubling 

of situation, things, and eveuts: 

Once, as I was walking through the deserted streets of a provincial town 
in Italy which was straIige to me, on a hot summer afternoon, I found 
myself in a quarter the character of which could not long remain in doubt. 
Nothing but painted women were to be seen at the windows of the small 
houses, and I hastened to leave the narrow street at the next turning. 
But after having wandered about for a while without being directed, I 
suddenly found myself back in the same street, where my presence was 
now beginning to excit.e attention. I hurried away once more, but only 
to arrive yet a third time by devious paths in the same place. Now, 
however, a feeling overcame me which I can ollly describe as uncanny, 
and I was glad enough to ahandon my exploratory wallc12 

Here Freud describes the ullcallny recurrences or doubling of events in the form 

of an encounter with a "red-light." district.. The individual's unconscious desire 

to repeat (in this case Freud's dt'sin~ t.o ret.ul'll t.o t.he district of prostitutes), is 

marked by a feeling of dread. Along t.his line of thought, the most uncanny or 

"unheimlich" space for Freud is t.he forlller "/wi/It of all human beings," the female 

genital organs: "It often happens t.hat male patiellts declare that they feel there is 

something uncanny about the female geni tal organs. This uuheimlich place, however, 

is the ... place where everyone dwelt once UpOll a time and in the beginning."13 Once 

lOSigmund Freud, "The 'U lIcallny,'" Collected Pllpers, trans. Joan Riviere, ed. 
Ernest Jones, vol. 4 (New York: Basic Books, 1!)5!)) 387. Otto Rank's work on 
the douhle hegan in 1914 with all art.icle in Imllgo entitled "Del' Doppelganger." 
His 1925 study, Del" Doppdgli:u!J(T: Eil/.(: PS!JclWll/UI./!Jlische Stutlie represents an 
expansion of his 1914 essay. 

11 Freud, "The Uncanny" as!). 
l?'Freud, "The Uncanny" :~S!H)(). It is illten~sting that Fn~ud relates the doubling 

of events to all encounter with "paint.ed women" or prostitutes. 
13 Freud, "The Uncanny" :3!JS-!)!J. 
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home-like or familiar, the knowledge of the mother's genitals or body has been 

repressed, only to recur in a feeling of dread.14 Again, as in Rank's analysis, the 

fear of woman and ultimately mother accompanies the construction of doubling. 

The fear of the feminine is also evident in Freud's reading of E.T.A. Hoffmann's 

narrative, "The Sand-Mall." Creating a definitive interpretation of "The Sand

Man," Freud chooses to emphasize the t.heme of the Sand-Man figure, instead of 

exploring the story's female protagonist, Olympia. 15 This obvious repression on 

the part of Freud, the absence of any allalysis involving Olympia who doubles for 

Hoffmann's other female protagouist., Clara, reveals further evidence of a fear of 

the feminine in relation to the double. The double nature of the term uncanny, 

that which is both familiar and dreaded, finally creat.es a double bind: foregrounded 

as blind-spot by Freud (bliud-spot for Freud), the uncanny ultimately evokes the 

notion of death that is linked to a desire to return to tbe mother's womb. For Freud, 

there can be no more uncanny event than the doubling of woman, a matter that 

must be repressed so as not to evoke tbe deadly desire to return "home." 

4.1 The Masculinization of WOluan as Cultural Construc
tion 

The fear of woman, inherent in the aforellwntioned theories of doubling, translates 

into a particular dread of a perceived douhle ideut.ity of woman. In Weimar cul

tural representations of the modem WOIl1aIl, the depiction of the masculine woman 

supposes a certain masculine disposit.iou aud dress iu reiatiou to a woman's body. 

Weimar critic Georg von del' Vring iu it 1!):2!) article eut.itled "vVoman's Offensive" de

fines the masculinizatiou of woman: "[Die Frau] sucht die Norm del' Mitnnerkleidung 

zu erreichen und eignet sich cine brutale IIandschrift an. Geistig zeigt sie gesteigertes 

14Freud, "The Uncanny" 3!)!). 
151"01' Freud, the doll Olympia "is quite il'l'elevant." "The Uncanny" 382. Just as 

Freud fears the encounter with "paiut!'d womeu," his repression of the automaton 
seductress Olympia is important. iu traciug a. fear of the sexual woman. 
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Interesse, und seelisch gibt sie sich unsent.imental...Liebe ist ein Begriff."w Weimar's 

New Woman with her cropped hair, "jumper" 01' "suit-dress," and general androgy

nous look was a major poillt of contention in a discussion that centered around the 

demise of the bourgeois family and heterosexual love. 

Many Weimar critics fir:;tly took i:;:;ue with the appearance of the New Woman. 

The flapper or garc;onne :;tyle that found its form from the male suit was disturb

ing to those who considered a traditionally "male" style unnatural for women. The 

Berliner Illustririe Zeit'llng (BIZ) ran an article in 1925 entitled "Enough is Enough! 

Against the Masculinization of \Vomell," which decried the supposed masculiniza

tion of women's fashion. Acconlillg to the BIZ, women's fa:;hion wa:; increasingly 

catering to a more masculine look, movillg from the asexual 01' "angelic" to the 

distinctly masculine: 

And we observe more often IlOW that the bobbed haircut with its curls is 
disappearing, to be replaced by the model'll, masculille hairstyle: sleek 
and brushed straight back. The uew fashion in Women's coats is also 
decidedly masculine: it would scarcely be lIoticed this spring if a woman 
absentmindedly put on her husband's coat. 17 

The BIZ article further states tha.t it is time for the malejudgmellt to rule against 

these "odious fashions," as the t1't~nd towards masculinization in women':; fashions 

is unpalatable: "The look of a sickeuingly sweet. boy is detested by every real boy 

or man."18 

German fa:;hion III the t.went.ies was contiullally critiqued as an American in

vention, linked to the ills of modl'l'llity aud inst.ability. III a l!J27 article for DcI' 

Querschnitf, Paul Poi ret discusses the fashioll of the twenties and predicts the place 

of women's fashion thirty years iuto the future. Poin~t states that fashion reacts 

16Georg von del' Vring, "Ofr(~IlSive del' Fra.u," Die Frau '/Ion lIwrgen wie wir sie 
wunschen: Eine Essaysammiultf} aus (hill )ah/'(; 19:29, ed. Friedrich M. Huebner 
(Frankfurt: Insel Verlag, I!J90) 57. 

17"Enough is Enough! Agaillst the Nlasculiuization of Women," The Weimar'Re
public Sourcebook, eds. Auton Kaes, Mart.iu .JilY, aud Edward Dimendberg (Berkeley: 
U. of California Press, 1994) G59. 

18"Enough is ElloUgh!" G59. 
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to the political and· social influences of the time. Women's fashion of the twenties 

is currently dictated by Americanism, marked by a lust for gold and riches: "Je 

mehr sich dieser amerikanische Geist und del' Geschmack an diesen amerikanischen 

und Negertanzen entwickeln winl, desto maskuliner und sachlich-trockener werden 

die Toilettell del' Frauen werden." l!J Poiret predicts that woman':; "thirst to be 

free" will remain the impetus for a continual masculinization of women's fashion, 

with the move from skirt to trousers. 20 This trend, however, will eventually run 

its course, with a move back to chiffon and lace.21 In a final plea against the 

gar<;onne style, Poi ret states: "SchluJ3 mit. den Frauen aus Carton, den abgezehrten 

Formen, den spitzen Schultern, den Busen ohne Briiste. Schlu13 mit den platten 

Bauchen .. .Ich sehe Frauen, die 'Fra.uen' silld .. .freudige und stolze Mutter, frohges

timmte Gat tinne1l." 22 

Weimar critics who reacted nega.tively to a perceived masculinization of women's 

fashion generally offered sophist.icated arguments as to why this trend was taking 

place and what effect it had on women's role in t.he workplace and in a heterosex

ual relationship. A. collection of essays ent.it.led Die Fm'll 'lion morgen wie wir sie 

wiinschen (1929) reflects the trend t.o analyze the New vVoman and her implications 

for Weimar society.23 In the Die FTI/.u collection, critics and authors such as Ste-

19Paul Poiret, "Die Mode in :30 Ja.hrell," DtT Q'lle'f"sclmitt 7/1 (1927): 31-32. 
2°Poiret illustrates trend towards masculine fashions for the coming decade. Draw

ings on page 30 show a woman dressed in a. tailored suit outfit with a fitted trouser 
skirt and it form-fitting jacket with bow tie. The woman has accoutrements such as 
a cigarette, a men's hat, and a walkiug stick. A second woman on the same page is 
wearing it military outfit and is rigidly poised in a salute. Poi ret comments on the 
military outfit: "Es kannte einem weiblichell Militiir gefallen. Warulll nicht?" 32. 

21 In an uncanny show of foreshadowing, Poi ret notes: "Die Sillhouette der Frau 
wird zu ihrer urspriillglichen und weiLlichclI Form zuriickstreben ... Die Rundungen 
werden erlaubt und gesucht sein. Eine l~l"Ileut.e Nl~igullg fiir die gesunden Freuden 
der Familie ulld des Heimes, cine Riickkehr zur Erde ... das ist es, was ich fiir 1940 
voraussehe." 33. 

22Poiret 33. 
23There was obviously uot oue t.ype of WOlllall ill vVeimar. Patrice Petro in her 

work Joyless Streets discusses the cOllst.ructioll of the proletarian woman. Patrice 
Petro, Joyless Streets: WOlllnt and l\lt:/()c//"{/.//wtic Rcpn;scntation in Weimar Oe1'-
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fan Zweig, Max Brod, Amolt Bronnen, Robert Musil, and Otto Flake offer their 

opinions on Weimar's New Woman. Oue central thread running through many of 

these essays is the critical part that the Fin;t World War played in creating the New 

Woman phenomenon. Richard Huebenbeck notes that the patriarchal order has 

been torn apart due to the great war. 24 The effects of technology and a new order 

dictated by. the machine have placed marriage in great danger. It is thus the war 

that has set women adrift. to create a new position for themselves in society. Robert 

Musil notes: "Del' Krieg ist es gewesen, del' den Massen del' Frauen die Scheu VOl' 

den Mannesidealen unci dabei al\ch VOl' dem Idea.! del' Frau genoIlllllen hat."25 

The New Woman's :;triving for the male world and her acquisition of perceived 

masculine trait:; are central themes iu t.he Die Fr(/,u collection. Many of the col

lection's contributors expre:;s the seut.iment that something is not right with to

day's woman. Although the New vVomau has purportedly "conquered" the male 

world, she is endangering culture: "Das Leben del' Frau, wie sie heute lebt, ist 

many (Princeton: Princeton U. Press, 1989) 7!)-140. Abo Atina Grossmann notes 
that while the New Woman image was in fact a construction, it did have credence 
in reality: "The New Womau was uot. merely a media myth or a demographer's 
paranoid fantasy, but a social realit.y t.hat cau be researched and documented. She 
existed in office and factory, bedroom and kitchen, just as surely a:; in cafe, cabaret, 
and film." Atina Grossmann, "Girll.:ullu/' or Thoroughly Rationalized Female: A 
New Woman in Weimar Germany,!" Womcn in Culture (lnd Politics: A Century of 
Change, eds. Judith Friedlander, B1auclte Wieseu Cook, Alice Kessler-Harris, and 
Carroll Smith Rosenberg (B1oomiugtou: Iudiana U. Press, 1986) 64. 

24Huelsenbeck :;tates: "Tat.sache ist jedeusfalls, daB unter Begleitung groBer 
gesellschaftlicher Kataldysmell (del' Kril'g!) die patriarchalische Ordnung ins 
Wan ken geriet...Die neue Lebensform gla.llbt· von del' uatiirlichen Anweisung ab
strahieren zu konueu, sie setzt all St.elle des alten Onlnungsbegrifl'es die Gemein
schaft. Die Frau sollnicht mehr dcm Manu ulltergeordllct und del' Familie eingeord
net sein." Richard Huelsenbeek, "Bejallllllg del' moderuen Frau," Die Frau 'Von mor
gen wie wiT sie 1II'iinsc/te:u: Einc EssII.!Jsall/./II.!u.ug aus (hm Jahre: 1929, ed. Friedrich 
M. Huebner (Frankfurt: lnsel Verlag, 19!JO) 3:3-:H. Die FJ'{l'/l von morgen wie WiT' 

sie wiinschen was originally published ill Leipzig (l!)29) by Verlag E.A.Seemann. 
25Robert Musil, "Die Frau gesteru uIld morgen," Die F/'ll'/t von morgen 91. Musil 

continues: "Die Frau hat sich atlch nieht in del" Weise freigemacht, daB sie dem 
Manne Tatigkeitsgebiete abnalllll ... HolHlem ihre eutscheidenden Taten waren, daB 
sie sich seiner Vergniigullgell bema.eltt.igt.e lIud daB sie sich auskleidete." 91. 

-------------_ .. -._._- . 
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wirtschaftliche Tatsache; ullstiirzbar, unabiiuderbar. Mannliche Bediirfnisse spiirend, 

erwarb die Frau die Rechte des Mannes ... Es nimmt ... die heutige Frau an [dem] Unter

gang der Kultur unablassigen, griindlichell Allteil."2G In order to trace the perceived 

sins of the "masculine" woman, it may be interesting to look at several of the essays 

in Die Frau in detail. 

Critic Leo Matthias addresses the so-called double nature of Weimar's New 

Woman in a letter to his daughter entitled, "Sei nicht tiichtig!" Matthias advises his 

daughter Camilla that she must decide between a male world and female world

there is no living in the inten;tices bet.wecu t.he two spaces. Matthias firstly points 

out that the male working world is, for women, no dift"erent than a bad marriage. 

A tyrannical boss is in fact worse t.han a despotic husbaud: "Wie viele Ehen hat es 

gegeben, in denen eine Frau so schkeht. Iwlwndelt wurde wie heutzutage von ihrem 

Chef.,,27 In the workplace, a woman who is "capable" (tiichtig) will be taken ad

vantage of, just like her male colleagl\(~s. Mat.t.hias maintains that women will not 

be able to work within the system (the male domain) to change things. A woman 

must either choose the difficult path of the mau or return to the position of being a 

woman: "Man kann nur einc1lt Stem folgeu. Du kaunst eine leidenschaftliche Kochin 

sein und zugleich ein tiichtiger Bankdirektor-aber die Borse winl Dir dann weniger 

Freude machen als der Wochenlllarkt, uut! obgleieh Du uebenbei sogar Bankdirektor 

bist, verdienst Du Dir Dein Geld doeh uieht. uebenbei, sondern miihselig."28 

Leo Matthias advises his daughter that ouce active in the male world, there will 

be no joy in being a woman. 2!J Man's practice of loving thousands of women would 

not suit the monogamous tendcnci(·s of WOlllau. Matthias adds that once involved 

in this male domain, a woman cannot. (I<~cide slw wauts to be a woman again: "Du 

2GHeinrich Eduard .Jacob, "HaarscllIlit.t. ist. noch nieht Freiheit," Die Pm'lt 'lion 
morgen 114-15. 

27Leo Matthias, "Sei nicht tiiehtig!" Die Frau /Jon lIwI"gcn (il. 

28Matthias 62. Matthias sta\.ps t.hat. (~vell if a womall is competent in her job and 
sticks with it, she will becollle bored wit.h her work ami bored with the men around 
her. 63. 

29Matthias states: "Oder glaubst. Du-mCLu bekollllllt die Guade UIl1S011st [eine 
Frau zu seill]?" 62. 
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kannst nicht abspringen und sagen: So; es ging uicht; also beginne ich wieder als 

Frau. Das kannst Du nicht. Deiu Leben ist zu Ende. Du kommst nie dariiber 

hinweg, daB Du versagt hast."au As a woman spoiled by a masculine environment, 

there will be no happiness in marriage and ultimately no solace in the workplace. 

Matthias sees woman's plea for emancipation as a conundrum or "doppel Moral": 

women want to be equal in the world of men (auch-wertig), but also different in 

their special relation to the femiuine (auderswertig). Matthias advises women to 

start again in the feminine realm, and foster their own set of accomplishments. 

Women must thus break the male template, iustead of trying to be both masculine 

and feminine at the same time: "Sorg dafiir, daB die Frauen wieder ihre Privilegien 

bekommen, ihr eigenes Recht, ihre eigene Moral. Sorg dafiir, daB man diese ar

men Wesen nicht mehr wie die Miiuuer Iwhamlelt. Icb kann das nicht mebr mit 

ansehen.,,31 Per Matthias, the perceived masculinization of woman is a problematic 

state, as the feminine realm is closed fon~ver to the woman who strives for "male" 

values. 

Walther von Hollander is allot her critic iu the collection of essays in Die Frau 

whose advice to the model'll womall is to stay true to a so-called feminine conscious

ness. In his essay "Autollomie del' Frau," vou Hollauder believes that woman's push 

for autonomy is connected to the cha.nge ill world socia.! aud economic conditions.32 

He recognizes womau's need for greater economic iudepeudence, and her desire to 

be free of restrictions brought on by the male illsist.ellce on virgiuity. Von Hollander 

also sees the contemporary womau as a. valuable member of the workforce, who is 

capable of doing some types of work better thall a man. But woman's push for 

emancipation must not be defined by a mau's world: "iii diesem allem bleibt die Be-

3UMatthias 63. 
31 Matthias 67. Matthias is very patronizing iu his letter to his daughter. At one 

point he states: "Camilla! meiIH~ gelieht.(~, klf'illt', zaubervolle Tochter-mochtest 
Du nicht die erste emauzipierte Frau S(~ill?" Ci4. 

32Walther Von Hollander, "Autouollli(~ d(~r Frau," Die Frau von mOl'yen 39-40. 
Von Hollander states: "Abel' cs ist falsclt Zll sag(-~ll: Aufgabe del' Frau ist es, die 
Weltlage zu andel'll." 39-40. 
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zogenheit auf den Mann, bleibt Vergleich, Kampf, Konkurrenz mit dem Mann und 

damit die Anerkennung einer rein miiunlichcn AuBenwelt sowic die Angleichung an 

sie. Damit ist uns abel' nicht gedient.,,3:3 

For von Hollander, woman must assume a female reality, one that cannot so 

easily be described, but that is situated in a certain spirituality, which counters 

a male intellectuality.:34 If woman subscribes to the male world of business and 

sobriety, she will be robbed of her energy: "Wir sind im Gegenteil der Meinung, daB 

diese Frauen, gewohnt die schlechten Eig(~nschaften del' Miinner zu imitieren, nur 

da Unheil vergroBern."as Womau must. t.hus develop a feminine reality in order to 

secure a "more concrete, full-blooded, am\ uat.ural" life on earth.31l Von Hollander 

goes on to say that women who choose t.o delve in the male world will be overcome 

by a sexuality that exists on the male periphery.:37 Like Matthias' statement that 

women cannot stand a strictly male form of sexuality, von Hollander predicts that 

male sexuality will be the downfall of auy woman who dares to enter the male world 

of business and lifestyle. 

The topics of male and female forms of sexuality, and woman's role in love and 

marriage are central to the Die Frau collectiou of essays. According to several critics 

in the volume, the consequences of a "Ballalisieruug des Eros" or the objectification 

of love are grave for society at large. If woman st.rives for a male objectivity in love 

("Zur-Sache-machenj" "ciuc Fiiufll1iul\t.(~Jl(I.uflllerksamkeit"), then she is neglecting 

her "earthly" and "motherly" duties: "IudI'm die Frauen sich [das mannliche] Ideal 

aneignen, vermii.nnlichen sie ... Die Fra.u vou Illorgeu hat. keiue andere Aufgabe als die 

33Von Hollander 4l. 
34Von Hollander 41-42. 
35Von Hollander 43. 
36Von Hollander 43. 
37Von Hollander's discussion of cent.er au(l periphery is important in deciphering 

his concept of male and female types: "Am klan;teu win\ weibliche Wirklichkeit 
durch ein physikalisches Bild: miiuuliclll~ Wirklichkeit wii.re zentrifugal, weibliche 
zentripetal. Mannlich ist danllll die Erset.zung des Lebendigen durch irgendwelche 
peripheren Lebensiuhalte (Familie, Staat., B(~ruf), weiblich wiire del' Versuch, von del' 
Peripherie der Lebensiuhalt.e wieder ZU1ll Z('U!.l'lIlll dl's Lebendigeu zuriickzukehren." 
41-42. 
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von gestern und heut.e: Die Liebe zu suLlimierell, die Banalisierung zu vermeiden.,,38 

Woman must determine the domaius iu which she can be ruler ("Benin"), for ex

ample in the role of mother and passive lover.39 She must not play "ape" to male 

intellectuality, but must be content to be loved, as true woman and mother. 40 

While the llulsculillization of woman was condemned outright by many members 

of the male intellectual commuuity, women writing on the topic were compelled 

to use these same categories of male and female to describe the dynamic of the 

New Woman. In the arena of women writing about the phenomenon of the mascu

line woman, mixed signals were seut. Femiuist. leaders such as Alice Ruhle-Gerstel, 

chose to define the Weimar women's movement as an organization drawn along 

masculine and feminine lines. Rtiltl(~-Gerstel poses a key question in her work, Das 

Frauenproblem der Gegcuwu1'l (1\):J2): "Mauuglt~ich odeI' mannebenbiirtig? Das 

sind die zwei Baupteinstellungen del' Fral\t>nhewegung. Sie trat.en freilich nicht so 

klar und eindeutig zutage. Abel' wl.'nu man die Strollluugen innerhalb del' Bewe

gung naher betrachtet, so findet man eiue Analogie zu del' Gruppierung del' indi

viduellen Charaktere."41 Rtihle-Gerstel goes on to state that there is a faction of 

the women's movement with "male" goals, namely those of higher education for 

women, entrance into "higher careers" (hoherell Berufen), and equal pay for equal 

work. Ruhle-Gerstel defines the chara.ct,er traits-"performance, ability, success"

as male-oriented, and important for t.he women's movement.. ,12 

380tto Flake, "Die alte Aufgabe-die neue Form," Die F7'll'lL von mo'rgen 138-39. 
39Frank Thiess, "Krise del' ueuen Freiheit," Die Frau von Tlun'!Jcn 145. 
4°Thiess 145-46. Critic Frank Thiess states: "Wenn nun dem Manne schon aus 

Grunden physischer, geistiger und seelisclwr Hygiene widerraten werden mull, von 
seiner erotischen Freiheit unbegreuzt(~n Gebrauch zu machen, wie mull dies erst 
fUr die Frau geiten, die mit ZUlH~lll11(,lldm Zahl ihrer rein sexuellen Erlcbnisse sich 
immer weiter von dem eigelltlichen Zid \\'(~ilJlicher Sdlllsucht., dem Geliebtwerde'n, 
entfernt." 14G. Note that a comhinatioll of sexual satisfaction and motherhood 
was the goal of groups involved iu \"I(~imar Germany's Sexual Reform Movement 
(see chapter 2). Here a perceived active femillillc sexuality was fostered under the 
direction of the husballd for the good of marriage. 

41 Alice Ruhle-Gerstel, Dlls Fm'l/fujJl'ob!t:/1/ dfl' G'CYClw'llrt: Einc Psycholoyische 
Bilanz (Leipzig: Verlag vall S. Hirzel, 1!J:3~) 1:31. 

42Ruhle-Gerst.el 1:32. Rlihle-Gerst.d cOlltillues: "Die Frauen, die die Frauen-
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Many female critics, like Alice Ruhle-Gerstel, saw the New Woman figure as 

masculine. Depictions of the maHcllliuized womau by female criticH ranged from 

favorably cynical to down-right enraged. Que cynical female fashion editor for the 

women's magazine Die Dame maintains that the masculinization of women's fashion 

is a feminine stmtegy of parody: 

The woman is once again proving her royal capriciousness ... She is ob
sessed with the outward signH of maHculinity-she wants the man's stiff 
collar, his coat, his cane, his waiHtcoat. Yes, even his holieHt posses
sion, the cylinder hat ... The masculinization of the woman supersedes 
masculinity itself, and the weak/st.rong Hex Htands before this onslaught 
without a clue ... [And yet, the]masculiue maHquerade ... is really the old
unanswering Eve-inHtinct, for llOt.hiug occmH in faHhion which does not 
reveal the erotic sense and t.he erot.ic needs of a time. In epochs when 
the man is very masculille, ... he wea.rs hi:; clothiug broadiy ... Today, how
ever, the man is neither strong nor weak but t.oo reaiiHtic, too neuter; he 
has 'no time' for his Houl and for hiH wife. For this reaHon, the suffering 
woman responds ironically to tldH neutered being by parodying his mas
culinity; Hhe makes fun of these nlPn whenever she iH among those who 
are like her. 43 

In this passage, the masculinizat.ion of woman iH deconst.ructed into a masquer

ade staged by women. The masculine womau as construction or mask is further 

underscored by ·Weimar psychoanalYHt Joau Riviere, who turns the tables when she 

maintains that femininity is a milsqu(~rade t.o defu:;e male anxiety :;urronnding the 

masculine woman.44 

bewegung hauptsachlich ihrer 'miinnlichen' Ziele und Forderungen halber beja
hen .. .lehnen die Liebe nicht ab, wenn sie auch hitufig auf Ehe und Mutterschaft 
verzichten, sie weigern sich uicht, auch ii.uilerlich als Frauen zu erscheinen, gle
ichzeitig leben sie beruflich, intellektudl und moralisch wie Mitnner." 132. Riihle
Gerstel's description of the feminine part of the women ':; movement depicts a faction 
interested in the "woman as woman." Issues uuder t.hiH rubric include protection 
of mothers and "illegitimate" children, foregwun<iing the importance of female cou
sumers, and the legitimation of housework. 13:3-;34. 

43 Anita, "Die Vermituulichullg d('r Frau," BcrliufT Illuslririe Zeituug, no 35 (31 
August 1924): 997-98. 

44See Joan Riviere, "Womanliness as a l\,Ias<Ju(~rilde," FO'l"lnalions of Fantasy, ed. 
Victor Burgin, James DOllald, awl Cora Kapla,J1 (New York: Methuen, HJ8G) 35-44. 
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Finally, Weimar images of androgyny could also be seen as a reflection of the 

growing lesbian communities, which flourished ill urban areas throughout Germany. 

Images of androgyny, read as both lesbian and bisexual, could thus signal for the 

lesbian sub-culture a :;ign of accept.ance or provide a sen:;e of identification.45 

While a part of Weimar "women':;" journalism and women at-large were sym

pathetic to so-called masculine fa:;liions aud attitudes, there were :;till tho:;e female 

critics who warned against. the "ma:;culine woman." Critic Stephanie Kaul writ

ing for Uhu magazine in l!):H commeut:; on the place of the long dres:; in women's 

fashion. Kaul believe:;, as Auita does, t.hat. fashion reflect:; history. But for Kaul, 

it is history that bas both giveu rise t.o the masculine woman and is the source 

of her demise. Kaul notes that hetweeu HH4 aIlli 1921, living conditions caused 

women to become "increasingly masculine": "Amid the general storm of destruc

tion, a voracious striving after the pleasUl'cs of life came into play. The shortage of 

money for elegant plea:;ures eff'ected a simplification of dres:;e:; aud a :;hortening of 

skirts so that dre:;:;e:; finally became the :;ymbol of women's freedom. A :;hortage 

of food created an artificial t.hinness on the part. of women, who were rai:;ed to the 

status of idols. "4ll The obliterat.ion of :;ocial dist.iuctions also forced the difference 

between men and women to collapse, and women styled themselves to meet this 

new situation in the form of the gar~onue. Kaul reads the trend towards a mas-

Anita, Riviere, and the masculiuiza.tiou of WOIll.a.U are discussed in detail in Patrice 
Petro's Joyless St1'ccts 79-140. 

45Maud Lavin, "Androgyny, Spectatorship, aml the ·Weimar Photomontages of 
Hannah Hoch," Ncw G'ennan Crit.iquf G1 (Fall 1990): G3-SG. Lavin goes on to 
state that the androgynous illlag(~ coulll also sigual cooptation and/or di:;missal: 
"by obeying the injunction to :;peak about. sexuality, to repre:;ent. and explore it 
constantly, the speaker participate:; ill the prolllotiou of sexuality; this, in turn, 
contribute:; to the self-image of the botlrgeoi:;ie as all-powerful, life-enhancing, body
intensified, expanding, and etemal." 75. For an excelleut discu:;:;ion on gay and 
lesbian life in Weimar Germany, see Eldo/"ado: /J01lloscx1lcllc Fmucn und MiinneT' 
in Berlin 1850-1950- G'cschichtc, Alltay uud [(II./tUI', ed. Berlin Museum (Berlin: 
Frohlich & Kaufmaun, l!)S4). 

4GStephanie Kaul, "Whose Fault Is the Long Dres:;'?" The Weimar Republic 

SouT'cebook, cds. Ant.ou Kaes, l'vliIl-t.ill .Jay, alld Edward Dimeudberg (Berkeley: U. 
of Califol'llia Pre:;s, H194) G71. 
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culinization of woman as iuitially pleasiug to men who approved of the male-female 

camaraderie. But eventually, per Kaul, men began to tire of women's new-found 

objectivity: "Above all women ... wanted to conquer and demolish the whole world 

in objective speech.,,47 Men of the late twenties craved for a lost femininity, a trend 

to which women. supposedly subscribed: "Somewhere in man, there remained the 

desire for a femiuine woman, a feminine companion ... Tired by so much masculinity, 

women once again wanted to be pretty, once again wanted to be genuine women. 

And the fashion designers called attention to this turning point."48 Kaul then sees 

fashion as an offering to women, t.o forge t.he look of the new feminine form. 49 

Commenting on women's dress, vVeimar aut.hor Vicki Baum also sees fashion 

as a defining element for t.he modem woman. In a.n article for Die Dame entitled, 

"People of today," (1927) Baum introciuces us to a woman named Ypsi. Ypsi, 

thoroughly modern with cropped hail' awl a Lindbergh-style hat, is a "copyist" 

who follows Weimar fashion like tllOusands of other women: "From her haircut to 

her lap dog, from her liqueur glasses to her marit.al conflicts ... everything imitated, 

47Kaul671. 
48Kaul 671. The trend towards a return of the mother image was already evident 

in the Weimar press of the early thirties. An example of this may be marked in 
the 21 June, 1931 edition of the Bt:1'iillf1" Ill'llstririe Zcii'IJ.ug. An advertisement 
for Bemberg stockings complete with the image of the New Woman (cropped hair, 
slender body, sexually-charged pose with stockiugs in hand) may be compared to 
two other advertisements of the same issue: oue selling hair care products using a 
full-bodied woman dressed in traditiOllal Dutch costume, and a second for Pfeilring 
skin care cream, depicting a mother with her two children who are dressed for the 
beach. 

49Writing in 1931 iu the wake of a world-wide depression, Kaul states: "Women 
quickly understood what a grea.t uew chance t.hey were being offered. They recog
nized .how advantageously the 10llg dress reshaped them: how they appeared taller 
and thinner; how much more elegant, grilceful, aud ladylike they looked." 671. 
Kaul's statement may be read in light of high uuemployment rates and political 
turmoil surfacing in 1931. Womeu's attempt t.o explore new territory in the area of 
gender relations was severely tested at. the beginning of the thirties. It seems that 
some women found solace in rdurIliug to more tradit.ional female roles, such as the 
eternal feminine type illustrated above. 
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everything a copy."so Ypsi as the quilltessential flapper figure suffers "adultery, 

cocaine, operations [breast reduction] ... riding with a man's saddle ... no children and 

stomach complaints, nicot.ine poisoning ami slimming diets" just to stay in fashion. 51 

According to Baum, Ypsi is not the typical typist or secretary figure of Weimar, but 

a woman of means who aspires to the ma.le realm of leisure activities. Styled in the 

masculine or garc;onne look, Ypsi's only chance to be unique is to change her look 

and push for a "feminine" image: "There would only be one way to be truly original: 

if Ypsi let her hair grow long, ash-blonde and somewhat needy, just as God created 

it.,,52 Like Stephanie Kaul, Baum sees womall's natural look not as "masculine," 

but as ash-blonde and feminine. And similar to Kaul's assessment, Baum predicts 

the return of the feminine rounded figure, much t.o the disadvantage of the Ypsi 

character, who has gone to sucil paim; to copy the gar<;onne style. 53 

Vicki BaUln's Ypsi is a picture of tile modern woman, a woman who copies 

her look from the famous film divas on tile screell. 54 Many modern-day scholars 

as \vell·as-Weimar critics have Boted the \Veimar women's preoccupation with the 

cinema and film stars. From Siegfried Kracauer's cYllical assessment of "little shop

girls" as female movie-going cOllt.ingent. t.o feminist. crit.ic Pat.rice Petro's study on 

Weimar melodrama alld the femal(~ audience, German women of the twenties and 

early thirties have been discussed in relat.ion t.o stars on the screen. Critic Vicki 

Baum writing for Ult'll magazine ill 1930, commeBt.s on the androgynous look and 

the film diva. In her article entit.led, "Welche Frau ist am begehrtesten?" Baum 

50Vicki Baum, "People of Today," The Wcillwf' Rc]!'uMic SO'Ill'cebook, eds. Anton 
Kaes, Martin Jay, and Edward Dimeudherg (Berkeley: U. of California Press, 1994) 
665. 

51 Baum 666. 
52Baum 665. 
53Baum tells the story of Ypsi's experi('llCe at the press Lall, where she was styled 

like all the rest of tile women: "And old Ypsi's rage, pain, aBd desperation as eighty 
percent of the ladies at the press ball appear very tight, very short, completely 
aglitter in gold spangles, with monocle, art.ificial pearls, white wigs, and no bust!" 
Baum 666. 

54 Since film diva Ypsi Lona's Sll('cess, t.h('r!' an~ illllldreds of Ypsi's defining Weimar 
high society. Dauill (i64-(if.i. 
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singles out film star Asta Nielsell as a potelltial ideal for Weimar women. While 

the caption under a full-length photo of Asta Nielsen reads: "Asta Nielsen in groBer 

Toilette als verfiihrerische Salondame: zu kostspielig, zu schon, zu fein," another 

photo of Nielsen is accompanied by a text stating: "Asta Nielsen: Die Frau, die uns 

versteht."55 Nielsen pictured with cropped hair and lithe body represents Weimar's 

stereotypical New Woman look. While Nielsen "understands" women (the intended 

audience for this article), there is ambiguity in Baum's message: the androgynous 

film diva is at once accessible and also "too beautiful and too fine. ,,56 

Asta Nielsen's general popularit.y, rdlected ill t.he V'/eimar illustrated press and 

especially in women's magazines like Die Dame, shows both all admiratioll for and an 

awe of the androgynous diva. 57 Roles for actors such as Asta Nielsen also resonated 

in the Weimar debate on the masculillizatioll of women. For example, Asta Nielsen 

as Hamlet in the 1921 film version of Hamlet, utilized her androgynous look to 

playa woman as prince, who must defend the honor of her/his father. 58 While 

Nielsen as Hamlet must take part ill brave deeds anel unmask treachery, Hamlet's 

strength and wit is in the end rewarded with her/his death. Nielsen, playing a highly 

unconventional trouser role, marks a blurring of gender categories and unmasks a 

55Vicki Baum, "Welche Frau ist am bf'gehrt.esten'?" Ulw. 7/1 (1930): 70. 
561n her article, Baum also marks seVt~ral other "types" of women that are po

tentially pleasing to men. She highlight.s types such as "da:; wissende Kind," "die 
mondane, aparte und lebensgierige Frau," "cli(~ illteressallte, verfiihrerische Frau del' 
Gesellschaft," and "die reife, erfahrelH~ Frau" among others. Princess Mechthilde 
Lichnowsky, an example of the "matu\'(\ (~xperiellced womau," is even shown smok
ing a pipe. 72. 

57For more information on t.he felllalt~ stars auel divas in vVeimaI', note Paul 
Werner, Die Skauda/ Chl'ouik des (/t:'IIlsc:hen Film '/Jon 1.900-1.945 (Frankfurt am 
Main: Fischer Taschenbuch Verlag, 1!HJO) 129-47. Also see Hanna Vollmer
Heitmann, Wil' sind von J(opf his FufJ (lllf Liebe ciugestellt: Die Zwanziger Jahre 
(Hamburg: Ernst Kabel Verlag, 1!J!);3) 10~~-42. 

58 The narrative of the film uufolds as t.he kiug's daughter must act as a prince: "In 
einer Feldschlacht wird del' diillische I\ollig verwulldet ... Um den Besitz del' Krone 
zu sichern, liifit [die Konigin] Yerbl'eiten, ein Priuz, abo ein Thronerbe, sei ge
boren worden. Del' Heimgekehl'l.e Kouig bdiddt, diese Fiktion aufrechtzuerhalten." 
Gunther Dahlke and Giiut.er Karl, eds., Deuts('he Spidfilllu: '(Jon dw Anfiingen his 
1933 (Berlin: Henschel Verlag, I!JS8) 50. 
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potentially liberating reading of sexual difl"erence as socially constructed artifice. 59 

But the underlying meaning for the Weimar spectator (both male and female) is 

that the blurring between masculinity and femininity must end with the destruction 

of the androgynous woman. Several of Nielsen's other roles as the "masculine" 

woman attest to the above notion, namely the fate of the prostitute, Auguste in 

Dirnentragodie (1927). The death of the Lulu figure played by Louise Brooks in 

Pandora's Boa: (1929) further illustrates the fate of the androgynous character whose 

implicit bisexuality (Lulu's relation to Dr. Schon and Alwa, as well as the sexual 

tension between Lulu and Couutess Geschwit.z), eams her a date with Jack-the

Ripper.GO 

The aforementioned not.ions of t.h(~ masculiue woman, the double nature of the 

modern woman in a male working world, womau's alleged objectification of the het

erosexual love relationship, woman as slave to the coat-dress, and the androgynous 

film diva as dangerous femme fatale (or prince), at test to a fear of woman's "double 

morality" and her double identity as "Manuesweib." The construction of the mas

culine woman in the popular press and in Germau film of the twenties and early 

thirties, finds its "scientific" couuterpart ill tbe. work of sexual researchers Sigmund 

Freud and J. Lobel. Freud's essays iu the thirties on femaJe sexuality attest to a 

bisexual disposition in women: womell, with tbeir two sexual organs (the clitoris 

and the vagina) are prone to two phases of sexual development, a masculine one and 

a feminine one respectively. In Fn~ud's famous treatise, "Female Sexuality" (1931), 

he explores the notion of the lit.tle girl's clta.llg(~ from the masculine or phallic phase, 

to a more passive feminine jlhas(~, wbere she accept.s her father as a love-object. 

The question Freud poses is one ill liJl(~ wi t.h \Veimar discourse on the masculiniza

tion of woman, namely the clliluge from t.h(~ masculiue phase to t.he feminine phase 

"radical" or "incomplete": "at tbe cud of the girl's development it is the man-the 

59For an in-depth discussiou of crossdressiug films, see Aunette Kuhn, The Power 
of the Image: Essays on Representation anti SC;J:'IlIIlity (London: Routledge & Kegan 
Paul, 1985) 48-74. 

GO Note that Louise Brooks' cbaracter of rvlal'ie in Das Tagebuch einer Vcr/or·cnen 
(1929) does meet a happy-euding, however art.ificial this ending may seem. 
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father-who must come to be the new love-object; i.e. as she changes in sex, so 

must the sex of her love-object change. What we now have to discover is how this 

transformation takes place ... and all the difrerellt things that may happen in this 

process. ,,61 

Naturally, Freud develops his argument around the notion that while the girl may 

acknowledge her own castration complex and thus the "superiority" of the a male, 

there is a chance that she lllay rebel. When a girl refuses to accept her castration, 

she exaggerates her masculinity in defiance. According to Freud, if the girl clings to 

her threatened masculinity, then t.he new aim in her life is to get a penis. She thus 

lives the fantasy of being a man: 

'the hope of getting a penis sometime is cherished to an incredibly late 
age and becomes the aim of her life, whilst the phantasy of really being 
a man, in spite of everything, often dominates long periods of her life. 
This "masculinity complex" may a.lso result ill a manifestly homosexual 
object-choice. Only if her develojlment follows ... [a] very circuitous path 
does she arrive at the ultimate normal feminine attitude in which she 
takes her father as love-object, and t.hus arrives at the Oedipus complex 
in its feminine form. (i:.! 

Here, Freud sees the "masculille cOllljJl(~x" In women as a deviant sexual state 

in relation to the "ultimately norllla.! feminine at.t.itude," where wOlllan accepts her 

castration and takes the father as love-object. It is 1101. surprising that at the bottom 

of woman's wrong turn towards masculinity is the mother. While the transition to 

the father, with the assistance of passiv(~ tendencies, facilitates the way to normal 

femininity, the little girl's J>rc-oedipalrdatiollship with her mother may lead her to 

61Sigmund Freud, "Female Sexua.lity," Frcud: Sc:/:/wlity and the Psychology of 
Love ed. Philip Ridr (New York: Collier Books, 19(3) 197. 

62Freud, "Female Sexuality" l!J8-!J!J. Freud makes the point here that a "mas
culinity complex" in women may potentially last, for long periods. In his New Intro
ductory Lectures on Psyclw-Alwlysis (1 !J:l:J), Frel\d st.a.t.es that. a. state of bisexuality 
may occur in the life of woman, where for altel'llat.e periods of time, masculine and 
feminine states trade ofr in gainillg the lIpper hand. Sigmund Freud, "The Psychol
ogy of Women, Lecture XXXIII," Nt:l11 [nfrot!u.cfory Lfciul'f8 on Psycho-Analysis, 
trans. W.J.H. Sprott (New York: W. W. Nort.oll 8.:. Co., 19:3:3) 17~J. 
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deviance. The girl's activity, precipitated by the mother tending the child's body 

(the awakening of her phallic activity in the form of stimulation of the clitoris) may 

have lasting "consequences" on the child's deveiopmelltY3 

Sigmund Freud's ideas on woman's bisexual traits and his notion of the "mas

culinity complex" are in line with debates on the masculine woman occuring in 

Weimar Germany. In fact, the idea of female bisexuality was not confined to sci

entific journals, but instead spilled over into the illustrated press. One example of 

psychology interfacing with the illustrated news is J. Lobel's 1927 article for Die 

Dame entitled "The Understood vVoman" (Die vcrstandene Frau). Lobel professes 

that while the nature of woman has long been secret, science has in fact solved the 

mystery in uncovering an explanation for female bisexuality: 

today, Mathes' standard work of medical sciellce, Biolo!JY and Pathology 
of Woman, has provided a sure scientific footing for what Weininger intu
itively suspected [the mixture of both masculine and feminine aspects ill 
woman] ... Mathes calls the clear cut. sexual t.ype of woman the "absolute 
female" ... Marriage and mot.herhood are no problem for her-everything 
happens effortlessly, easily ... Tlw more masculine a woman's given struc
ture, the more she borders on the "intersexual" type ... Consistently, she 
has a problematic nat.ure; both sexllal aspects, which are united in her, 
fight a continuous and bitter bat.t.le ... [If t.he intersexual type marries], 
the marriage will be deeply unhappy. (i·l 

Lobel's assessment on t.he deviant. ami unfort.unate na.t.ure of the masculine 

woman, reads much like Freud's descri pt.ion of woma.n stricken by the "masculine 

63Freud, "Female Sexuality" 201. These consequellces may come in the form of 
the girl refusing to give up her own ma.sturbatory activity, thus rejecting the state 
of passivity. Freud goes on to state that t.he child's innate fear of being killed by 
t.he mother, it dread that may jUHtify the death-wish agaillst the mother, is rooted 
in the unconscious hostility on the part of mot.her, which the child senHes. "Female 
Sexuality" 206. After all this, however, Freull has admitted his ignorance of the Pre
Oedipus phase in women: "Everytilillg connected with this first mother-attachment 
has in analysis seemed to me so elusive, lost. ill a past so dim and shadowy, ... that 
it seemed as if it had undergone some specially inexorablt~ repression." "Female 
Sexuality" H15. 

64Dr. J. Lobel, "Die verstallcicIIe Frall," Die: Dilme 8/1 (1927): 34, 36; qtd. in 
Petro, Joyless Stn;eis 119,121. 
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complex." Both states are deemed abnormal and are purported to lead to difficulty 

in heterosexual relationships.or, In much of the debate surrounding the masculine 

woman, it is the very nature of her alleged perverse sexual relations, her inability to 

make a man feel safe allClloved, her turuing towards a homosexual object-choice, or 

her bisexual disposition, which seems to st.ir resentment or at the very least creates 

an ambivalent attitude towards the New Woman persona. In the case of the "mas

culine woman," a female sexuality is depicted that is explicit and does not meet the 

traditional European stan'dards of female heterosexual behavior. The apparent fear 

of female sexuality, evident. in t.he press (t.he represent.ation of the "Mannesweib"), 

as well as in various Weimar movemeut.s :mch as the Sexual Reform Movement 

that sought to channel ami cont.rol feIJ1ilk sexualit.y, is also present in Weimar film, 

namely in another uncanny manifest.at.iou of t.lle double- t.he monster-woman pair

ing. 

4.2 WOlllan as Monster: Wehllar Fantastic Filnls 

Contemporary feminist crit.ics Pat.rice Pet.ro and Liuda \Villiams have posited that 

the monster in early fantastic films of t.he \Veimar era doubles for the woman.G() The 

monster read as the site of repressed fellJah~ sexuality is the focal point of danger 

and desire. As the locatiou of displaced female sexualit.y, the monster has the power 

to release suppressed male fant.asies, hut. is also a,hle t.o castrate and destroy. Petro 

65Freud notes in his essay "Tlw Psychology of 'Nomeu" that the woman who 
refuses to accept her castration au!l her position as passive, will have problems in 
married life. Freud, "The Psychology of \Vomeu" 182-85. Again, Freud attributes 
this unfortunate situation to t.he lit.t.le girl's ant.agonism towards her mother. 

G6Patrice Petro, "The Womilu, Th!,~ IVIouster, aud The Cabind of Dr. CaligaT'i," 
The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari: Tcds, C()lIff:J:is, Histories, ed. Mike Budd (New 
Brunswick: Rutgers U. Press, 1!J!)O) 20.'j-17. Liuda Williams, "When the Woman 
Looks," Re- Vision: Essays in Fe1llinist Fillll Oriticism, ed. Mary Ann Doane, Pa
tricia Mellencamp, and Linda Williams, The American Film Institute Monograph 
Series, vo1.3 (Frederick, rvID: Universit.y Publicat.ion of America, 1984) 83-99. Also 
see Lotte H. Eisner, The Hauntcd Scn:clI: E:fjin:ssi()nisllt in tlu: Ger1ll.an Cinema aud 
the Influence of l\;f(t:I: Reinhardt, trails. Roger Greaves (Berkeley: U. of California 
Press, 1!)73) 109-13, for all exa.lllinatioll of t.he dOl\ble in Weimar film. 
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suggests that a male subjectivity in crisis during the Weimar years is symptomatic 

of the period's "apocalyptic vision" of feuwle sexualityY7 Illcluded in this vision is 

the monster as a distorted image of woman under patriarchy.GS Williams equates the 

freakishness of the monster with the notioll of woman's sexual difference.G9 Finally, 

film critic Stephen Neale sees notions of the monstrous always revolving around the 

construction of masculinity and femininity: "[the monster's] otherness can therefore 

be conceived ... as mixing [masculinity and femininity] dangerously together .. .it func

tions so as to disturb the boundaries of sexual identity and difference ... it could well 

be maintained that it is womell's sexuality ... which con~titutes the real problem that 

the horror cinema exists to explore, awl which cOllstitutes also and ultimately that 

which is really monstrous." 7U 

In the above set of critiques, t.he itlen t.hat. the monster-figure doubles for woman 

and represents an extreme form of female sexuality, is prominent. An interesting 

twist on this formulation can be seen in St.ephen N(~ale's assessment that the monster 

is' both a marker for female sexuality awl for a dangerous mixing of masculinity and 

femininity. In an analysis of Weimar films such as Robert Wiene's The Cabinet of 

Doctor Caligari (1919) and F.W. M1\l'llaU'S Nos/cm.t'll (1922), the affinity between 

the monster and the woman presellt.s a female sexuality that is out-of-control. The 

monster figure in these two films also possesses an androgynous look, recalling the 

Weimar debate on the masculinizat.ioll of woman and the notion of bisexuali ty. 71 

The Cabinet of Dr. Caliguri, co-writt.en by Hans Janowitz and Carl Mayer, was 

G7Petro, "The Woman" 207. 
68Petro, "The Woman" 211. 
69Williams states: "There is not milch difference between an object of desire and 

an object of horror as far as the male look is concerned." 88. 
70Stephen Neale, Genre (LolHlon: BFI, HlSO) GO-Gl. 
71 It is important to note that Weimar films of the fantastic were produced directly 

after the First World \Var. Notions at. work in t.lw Jlortrayal of woman as the uncanny 
(or monstrous) may be linked t.o trauma brought on by the war: that World War I 
forced the patriarchy into disarray (Ricllilrd H IIdsenbeck, Die Fm'll '/Jon morgC1t 33) 
and the role of woman changed in t.his l)alanc<~ uf Jlower (Amolt Bl'Onnen, Die PT'll1l 

von rnor'!Jen 6ll). 
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from the outset a revolutionary piece.7:l Mayer and Janowitz, both embittered by 

their wartime experiences wrote an uuusual story about a strange doctor and his 

somnambulist. The story, accepted by Erich Pommer, was eventually made into the 

film directed by Robert Wiene. Iu Wiene's film, the "mad" Dr. Caligari and his 

somnambulist, Cesare, open a booth at a town fair. After meeting with Caligari, 

a town official and a young student. are both murdered by Cesare on the orders of 

Caligari. As Cesare dies in pursuit of his third victim Jane, Caligari, hounded by 

the police takes refuge in the local insane asylum. Finally, the framing of the film 

reveals that Caligari is in reality a benign doctor at. the institute, caring for the 

deluded narrator Francis, who has invented the whole story. 

This odd scenario comes alive on t.he screen with settings designed by three 

expressionist artists: Hermann Warm, 'Walter Rohrig, and Walter Reimann. Their 

canvases, which become the settings for the film, a.re "ja.gged, sharp-pointed forms 

strongly reminiscent of gothic patt.cl'lIs."i:J 'vVit.h slanted chimneys and roofs, and 

"zig-zag" streets, the city of Caligori represt'ut.s a transformat.ion of material objects 

in "emotional ornaments."i<\ 'vVieue's use of distorted colors, lighting and camera 

angles, together with t.he expressiouist sets, creates a sufficiently disharmonious 

viewpoint of reality, a mood which coutemporary film critic Thomas Elsaesser reads 

as a space of excess and intellsity.ir. 

72 The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari, dir. Hobert vViene, with Werner Krauss, Conrad 
Viedt, and Lil Dagover, Decla-Bioscop, HWl. 

73Siegfried Kracauer, Fmm Ca1igllri to Hilla: A Psychological History of The 
German Film (Princetou: Prillceton U. Press, 1~J47) G~l. For a discussion of Caligari 
as authoritarian figure, see Kracauer G1-7G. 

74Kracauer 69. While pre-191S German Expn~ssiouism stressed the metaphysical 
and aesthetic needs of the individual, avoiding specific political issues, expressionist 
ideas after the war concentrated ou political change. The death of German Ex
pression was facilitated by the failure of the Gel'luau revolution, and a turn from 
optimism to pessimism took place. 'vVith the demise of expressionism proper, came 
a wave of popularity surrounding expressionist tendeucies. As seen in Caligll1'i, the 
representation of inner reality was a concept embraced by publishing houses and 
film production companies alike. For all analysis of CllligllJ'i as expressionist film, 
see Eisner, The Haunted Screen 17-'27. 

75Thomas Elsaesser, "Social Mobility <lnd the Fantastic: German Silent Cinema" 
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The opening scenes of Calig(l1'i reflect this place of foreboding excess, in their ex

pressionist two-dimellsiollal clutter. The t.ravelillg fair that arrives in. town suggests 

the atmosphere of carnival where all previously accepted social norms are turned on 

their heads and chaos rules. The fairgroulld is covered with throngs of people. The 

organ grinder, the merry-go-round, and ViLrious side-shows reveal a turn towards 

transgression and unloosening of desires. It is in this setting that the mountebank 

Caligari comes to town with his side-show attraction, the somnambulist Cesare. 

Cesare as monstrous figure sleeps by day and kills by night. As advertised in the 

side-show rhetoric, Cesare has slept. for 25 years, His waking moments project doom 

and dest.ruction for those who exchange his gaze. But. it is in Cesare's bond with 

Jane (the film's lone female prot.agollist.), t.heir symbiotic relationship in doubling 

that is truly responsible for the danger t.hat befalls the tOWll. 

Firstly, it is the connection between .J ane and Cesare that creates the hypnotic 

hold over the male protagonist Alan, Alan's brush with Cesare during a side-show 

per,formance, the seductive gaze exchanged between Alan and Cesare, locks Alan 

into a terrible doom of prophesy,7!i Alan's hypnotic link with Cesare represents an 

exchange of desire, where Cesare as prophet or bearer of "forbidden knowledge" is 

portrayed as a tempting seductress. Ackllowledgillg Linda Williams's notion that 

the monster's power over t.he male is in it.s sexual dW'erence, then the monster as a 

reflection of female sexualit.y awakens t.he male's repressed sexuality. 

The figure of Jane, the chast.e daught.er of t.he t.own doctor, marks the conscious 

object of desire for Alan. Both Alelll and his friend Francis declare their love for 

Wide Angle 5/2 (1982): 19. EIsCl<.'ss<.'r 1)('liews t.hat all analysis of Weimar fantastic 
film mW:it explore points of cOllt.act. "wlwre t.here is evidence t.hat the text has seized, 
worked over, displaced or object.ified el(·IlH~Ilt.S of t.he hist.orical or the social sphere 
in order to bring them to repres('nt.atioll wit.hill the text's own formal or generic 
constraints." 19. This certaillly suit.s a rea.dillg desi,l~nell to uncover elements of a 
"fearful" female sexuality. For it collect.ion of excellellt essays on Caligal'i, includ
ing the aforementioned Elsaesser piece amI Petro's article on the lllonster and the 
woman, see Mike Budd, ed. The ClliJind of D/,. Ca.ligl/.1'i: Tf':r.ts, Contexts, Histories 
(New Brunswick: Rutgers Universit.y Press, l!)!)O). 

76Cesare states: "The time is short-you die at. dawn." Alan is then found lllur
dered in his home the next. lllOrlliIlg, 
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Jane. Each hopes to win Jane's heart through the chance at a.u honorable courtship. 

But it is Alan who transgresses these honorable iutentions by replacing Jane as the 

object of the gaze, with Cesare. Cesare, acting as Jane's double, provides the 

opportunity for Alan to vcut his repre::;sed sexuality. Together, Jane and Cesare 

release a dangerous female sexuality into the community that claims several victims 

(Alan among them) before it is contained with the death of the monster. 

While the sexual draw of the Jane-Cesare double is responsible :01' young Alan's 

death, the visual exchange between Cesare and Jane in the carnival tent hnderscores 

the relation~hip between the mOll::;t.er ami t.he ~vomall.77 When Jaue goes to the fair 

searching for her father, ::;he encount.ers Caligari'::; t.eut. where ::;he too looks upon the 

image of Cesare. As Jane meet.::; t.he gaze of Ce:mre in hi::; box, there is a moment 

of both horror and recoguition before .laue flees the ::;eene. Their shared likeness is 

underscored by the juxtaposition of .Jall(~ t.o a life-size poster of Cesare in a moment 

before Jane enters Caligari's tent .. A similarit.y iu appearance al::;o link::; the two 

characters: both Jane and Cesare hav(~ heavily made-up faces with pronounced 

facial features and an emphasis ou the eyes, eyebrows, and lip::;. Here a monster 

with definite androgynou::; feature::; is preSl'ntcll. i8 Cc::;are has many of the feminine 

facial features of Jane, a::; well a::; fcminiue gestures allll::;light stature not attributed 

to a traditionally masculine look. Iu t.urn, Cesare pOSSes::;es ma::;culine characteristics 

in the name Ce::;are and iu hi::; ::;ex. iLl 

The relation::;hip betweeu the monst.er and woman iu their exchauge of the gaze 

is an important one. The momt.cr as distort.ed reflection of t.he woman'::; own image 

77For a di::;cus::;ion of thi::; ::;ccue, see Petro, "The vVomall" 210-25. 
78Catherine Clement in her art.iel(>, "Chariat.aus aud Hysteric::;" looks at the al

legory of seduction and hysteria (fat.her aud daughter) iu Ca/iYll1·i. Hcre she notes 
the androgynous features of Cesan~, readiug the SOlllucllllbuli::;t as a double for the 
female hysteric: "The male sOllllwmlntiist, almost androgynous in Caligari's ma
nipulations, is the equivalent of t.he female hysteric: they exchange the same look, 
a pure stare, detached from its ohject., tlw space where desire passes, an obscure 
desire." Catherine B. Cll~lllellt, "Cllilrlatalls and Hysterics," The Cabinet of Dr. 
Caliyari: Texts, Contexts, Histories, ed. l'dike Budd (New Brunswick: Rutgers U. 
Press, 1990) 197-98. 

79Cesare wears tight leggillgs t.hat rev<~al the shape of his male ::;ex. 
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is "a particularly insidious form of the mauy mirrors patriarchal structures of seeing 

hold up to the woman."su Iu the relationship of Jane and Cesare, Weimar notions 

of two types of femininity are contraposed and cOllflated: the typically feminine 

image of woman (asexual and motherly) in Jane, and the androgynous look of 

Cesare, recalling the much defiled image of the masculine woman.Sl With attributes 

of masculinity and femininity, the Cesare character repre:;ent:; the catch-all of a 

dangerous female sexuality, capable of de:;truction and death when unleashed onto 

the communit.y. While carrying both ma:;culine and feminine traits, deemed so 

dangerous in Stephen Neale':; assessment of the monster, it i:; the feminine element 

that kill:;, tempting out hidden male sexual desire and using thi:; weaknes:; to catch 

the male in a medusa's gaze.s:! 

The symbiotic relationship between .laue ami Cesare is further determined by 

Cesare's contact with Jane after Alan's death. Inst.ead of killing Jane per Caligari's 

orders, Cesare and Jane form a cOlllpliment.ary union, the monster dressed in black 

and the woman in white. As Cesare lift.s .lalw out. of her bed and canies her off, 

both monster and woman seem bound t.ogether in a flight. from destruction. On 

the run for reasons of seductiou and lllurder, it is predictable that the double union 

of Cesare and Jane has no real chance in t.he town. The combination of Jane and 

Cesare as desired and desiring ot.her has become a threat to safety and order. In the 

end, Cesare is lnmtell dowu by the t.ownspeople, and Jane is returned to the care of 

her father. While Francis cont.inues t.o seek out Alan's murderer, it is apparent that 

the real danger has already beeH extinguished. The dummy in the cabinet insures 

80 Williams 88. 
8lJane, played by Lil Dagover, has a pre-Raphaelite st.ature with long flowing 

hair. She plays the concerned mother figure to Francis wheH Alan is killed. Cesare, 
represented by Conrad Veidt, is very slight in stature, moving oil-screen in a very 
"feminine" expressive manner. In the Hight scene where Cesare goes to Jane's 
bedroom, he glides along the walls with ballet.-like elegance. When Cesare enters 
Jane's bedroom, the viewer almost believ(~s s/he is capturiHg a glimpse of actor Asta 
Nielsen. Cesare's "page-boy" lw.ir-st.ylt· awl d('finf~d cheek bones recall Nielsen in 
her role as Hamlet. 

82See Linda Williams for a discussion of womall as victim and monster in Psycho, 
Peeping Tom, aHd Dressed to h:ill. !);3-!J:1. 
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that there is no second awakening of Cesare. 

Thus, the mysterious other who is capable of returning the gaze (Cesare) must be 

contained in order to insure that stability of the patriarcha1 system. What makes 

Caligari a particularly interesting attempt at control over female sexuality is the 

framing device, found at the beginning and end of the film. In Caligari, the framing 

device is designed to give the impression that a threatening female identity never 

existed. The frame insinuates that the narrator, Francis, is a member of a mental 

institution. Francis' story, depicting a series of murders committed in a small town, 

is determined in the end to be all hyst.erical delusioll. Symholizing the authority of 

patriarchy and the law, a beuign Dr. Caligari is reaSSl\l'ance that. the evil presence 

of the somnambulist and his master uever n~ally existed. The combination of Cesare 

and Jane as dangerous cast.rat.ing force is reduced to t.wo harmless mental patients 

walking the grounds of Caligari's institute. The only indication in the film that 

contradicts this reading is the presence of the disturbing expressionist set within 

the frame. While the frame's narra.t.ive speaks of law, order, and control of deviant 

mental patients, the expressionist. mise-eu-sceue reveal:,; continued confusion and 

excess, marking the continuation of a dangerous female sexuality that lurks just 

below the slirface. Iu the final aualysis, t.he mouster Cesare is not dead-there is 

still "something frightful iu our midst. "8:3 

The threat of a female sexuality repn~sented by t.he woman-monster combination 

is a common element iumany expressionist films of the early Weimar cinema.84 F.W. 

Murnau's NosjcnLiu (U)22) is an import.allt. example of the liuk between woman and 

83 The aforementioned quote oecms ill Cllligll!'i I)dore Alan is attacked by Cesare. 
84Fritz Lang's Alctl'o]!olis connat.es tlH~ woma.u and monster iuto one and the same 

body. In Lang's film, the evil scicIlt.ist. HOt.WClllg divides t.he chaste charadeI' of Maria 
in order to form a second evil l\/Iaria rohot. The evil Maria is able to draw out the 
desires of the industrialist's SOli, as well as the desires of hundreds of other men 
who watch her perform in a burlesque show. The flooding of the underground city, 
instigated by the evil Maria, represents the flood of female desire which has been 
unleashed on the comll1ullity. This flood is only contained after the evil Maria is 
burned at the stake. 
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monster as sinister ot,her.s5 This rendit.ion of Bram Stoker's Dracula begins in 

Bremen, where a real estat.e agent (Jonat.han) is sent away from his wife (Nina) to 

attend to business in the Carpathiau mountains. On arriving in the area, Jonathan 

is forced to travel through a terrain, "macabre with mists, shying horses, wolves 

and eerie birds."811 In his host's castle, Jonathan discovers that his client Nosferatu 

is a vampire. Jonathan only escapes the monster with the telepathic ihtervention 

of his loving wife Nina. Iutrigued by Nina, Nosferatu leaves his castle and sails to 

Bremen on his ship of horrors, bringing with him a plague of rats and pestilence 

to the unsuspecting communit.y. III t.he eud, Nosferatu does find Nina. But Nina's 

self-sacrifice signals N osferat.u 's dem ise. 

Elements of excess in MUl'llau's film are cOllsistent wit.h the expressionist idea 

of the dominance of an "inner reality.s; The feeliug of a trallce or dream-like state 

permeates Nosfemt'll, a film iu which "a t.angible person might suddenly impress 

the audience as a mere apparition."ilil vVhile Muruau used negative film to create 

the Carpathian woods (a black sky foregl'Oullded by whit.e trees), special filmic 

techniques were also developed t.o allow .louat.hall's coach t.o move through the woods 

with ghost-like speed.ill! .Just as the sdt.iugs in Cali!Ja/'i take on an unreal Gothic 

quality, Nosferatu's castle is the ultimate pi(~ce of Gothic architecture. Its winding 

hallways and dark rooms are not lInlikf~ the vampire's labyriuthian sailing ship. 

The vampire Nosferatu, defiued by expressiouist excess, is the embodiment of 

desire. And like Cali!Ja.'/'i '$ Cesare, the mouster marks a threatening female sexual

ity. The chaste begiunings of desil'f~, depicted ill .Jonat.han and Nina's affection for 

85 Nosferatu, a Symphony of Ho/'I'o/', dir. F. \V. lvlII rnall, with Max Schreck and 
Grete Schroeder, Prana, IH:2:2. 

811Kracauer 77. 
87See Eisner, Hauulr.;d SC/"tTlt 97 -lOG for CL disclissiou of Nosfeml'll as expressiouist 

film. Also note Kracauer's disclissiou of Nosji:ratu 77-7H. For more informatiolJ 
on Murnau as director aud t.he t.echnical aspects of his films, see Lotte H. Eisner, 
Murnau (Berkeley: U. of Califol'llia Pwss, 1 !J7:J.) 

88Kracauer 78. The complet.e t.it.k of MUl'llCLU'S film reads Nosferatu, a Symphony 
of Horror underscoring the idea of t.he SUp(~md.t.nral. 

89 Also note the stop-motioll t("chuiql\t~ used to rellder tl}(~ fearful rapidity of the 
coffins being piled on top of one allOt.lier at N osfel'at,u's castle. 
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one another at the outset of the uarrative, is made manifest in the vampire figure. 

As Jonathan arrives at Nosferatu's cast.le, the vampire traps him in a dangerous 

gaze, inviting Jonathan to pass the remaining hours of the evening with him. When 

Jonathan wakes the next mOl'lling, the mark of the vampire is on his neck. The 

vampire's need for blood, or the monster's euactment of sexual desire (what Linda 

Williams reads as milking sperm duriug intercourse), is unleashed not merely by 

Jonathan's presence ou the second evening, but also by the locket picture of NinaYo 

As Nosferatu catches his first glimpse of the chaste and lovely Nina, the symbolic 

exchange between the two brings Jonathan into eminent danger. Jonathan's affec

tion for his wife Nina, shown at t.he beginuiug of the film, is embodied in Jonathan's 

visual exchange with Nosferatu. As Jouathau tries to escape the vampire in his 

bedroom nook, the monster follows. Framed ominollsly in the bedroom doorway, 

moving in a stream of light, Nosferatu overcomes .loua.t.han, confirming the danger 

involved in desiring the other. 

Nosferatu and Niua together form the ohject of Jonathan's desire. But it is 

only t.hrough Nosferatu that this desire CiUI be expressed, at a dangerous price. 

While Nina, acting in a somIlamlmiist dream, manages to force the vampire to 

retreat from Jonathan's bedroom, t.heir meuta.! coutact has forged a symbiotic link 

enabling Nosferatu to leave his coutaiued environment and travel to the bourgeois· 

haven of Bremen. With him he brings the plague, the "undead ness of desire," that 

threatens the communit.y.!)1 

In tandem with Nina, who waits for t.he vampire t.o arrive in his sailing ship, 

Nosferatu as scourge must he wiped out before the city of Bremen can live in peace. 

Similar to Ca/£gaTi, the monstcr must he put. down and the woman freed from her 

relationship to the monster. In IVIlll'llau's film, it is Nina herself who carries out 

this action. Nina facilit.ates t.he moustpr's gaze by opening her window and inviting 

Nosferatu to enter her bedroom. While the "Book of the Val.npires" notes that a 

woman pme of heart can brcak tl\(~ \'ilmpire's spdl by giving of herself freely until 

90Williams 8!J. 
91 Elsaesser 25. 
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the "cock crows," Nina's embrace and visual exchange with Nosferatu joins Nina to 

Nosferatu, marking one monst.er and one insatiable desire-chaste Nina is no more. 

At dawn, the vampire disappears in a puff of smoke, but Nina lLllst also die. There 

is no chance to reinsert Nina back int.o the bourgeois family atmosphere, as she has 

crossed the boundaries of what is good and proper (while at the same time sparing 

the community further contact with the scourge). 

In Nosfcratu, the monster and the woman form a symbiotic relationship marked 

in their interlocking bodies, as the vampire performs the bite of the undead. Nos

feratu's body melds with Nina'::;, the ensuiug uuion preseuting an act of sameness 

and difference. While Nina has mauy of same characteristics and dress as Jane in 

Caligari (traditionally feminine, motherly), she is also relat.ed to the androgynous 

Nosferatu in their shared link to the femiuiueY2 Slim, with overdetermined facial 

features and long frock coat, the vampire has both masculine and feminine features, 

suggesting again the idea of the mascuiiue womau as monster and underscoring this 

creature's relation to the feminine in Nina, the asexual Everywoman. 

In Weimar social constructions, the "perverse" female sexuality of the masculine 

woman (seen in the androgynous monst,(>r figure) was not deemed to be a disease of 

a few, but the malady of an age. All working women aIlli modern women alike had 

the capacity to unleash unnatura.l fema.lt~ sexual desire that would threaten Germa .• 

society. \-Veimar novelist and leading figme in t.he German women's movement 

Gertrud Baumer saw this threat. t.o he a crisis for civilization. In her work Die Frau 

in der J(r'isis der J(u!tu/' (192G), Bii.lI111er maint.ains t.hat the new tempo of modern 

society has forced women to live out. their sf'xuai urges at the price of motherhood 

and thus at the expense of society: 

Aus diesem verhiingnisvollen Irrtulll droht geracle den Frauen groBe Ge
fahr. Del' Maun kann-vielleicht-olme dauel'llde Zerstonlllg seiner Per
sonlichkeit in den Fluten seines allzumellscltlichen Leben zeitweise versin-

92Both Nina and Nosferatu are dressed in black. rvlonster and woman ill Nosferatu 
are also related to nature: Nina in the fillll's opening scenes is framed by nature 
(window-box full of flowers), scouidiug .Jonat.lwu for cuttiug the flowers from the 
garden. Nosferat.u's relationship .wit.h uat.ure is seeu in his power over animals. 



ken ... das kann die Frau seltener ... Gewifi, es gibt heute Frauen genug, die 
das ungebundene Liebesleben des Mannes fuhren ... es mag gliickgefullte 
StuncIen, es mag lebencIige Wochen uncI vielleicht sogar Monate schenken. 
Abel' das alles ist nur um den Preis einer Verflachung und Vergroberung 
zu gewinnen. Das Gefiihl, von seiner Wachstumsmoglichkeit, seiner Vol
lendung abgeschnitten, aus dem heiligen Kreislauf del' Natur gelost, wi I'd 
unfruchtbar and gewohlich. 93 
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Gertrud Baumer, as well as other Weimar critics commenting on woman's move 

into the male sphere, notes the danger of banality (Gefahr del' Banalisierung) that 

woman's relation to "free love" has placed on societyY" Not only does the New 

Woman fail to find "true form" for herself, trapped in between masculine and fem

inine realms, but by refusing to assume a traditionally feminine position (mother, 

wife), woman is robbing society of the "deeper meaning of life."95 Thus, the much

maligned New Woman image as androgynous being, career bitch, and sex monster 

reveals much about the way woma.n's alleged double nature (masculine and femi

nine) was perceived in Weimar Germany. In a maImer similar to that of the trope 

of the criminal woman, the masculine woman represented fiendish female sexuality 

at work to destroy the fabric of tra.di tional bourgeois society. 

93Gertrud Baumer, Die Fm'/t in (hI' I(l'isis tie/' /\ultUI', Schriftenreihe der Akademie 
fur soziale und piidagogische Frauenarbeit in Berlin, Heft I (Berlin: F.A. Herbig 
Verlagsbuchhandlung, Ina) 13. Biiumer abo sees danger in the workplace: "Die 
sexuelle Krisis ist ftir die l'vliidchen in gewisscm MaLle zugleich Konsequenz und 
Auswirkung der Berufskrisis. In dem Mane ,ds del' Beruf ihnen unergiebig erscheint, 
richtet sich del' Lebensdurst auf die andere Seite ihres Frauenlebens." 25. 

94Biiumer 22,25. 
95Baumer 28,33. 
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CHAPTER 5 

Hollywood Fihn Noir and the Transnational Fenlme Fatale 

In critic Siegfried Kracauer's 1946 analysis of Hollywood's "terror films"-namely 

those films which appeared during and after World War II later to be christened film 

noir-his gloom and doom assessment. forges a.liuk bet.ween Hollywood and Weimar, 

Germany. According to Kracauer, Hollywood films oft.he forties are based on "psy

chological aberrations": German exil(~ director Billy Wilder's Lost Weekend (1945) 

and exile Robert Siodmak's Spi1'al Sta.irca.se (l!)4G) incit.e an all pervasive fear, which 

"threatens ... psychic integrity."l It is no coincidence that Weimar street films and 

the Hollywood "horror film" share a penchant for city life, ill which the city acts as 

nexus for psychically disturbed individuals who are ruled by "bodily stimulants."2 

It is interesting that Kracauer, himself a German writer in exile, should read con

temporary Hollywood film of the forties through the lens of a Weimar (and a Nazi) 

past. Kracauer's search for a "cure" ill these films marks a search for explanations 

that cover a loss of psychic integrity. The pursuit of wholeness for Kracauer, his 

attempt to explain the present through the past, supports the notion that the exile 

works towards a new subjectivity by siftiug tltrollgh the past. 

The dynamic of exile is a siguificaut example of the importance of the past 

in shaping the present. In the case of exiled G('rnlan film directors, the femme 

fatale figure, portrayed in vVeimar cultme aud also iu an exile filmic discourse, is 

an allegorical representative of male subjectivity in crisis and a marker for the past. 

The femme fatale is linked to fadiug sllbj(~ctivit.y. The sexual/dangerous woman 

represents the articulation of fears sllrrolludillg it loss of stability and centrality of 

ego. German exiles' desire to repeat tlte past leads to a recycling of Weimar forms 

lSiegfried Kracauer, "Hollywood's Tprror Films: Do They Reflect an American 
State of Mind?" Commentary 2 (1946): 1:n. 

2Kracauer, "Hollywood's Terror Films" 1:34. 

--------------------- ---- -------~-
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of the femme fatale icon as a sign of loss. 

The femme fatale image is not an exclusively German phenomenon. In the con

text of Hollywood film, vamps, jazz babies, and gold diggers represented popular 

femme fatale figures of the twenties and thirties.3 The femme fatale was also fea

tured in hard-boiled detective novels and pulp fiction of the twenties and thirties. 

Detective novels such as The Big Sleep, a Raymond Chandler thriller published in 

1939, showcase duplicitous women, who endanger the vitality and self-sufficiency of 

the tough male hero. James M. Cain novels like The Postman AZ,ways Rings Twice 

(1934) and Double Indemnity (HJ:3G) also anticipate the dangerous woman of later 

film noir features made in Hollywood. With these American (and British) examples 

of femme fatale constructions in mind, it is vit.al t.o recognize a brand of Weimar evil 

woman icon that is both similar t.o the aforementioned American counterparts and 

important in the specific Weimar mallifestatiolls illustrated in the previous chap

ters. While the femme fatale icoll may ultimately be traced back to the nineteenth 

century and before, certain characteristics of the Weimar femme fatale resonate in 

film noir directed by German emign;s. III this final cha.pter, I will trace the shared 

characteristics of the Weimar evil woman alld her noir counterpart, marking the 

points of intersection with regard t.o tlw sexua.l woman and crimina.lity, technology, 

and the double. I will also examine the male protagonist and his relationship to the 

femme fatale, exploring notions of weak male subjectivity and a need to capture the 

past. 

5.1 WOlnan as a Sexual Crilninal in Wehnar and Hollywood 
Film Noir 

The femme fatale figure is often highlighted in film noir directed by German emigres 

in her relation to crime amI the criminal underworld. Weimar cultural conl:itruc-

tions anticipate this connectioll by rela.t.ing woman's "excessive" sexuality to crime. 

3For more information on femnH~s fatales of Hollywood fame, see Lottie Da and 
Jan Alexander, Bad Girls of tht: SitlWI' 8(:1'(:(:n (New York: Carroll & Grat' Publishers, 
1989). 
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Weimar criminologist Erich Wulffen posits that crime for woman is a type of sexual 

discharge. Sexual impulse is eased in the act of crime, while woman's "instinctive 

viciousness" makes her criminal acts more heinous than those of a man.4 Accord

ing to Wulffen, woman judges everything from a sexual point of view (due to her 

"primordial natural function"), and her desire to be the object of man may set off 

a chain of jealousy and revenge, which leads to criminal activity.5 

Many contemporary films critics have also examined the connection between 

crime and sexuality as it appears in Hollywood film noir. Dana Polan believes that 

forties examples of film noir of reI' a sit.uat.ioll in which desire may not be placed in 

the narrative, but instead splits off to become an independent force: "Criminality 

and nonspiritualized sexuality tUl'll ext.reme.'>!; .J.P. Telott.e sees film noir as a large 

body of American films (1941-(8), iu which the t.heme of violation is prominent.7 For 

Telotte, "vice, corruption, [amIJ umestwined desire" make up t.he violent narrative 

content of film noir.s Finally, Mary Ann Doa.ne connects film noir's penchant for 

the criminal and sexual to the prohlem of woman as enigma: film noir is a detour, or 

4Erich Wulffen, l'Vollwn as a Sc;t:ual Criminal, t.ralls. David Berger (New York: 
American Ethnological Press, 193,1) 69. 

sWulffen 61-62. Sigmuud Freud iu his article "On Narcissism," also looks at 
woman as a narcissistic being, lillkiug lwr self-centered state to the narcissism of a 
child, a cat, a criminal, and a hiullorist.: "The charm of a child lies to a great extent 
in his narcissism, his self-contentment. amI inaccessibility, just as does the charm 
of certain animals which seem not. to conceru themselves about us, such as cats 
and large beasts of prey. Indeed, evell grea.t criminals and humorists ... compel our 
interest by the narcissistic consistency with which they mauage to keep away from 
their ego anything that. would diminish it. .. Tlw great charm of narcissistic women 
has, however, its reverse side; it large part of t.he lover's dissatisfaction, of his doubts 
of the woman's love, of his compla.ints of her enigmatic nature, has its root in this 
incongruity between the types of object-choice." Sigmund Freud, "[Selections fromJ 
'On Narcissism: An Introduction,' " F/'eud on Women: A Reader, ed. Elisabeth 
Young-Bruehl (New York: W.W. Nortou & Cel, 1!J!)0) 193. 

6Dana Polan, Power and Pa1'llltoia: History, Narrative, and the American Cin
ema, 1940-50 (New York: Columbia U. Press, 1!J8G) 203. 

7 J.P. Telott.e, Voices in the Dar!':: Tht: Nar/'ativt: Patterns of Film Noil' (Urbana: 
U. of Illinois Press, 1!J8~J). 

8Telotte, Voices in the Dill'/.: :J. 
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"bending of the hermeneutic code from the questions connected with a crime to the 

difficulty posed by woman as enigma (or crime)."9 In Doane's assessment of crime 

in the noir thriller, it is female sexuality which is a crime that must be solved. The 

sexual woman's elusive nature is itself criminal and must be uncovered in order for 

the noir mystery to run its course. 

In film noir directed by German exiles, crime and female sexuality are coupled in 

the person of the femme fatale who is ofterl a member of an underworld crime orga

nization. Usually masquerading as the girlfriend of the boss or of another prominent 

member of the underworld gang, t.he sexual woman's criminal connections succeed 

in dragging an innocent admirer into criminal couspiracy. In Robert Siodmak's noir 

classic, Criss Cross (1949), t.he male prot.agonist. Steve Thompson, in an effort to win 

back the love of his ex-wife who has siuce ma.rried a gangster, arranges an armored 

car robbery with the gang. The femme fatale in question, Anna, is duplicitous to 

the end, planning to leave behind both her gaugster husband and Steve in order to 

make off with the money. In Robert Siodmak's film, The I(illers (194G), ex-fighter 

figure, the Swede (Ollie AndersOIi), goes t.o jail for a crime he did not commit, in 

an effort to protect crime syndicat.e groupie, Kitt.y. While t.he Swede is shot dead 

by hired gunmen at the beginning of t.he film, a series of flashback sequences show 

a femme fatale who uses Swede as the fall guy for a robbery set-up.lO 

In Criss Cross and The Killfrs, Siodmak's duplicitous sexual women promise 

their unknowing male partners love awl devot.ion, only to enmesh them in a world 

of crime. Criss Cross is all espC'cially paiuful relldition of the weak male figure's 

descent into the criminal milieu. St.(~Vl' Thompsou, ret.urniug form a t.rip across the 

US, arrives in his homet.owu of Los Angel!"s after erasiug ex-wife Anna from his 

memory. But Anna's abseut presenCt-' iu the towu draws Steve back to the places 

where they had once spent time. Iu Steve's coustant pursuit of Anna (his lone 

9Mary Ann Doane, Femmes Fatales: Ft: lit in is lit, Film Theory, Psychoanalysis 
(New York: Routledge, l!HH) 102. 

lOIn the end, Kitty's alliance with master crook Big Jim Colfax is also deemed a 
sham. The final scene shows Kitty yelling at Colfax's lifeless body, demanding that 
he proclaim her innocence ("Kitt.y is innocent, Kit.ty is innocent!"). 

---------- ---------- ------------------
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walks in Union Station, hi::; pronouncement "every place you go you ::;ee her face"), 

he yearns for a time in the pa::;t when Alllla \Va::; his own. 

Steve's obsession with Anna leads him to betray family and friends, and to for

sake his job in favor of criminal behavior. Steve alienates the people who truly care 

for him, while being double-cro::;::;ed by the gangster world, to which he purportedly 

belongs. His only solace, Anna, reveals in the end that she only wants the money: 

"love, love-you have to watch out for yourself." As Steve and Anna are gunned 

down by gangster Slim at the end, there i::; no redemption for" the hero. Slim's 

comment to Steve, "you want her, you've got her," reveal::; what is in store for the 

male protagonist who choo::;e::; t.o be wit.h t.he femme fatale. Ju::;t a::; Steve is left in 

a tear-gas cloud during the arlllored car robbery, his blind behavior with respect to 

Anna signals death and destruction for him~wlf as well as for those around him. 

In Criss C1'OSS, the stench of t.he underworld and the draw of the femme fatale 

establish hometown, drugstore, hospital, and t.rain st.at.ion as traps that soon ensnare 

the unsuspecting male. Siodmak'::; claust.rophobic studio interiors combine with the 

bizarre exterior sequences of LA Victorian architecture t.o define the unseen dangel', 

which is in store for the man who takes on the femme fatale. The oppressive mise

en-scene of Criss O/'oss reflects not only the t.hreat of the femme fatale, but the 

psychic destabilization of the male protagonist. Steve's obsessioll with the past, in 

this case with his ex-wife Anna, leads him not to collfront and accept the past as 

dead, but to languish in a dream of recovery. Steve's inability to separate himself 

from objects of the past sets oft' a chain of events that leads t.o his downfall. Failing 

to realize that his commitment to the past is deadly, he continues to wait for a 

re-union with Anua-"just like it used to I)(~." 

Steve Thompson ill Criss Cross finds himself ensnared 1Il a nostalgia for the 

past that he cannot break. Emblematic of this nostalgia is t.he femme fatale who 

draws the male prot.agonist int.o a criminal sit.uation. Siodmak's film, Thc [(illCl'S, 

like Criss Cross, involves the femme fat.al{·, the world of crime, and a not.ion of 

the past. The beginning of the Killers reveals tlll~ cold-blooded mllrll~' of the male 

protagonist, the Swede. Gunned down hy professiona'! killers, the Swede is the target 

------------ "---- ------
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of various members of a criminal gang who are seeking retribution/information on a 

previous payroll caper. His life, told in flashbacks initiat.ed by characters associated 

with the Swede, show how this one time profe::;sional boxer begins to as::;ociate with 

a group of criminals, through hi::; relationship to the lovely ::;iren, Kit.ty. When Kitty 

is accused by the police of stealing the jewelry she is wearing, the Swede takes the 

rap for it and goes to jail. After he is released from prison, the Swede continues to 

work with the band of criminal::> in order to be close to Kitty.11 

The Killers tells a complicated story of obses::;ion and deceit. Kitty, duplicitous 

until the end, draws the Swede deeper and deeper into the world of crime until he 

is earmarked for death. Her comment. to the iWHIrance inw~stigator, "I'm poison," 

is certainly an accurate de::;cription of Kit.ty'::; efrect. on the Swede, who gives up his 

best friend and his girlfriend to service her. The Swede's profession as a boxer, cut 

short by injury, is duplicated in his relat.ionship to t.he femme fatale. He must accept 

her punches and evelltually go down ill the ring, never to get. up again. 

The Killers, like Criss C1'OSS, renders the tale of a male prot.agonist caught up 

in the past in his relatiollShip wit.h t.he femme fatale. Through the device of the 

flashback, we learn the jaded st.ory of the Swede, albeit not through his own telling. 

The Swede is unable t.o work through his past., as ot.her narrators fragment his story, 

reducing the act of memory to shards of hearsay. The real "truth" concerning the 

past dies when the Swede is murdered-Iw is portrayed in t.he narrative in relation 

to the past wit.h no stake in the preseui or fut.ure. 

Film nair classics such as The J(ill(:/,s and cris8 Cross show how the male pro

tagonist becomes a victim of the female criminal, lallguishing in an imagined past. 

Femmes fatales Kitty and Anna both get a hold of the robbery money and deceive 

the men who are instnuneutal in getting it.. The male prot.agonist's love for the 

sexual woman forces him to tum a blilHl eye to the increasingly obvious situation 

11 Planning a payroll robbery, the group is ult.imately double-crossed by Kitty, 
leaving the Swede under suspicion of t.akillg all the mOlley. \,yhen Kitty comes to 
the Swede's hotel room and informs him that he has been double-crossed, the Swede 
manages to take the heist from the rest of t.ll!~ llH'mlwrs, and brings t.he money to 
Kitty, who promptly disappears wit.h it.. 

------- -------- ---
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of treachery and double-crossing; he dwells instead on the way things used to be. 

Only when it is too late does the male victim realize that the woman in question has 

ever wanted only the moneyP The situation of the female criminal and her blinded 

male lover calls to mind Weimar criminal psychologist Hans Schneickert's treatise 

on the female criminal. For Schneickert, woman is the cause for most crimes: "Nicht 

immer muB die Idee zum Verbrechen von einer Frau ausgegangen sein, wohl aber 

wird man haufig finden, daB die wichtigsten Handlungen des Verbrechens vor oder 

nach der Tat wegen oder fiir eine Frau begangen wurden."13 

Weimar constructions of the S(~Xttal woman as criminal portray devious women 

who lure men into the criminal world. Like t.he work of Weimar criminologists Wulf

fen and Schneickert, Fritz Lang's famous l\1a.JJlIse film, Dr. Mab'llse, The Gambler 

(1922) illustrates the femme fat.ale's role ill t.lle criminal underworld and the danger 

she poses. In Lang's film, the sexual woman is a willing accomplice to criminal enter

prises. In another Lang feat.ure, Spies (1928), t.he master criminal Haghi, maintains 

a selection of seductive women t.o carry out his onlers. Finally, the evil prostitute in 

Karl Grune's film, The Street (1H22), has no problem in framing the bourgeois man 

for murder. Together with her accomplices, the prostitute lures her unsuspecting 

victim in an effort to rob him of his mouey a.nd finally frames him for murder. Like 

the criminal women in Siodmak's noir t.hrillers, Tht! Killers and Cl'iss Cross, con

structions of the Weimar female crimillal are oft.ell set. in the underworld of crime.14 

12R. Barton Palmer's book, Hollywood's Dill'k Cinema: The American Film Noir 
(New York: Twayne Publishers, 19!J4) offers a discussioll of Criss Cross. 61-72. An 
interpretation of The Killers is fOlllld ill Frallk I\.l'l\tnik's book, In a Lonely Sh'eci: 
Film Noir, Genre, Masculinity (London: Houtledge, HI!H) 114-25. 

13Hans Schneickert, Dus Weill als Erp/Tsscrill ullIl Anstiperin, Abhandlungen 
aus dem Gebiete del' Sexualforsdlllllg Band I/Hdt. G(Bolln: A. Marcus & E. Webers 
Verlag, 1918/19) 30. Sclllleickert. also not.es t.hat. tlw woman criminal is often part of 
an underworld group: "Sehr oft. trim mall weibliche Verbrecher als Mitglieder VOIl 

Einbrecherbanden an." 2G. 
14Several. film noirs directed by Germall (~migrf~s show a sexual woman, operating 

in a criminal world, who does uot. t.Ul'll 011 t.he male prot.agouist. Fritz Lang's "Vest
ern noir, Rancho N utoriO'll8 (1951), feat.mes femme fiLtale Altar Keane (Marlene 
Dietrich), who ~ids male protagouist Vel'll iu discovel'iug the identity of his fiancee's 
murderer. Fritz Laug's film, The Big lIrat (1 !15:3), highlight.s femme fatale Debbie, 
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As illustrated by criminologist Wulffen, woman possesses a less "objective sense" 

of justice, rendering her deficient in observing the law and police regulations, and 

deadly to the unsuspecting male. 1li The sexual criminal is then synonymous with 

anti-law in her tendency towards "the world of the anti-social."w 

The idea of woman as a sexual criminal, found in both Weimar social construc

tions as well as in film noir directed by German emigres, hinges on ?- disposition 

towards the anti-social. Weimar criminal psychologist Schneickert, also notes the 

state of psychosis involved in becoming a female sexual criminal. He believes that 

severe mental disorders can precipitat.e sexual ideas leading to crime: "Das psy

chopathische Weib entwickelt oft bestillll1lt.e sexllell gefitrbte iiberwertige Ideen und 

wird von diesen aus zur KriminaliUtt getriebeu."17 lVIany of the German emigres' 

noir films are based on meutal illuess t.hat. lies donnaut in t.he femme fatale and is 

manifested through sexual motives. emt. is Bel'll hard t 's noi r film, Possessed (194 7), 

introduces the seeds of a lateut :;chizophl'f~uia, which are activated in the femme 

fatale by the loss of her lover. John Brahm's complex treatmeut of kleptomania, 

The Locket (1947), shows a femme fat.ale, wllOse recurring (ksire to steal is initiated 

by beautiful pieces of jewelry she :;pies wlteu iu the company of her lovers. Both 

films highlight weak male characters whu suffer t.he wrath of the psychotic woman, 

resulting in neurosis and death for the male involved. 

Film critic Mary Ann Doane in her work ou the "woman's film" of the 1940s, 

discusses notions of illness, sexuality, ami criminality with respect to the femme 

fatale figure. Doane works on the pr<~mise that woman's illlle:;s in film is a metaphor 

for an undesirable aspect of femilliuityY' III t.he rase of Bemhardt's Possessed, the 

who helps policeman Dave Banllioll It~arIl t.he secrets of the criminal syndicate. They 
are both then able to "blow the lid [ofr] t.he garbage can." 

15Wulffen 57. 
16 Hofrat Dr. Weinberger," Pl'ost.i t.ll t.iou lIud Krimillali tat," [(l'imina/istische 

Monatshejte: Zeitschrijt fiil' die !}fS([IIIft: I.:l'illl,illalislische Wissenschajt 'Il1ui Praxis 
2/3 (March 1928): 58. 

17Schneickert 17. 
18Mary Ann Doane, Tht: Dfsin: to Desire: The Woman's Film oj the 1940s 

(Bloomington: Indiana Univer:;it.y Press, l!JS7) {):3. 
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femme fatale's passion and excess is beyond normalcy, thus loving excessively is 

linked to psychosis.19 In this type of "medical discourse" film, it ~s up to the doctor 

or psychiatrist to illuminate and mediate an unbridled female sexuality. According 

to Doane, the disease of female sexuality threatens to contaminate the masculine 

protagonist, and male medicine (as well as the law) must join forces to expose 

and classify female illness before it strikes. For Doane, female illness is ultimately 

synonymous with criminality.2u 

The relationship between mental illness and criminality, stemming from an overt 

female sexuality, defines German emigl'l~l" own category of noir "medical discourse" 

films. Possessed features femme fatale Louil'e Howell Graham who reveals her own 

disjointed story of psychosis through a series of flal'hbacks. Louise, the housekeeper 

of rich patron Dean Graham, is rejected by lwr lover, the amorous David Sutton. 

Her rejection by David leads Louil'c into the arml' of her employer, Dean Graham, 

in a relationship that is punctuated by lwr continl\(~d desire for David. Under these 

circumstances, Louise's donnant schizophrellia manifests itself. Her all-consuming 

illness reaches a fevered pitch, wlwn Louise shoots David at point blank range. 

Bernhardt's film begins in t.he prel'ent, with the female protagonist Louise wan

dering the streets of L.A. Hysterically calling the name of David, Louise is soon 

brought to the hospital, where she receivel' treatment by a team of doctors. Dr. 

Willard, specialist in easel' like Louil'c'l', makel' t.he diagnol'is that his patient is 

unable to cope with trouble. 21 With the injectioll of a for11l of narcotic, Louise as 

enigma begins to articulate her OWII l'tory of a jaded past amI the tale of her failed 

19Doane, The Desire to Dt:sil't: G2. 
20 Doane, The Dt:sirt: to Desire 54-55. 
21 Dr. Willard also states that Louise il' a "beautiful woman, iutelligent, frus

trated ... just like the others we've l'ecn." It il' interest.ing that the doctors so quickly 
diagnose the mute Louise. This scenario marks the perception of the hysteric, who 
protests not with words, but through her body (illness): "Silence: silence is the 
mark of hysteria. The great hyst.erics have lost speech ... their tongues are cut off 
and what talks isn't heard because its the body." Helene Cixous, "Castration or 
Decapitation?" trans. Annette Kuhn, S'i!}lls 7 (1981): 4H. In the case of Louise, the 
doctors do in fact gain an accurat.(~ diagnosis through the signs manifested by the 
female body. 

--------- -_._-- .- ... _--- ---_. __ . 
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love relationship with David. 

The flashback sequence of Louise's marriage to Dean Graham and her continued 

obsession with David reveals her unconscious desire to do anything in her power to 

stay close to David. As Louise marries her employer, their happiness is thwarted by 

constant recurrences of Louise's illness, triggered by chance encounters with David. 

These meetings finally precipitate hallucinations on the part of Louise: Brought to 

the edge of hysteria by the ticking of a clock, the falling of rain, and the sound of 

her own heartbeat, Louise pushes her step-daughter down the staircase in a rage of 

jealousy. Louise's disjointed narrative account of her situation becomes hysterical at 

the point when her personal reality is revealed as psycllOtic/unreal. This psychosis, 

brought on by her desire for David, defines Louise as t.he character of the avenging 

femme fatale, the archetypal woman spumed. 

The mental illnesses attributed to Louise by a host of doctors (persecution com

plex, neurasthenia with manifestation:; of extreme suggestibility, schizophrenia) are 

in fact labels for her ineffable desire.:n The final prognosis that Louise is "completely 

unbalanced" reflects the notion that female sexuality, illness, and criminality are all 

related. Louise's vengeance against a ma.n, her act of hunting him down and mur

dering him in cold blood must he diagnosed aud labeled in order to control the 

criminal inclinations of the femme fat.ale. As doctors note that Louise will suffer 

unimaginable pain and guilt wheu slw att.ains full consciousness, her penalty for act

ing on her desire is evident. Louise, pOss(~ssed by tlte demon of desire, has awakened 

her sleeping illness, and must pay for lwr ensuing crimes. 

Bernhardt's Possessed mirrors Hans Sclllteickert.'s notions of the activation of 

dormant "disease" through excessivl~ female sexlla1ity, along with Doane's idea that 

male medical discourse must elicit. t.he t.ruth of female illness in order to "keep the 

22Louise's hallucinations are representations of reality, thus her vengeance against 
the weak male playboy is arguably justifiable. Carole and David are having a secret 
affair. The male protagonist, Davi(l, is such a weak auel conniving character, that the 
actions of the femme fatale Louis(~ only put an t'lili to David's cynical compromised 
existence. 

--------- ---- -- -------- ------- -----
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lid on the garbage can."2:3 The criminal deed, perpetrated by Louise against David, 

is the logical outcome of a female illness defiued by excessive female sexuality. The 

story of Louise in Possessed also brings to miud criminologist Wulffen's theory about 

the criminal nature of a woman spumed. Fearing that she may be forgotten, or not 

"sufficiently loved or cherished," woman becomes her lover's adversary, revenging 

herself on him through some form of criminal activity.24 

Woman as a sexual criminal, as highlighted in Possessed, reveals the facets of hate 

and revenge 'and their effect on the male protagonist as object of desire. The mentally 

unstable Loui::;e unleashe::; her wrat.h 011 David who in tum i::; unable to escape 

her grip. Time and again he i::; called back t.o the Graham family, even becoming 

involved with Loui::;e'::; step-daught.er. Out.wardly repelled by Louise, playboy David 

enacts a death-wish in his iuability t.o pull free from the avenging femme fatale. 

Finally, David's taunting of Loui::;e (in the form of hi::; retum to Louise's home and 

his involvement with her ::;tepdaught.er) t.riggers Louise's ultimat.e act of criminal 

psychosis, namely murder. 'vVhile POS8f88Cd pH~seuts Louise'::; ::;tory, the actions of 

David as weak male protagonist are cousist.ent with t.he stalldard noir male's fatale 

attraction (repulsion) to the femme fat.ale. 

The male protagonist's inability to break with the pa::;t and the avenging presence 

of the criminal femme fatale are crucial element.s iu Bernhardt'::; noir thriller. An-

other example of the ::;exual womau as crimiual, appearing in the German emigres' 

collection of nair films, involves t.he act of st.ealillg or kleptomania. John Brahm's 

famous flashback extravaga.nza, eut.itled The Locl.:d, is au iIlu::;trative example of 

mental illness conflated with sex11alit.y. While the female protagonist in The Locket 

develops her mental illness ill childllOod, t.he physical manifestations appear when 

the femme fatale becomes iuvolved with a mall. 

The Locket begins on the eve of the wedding between John Willis, a wealthy 

23 This is a quote from Fritz Lang's film, The Big Hfat. 
24Wulffen 61-62. \Vulffen ::;tates: "From her love-life woman receives 1110::;t of the 

motives for the gravest crimes (jt~al()l\sy, hat.e, n~veuge). Thi::; cOllnects her criminal 
activity with the erotic and the sexual, so t.hat our characterization of her as a sexual 
criminal becomes more couvincing and l1uiversa.lly acceptable." Gl. 
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socialite, and his mystery fiancee, Nancy. Nancy appears charming and is acknowl

edged by the wedding guests as perfect in every way. This ideal of perfection is 

shattered, when a certain Dr. Blair confronts the groom with a rendition of Nancy's 

past. In a series of complex flashbacks, Blair tells the story of a woman who is 

alluring but deadly. Blair, happily married to Nancy, experiences disturbing news 

when he is visited by Nancy's previous lover, Norman. Norman (like Blair in the 

previous sequence) reveals shocking information about Nancy's past: Nancy is guilty 

of stealing a valuable diamond necldace from the home of her employer/benefactor 

Mr. Bonner and shooting Bonner dead. Behind these acts is the story of childhood 

disappointment, revealing that she had ollce beell accused of stealing a locket that 

she did not take. 

The complex web of events sUlTolllHling Nallcy's story is prefaced by Dr. Blair 

as a tale involving a "hopelessly twisted persollality." Each of the men in Nancy's 

life (Norman, Mr. Bonner, Dr. Blair) love alld jealously harbor Nancy, only to 

see her steal time and again. Love thell seems to be a cat.a.lyst for Nancy. When 

the opportunity presents itself, alld in the amorous company of her lovers, Nancy 

repeats the act of stealing, of which she was wrongly charged as a small girl. The 

mis-diagnosis by her admirers, the attit.l\de of aballdon alld emotion they show in 

the company of Nancy, leads each olle t.o expericllce a terrible fate.:.!5 

In a series of flashbacks intell<ied to tdl t.he tale of a hopelessly twisted female 

personality, the male characters ill The Locl.:d-Dr. Blair and Norman-hope to 

rid themselves of the dread of t.he past ill their relat.ionship with Nancy. By telling 

the story of N allcy's trail of destruct.ioll, t.hese ma.le prot.agollists confront the stran

glehold of the past. For Norman, his st.ory brings little real satisfaction and he 

succumbs to the weight of past event.s. Blair, however, is able to review his past 

and place his trauma behind him. vVlwn Nancy collitjJses at the altar, Blair has in a 

sense conquered his demons, exposillg alld (illdirectly) punishing the femme fatale 

2
5Norman, feeling the guilt of wit.hholding evidellce in the Bonner murder, jumps 

to his death from Dr. Blair's highrise office IHlildillg. Dr. Blair has a nervous 
breakdown when he discovers Nalley's guilt. IVIr. BOllller, who is also "in love" with 
Nancy, catches her in the act of st.ealillg illId is shot ill cold blood. 
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for her deeds. In Blair's battle for the truth, his punishment of Nancy validates a 

male subjectivity recuperated. 

The Locket foregrounds the combination of psychosis, female sexuality, and 

crime, and makes apparent the sexual-psychotic nature of theft and the danger 

to the male protagonist. This idea of the sexual woman as thief is also a visible 

Weimar construction. Joe May's Weimar classic film, AsjJ/tait (1929), depicts the 

female thief, who is seemingly driven by an uncontrollable inner urge to steal. The 

term duplicitous best describes the diamond thief in Asphalt (as well as Nancy in The 

Locket) who with tears, pleading, and tricks pl1l'sues the men she desires, inevitably 

escaping prosecution from the law. \Veimar criminologist vVulffen notes that sexual 

urges are the motor for the female thief: "Lust. and stroug desire ... may readily be 

relieved in theft ... the tendency to st.ea.l seems t.o be inllate and may quickly develop 

into a the subtle technique of the accomplished [female] thief.,,26 Femme fatale 

Nancy, depicted as the mad prophet Cassandra by the men who love her, embodies 

Wulffen's ideas of the dark omen of female sexuality.:17 According to Doane, the 

femme fatale's sexual enigma is the crime, which must be illuminated ill order to 

thwart the danger she poses. 

The femme fatale as psychot.ic criminal, port.rayed III the aforementioned noir 

"medical discourse" films directed by German emigres, is a monstrous sexual en

tity who lies, steals, and munlers. Best illustrat.ed in the writings of criminologist 

Wulffen, the sexual woman with the chronic condition of "nymphomania," has lost 

26Wulffen 75-76. In a 19:30 article from t.he GCII.t:ra[an::t:igcr fiir Dortmund, Anny 
Samuelsdorff comments on woman's urge t.o steal: "Intcressant ist, daB auch nur 
verhaltnismaBig wenige Frauen baws Gdt! st.ehkn, sie eign(~ll sich lieber Dinge an, 
wie Kleider, Schmuck, Hausha.ltgegenstii.nde, kmz, Sachen, die ihre Eitelkeit oder 
einem augenblicklichen praktischen Bediirfnis Geniige tun." Anny Samuelsdorff, 
"Die Krimillalitat del' Frau," GcneJ'll/au::eigcl' Fir Dortmund 14 Sep. 1930: 8. 

27Mary Ann Doane comments on the Cassandra image in The Locket: "And this 
Cassandra herself is blind, lacking in subjectivity. Because she is the image of doom 
she cannot see it. The Locket offers a textual demonstration of the obsessive idea. 
that a. woman's madness is cOlltagiotls." Doaue, The Desin: to Desire 59. For an 
extended discussion of both The Loch:t ami Bemhanlt's film Possessed, see Doane's 
The Desire to Desire 54-G2. 
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her understanding of so-called public moralit.y and poses a threat as Messalina fig

ure/temptress. Wulffen quotes Krafft-Ebing on nymphomania and the fenllne fatale: 

"Woe unto the man who falls into the meshes of such an insatiable Messalina, whose 

sexual appetite is never appeased ... These unfortunate women disseminate the spirit 

of lewdness, demoralizing their surroundings, become a danger to boys, and are 

liable to corrupt even infants."28 

The criminal woman's depiction as evil seductress may be traced back to pseudo

science of the Weimar period, exemplified by the statements of Wulffen. The female 

sexual criminal is also strongly rooted ill tbe coutemporary Weimar press. An 

extended excerpt from "Madame I3lanbart.," appearing in Berliner' Leben magazine 

(1924), reveals the extent to whicb the crimiuaI woman is portrayed as sexual and 

dangerous to the meu who cross bel' patb: 

Sechs Manner habe ieh begrahen, 
Der siebente ist llah daran, 
Und dellnoch will mich jeder halwn, 
Und dennoeh liebt mich jedermallu. 
Ich warne sie, doch stets vergebew;. 
Ach! stets umsonst ist, was ich sag. 
Es spielt mit Einsatz seines Lebeus 
Ein jeder gerne Hochzeitstag. 
Sechs Manner habe ich begraben, 
Del' siebente ist Hah darau. 
Und dennoch will mich jeder habeu, 
Und dennoch liebt mich jederlllallli. 

1m Traum erscheinen mil' die Gutell 
Und winken mil' mit blasser Hand: 
"Wir muBten aile fiir dich blut.ell, 
Weil Hemmungen dir ullbekalllll.. 
Krafft-Ebing liest du st.att. des Kochbuchs, 
1m Liebesdl'ang bist du verrucht, 
Du hast mit Hilfe eines Handtuchs 
Erwiil'gt uns/ Darum sei verflucht.!"
Sechs Manner habe ich begrab(~Il, 
Del' siebellte ist nah darall. 
Und dennoch will mich jeder habeu, 

28Ebing qtd. in Wulfl'en 3:3:3, 

--------- ----_._--------"----
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Und dennoch liebt mich jedennallll.:.!!J 

Finally, woman as a sexual criminal is a trope that was both popular in Weimar 

cultural constructions, as well as in film noir directed by German emigres. Woman 

as crime syndicate groupie, psychotic threat, and inhuman murderess appears to 

challenge the unsuspecting male who becomes involved with the sexual woman. 

The film noir male in particular lllust couquer the femme fatale as a marker for the' 

past, if he is not to succumb to her whims. 

5.2 The Fenuue Fatale and Technology 

The sexual woman as crimiual, a motif common in Weimar cultural constructions, 

and Hollywood noir directed by German E~migl'l~s, ili st.rongly linked to the topos of 

the city. Weimar films such ali Dit: Stl'asse and Asphalt offer the city as a show

case for technology in its myriad forms: light.ed advertisements, fireworks, a roller 

coaster ride, trams, and cars reveal t.he excess of city lifeYo Weimar author Alfred 

Dablin foregrounds the link wit.h t.echnology and t.he city in his portrayal of protag

onist Franz Biberkopf's involvemeut. wit.h Berliu. After beillg released from prison, 

Biberkopf experiences the aliellat.iou of t.he cit.y: 

2!JLeo Heller, "Madame Blaubart.," Bt:I'lint:1' Leben: Zeilung fiir' Schonheil und 
Kunst 27/1 (1924): 9. Another int.erest.iug article appearing in Berliner Leben fea
tures the Messalilla figure, who seduces tile narrator and threatens him with death: 
"Das ist Messalina, Messalilla nach 2000 J ahren! Wie die andere Messalina lockt sie 
ihre Opfer an sich-sie, die Miinnerfrcslierin! St.erben mull, wen sie umarmt hat! Hier 
gibt es nur eine Orgie and dann-den Tod ... !" Karl Figdor, "Die Maunerfresserin," 
Berline7' Leben 27/15 (1924): 2G. It could be argued t.hat in both of the articles on 
the sexual woman appearing iu Berlincr LdJl:n, t.he trope of murderess is parodied 
through the sheer hyperbole of t.he COllteut .. This is relevant. in that Berliner Leben 
was primarily a women's journal, liuggest.illg a womcu'li readership that would take 
the idea of the murderess less tlmu serioulily. 

30German sociologist Georg Sillllllei would predict the envelopment of the indi
vidual by the technical realm of t.he city: "in t.he space-coIlqueriug technology .. .is 
offered such an overwhelming fullu(~lili of crYlitallized aud impersonalized spirit that 
the personality, so to speak, caunot maiutaill it.lidf ullder it.s impact." Georg Sim
mel, "The Metropolis and Ment.al Lif(~," Tilt: Sociology of Gem'!} Simmel, ed. Kurt 
H. Wolff (Glencoe, Illinois: The Fn'(' Pn~lis, l!J[)O) 4~2. 

------------_._- _ .... _ .. 



Und nun fing die Stra13e wiedel' an, die Hauserfrollten, die Schaufen
ster, die eiligen Figuren mit Hosen odeI' hellen Striimpfen ... Und da er 
entschlossen war, trat er wiedel' in einen Hausflur, wo man abel' die Tore 
aufri13, um einen Wagen durchzulassen. Dann rasch ins Nachbarhaus in 
einen engen Flur neben dem Treppenaufgang. I-Iier konnte kein Wagen 
kommen.31 
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In the above passage, Biberkopf is hounded by the technology of the city. Nowhere 

to hide from the eye of the public and the urgency of traffic, Biberkopf is over

whelmed.32 Technology thus defines Doblin's Berlin. The threat of sight and sound 

is linked to technology in its varions manifest.at.ions. 

Doblin's rendition of the t.eclJllological t.hreat. of the city exemplifies the fusion 

of city and technology outlined ill Chapter Three. The city and technology are then 

linked with femininity. The chestnut-haired girl in Emst .Hinger's capriccio, "From 

the Peep-Show" displays a dominance over the narrator, embodying the narrator's 

city experiences of power lines, short circuits, and pulsating lights. Catching the 

narrator with her firm gaze, the chest.IlUt-lmired girl acts like the brilliant light 

of the city to expose the weakncsses of the narrator. Siegfried Kracaucr's Tiller 

Girls as mass ornament further suggest the link between technology, surveillance, 

and woman as nexus of the city: "[the whole of the mass pattern-the ornament] 

resembles the acrial photogmphs of lillldscapes amI cities for it does not emerge from 

the interior of a given reality, but rilt.her appf'ars above it.":3:1 

Woman's link to the city and t.eclulOlogy, evident in the work of Ernst Jiinger 

and Siegfried Kracauer is also ma.nifest.ed in films directed by German exiles in Hol-

31 Alfred Doblin, Berlin Ale:w.urlfl'plafz; Dit: Gfschichtf vom Fmuz Bibcrkopf 
(Miinchen: Deutscher Taschenbuch Verlag, HJ(5) 11. 

32Weimar critic vYalter Benjam~n commcllts 011 Bibcrkopf's Berlin and the pres
ence of technology: "vYhat is the Ah~xanderplatz ill Berlin: It is the place where the 
wildest changes have been taking place for the past two years, where the excavators 
and jackhammers work without iut.erruption, th(~ ground shaking from their blows 
and from the colulllns of busses and subways, where the guts of the mctropolis ... are 
open more deeply than elsewhere." \Valter Benjamin, "Crisis of the Novel: On 
Doblin's Bcrlin AlcxmuJc.rplll.lz," Crirical Tt::/:L~ 7/1 (19\)0): 14-15. 

33Siegfried Kracauer, "The rvlasH Ornallll'ut.," Nn/J Gt:.,'/Iwn Oritique 5 (Spriug 
1975): 69. 
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lywood. While many of the exile directors capture the claustrophobic nature of the 

city through sets built 011 the studio lot, several directors including Robert Siodmak 

and Curtis Bernhardt, depict the city through location shots: Curtis Bernhardt's 

Possessed opens with an aerial shot of protagonist Louise Graham (Joan Craw

ford) wandering through the real city of Los Angeles. Her disturbed mental state is 

heightened by the alienating feel of the city. Robert Siodmak's Criss Cross begins 

with an aerial shot across Los Angeles, ending in a shot of the nightclub parking 

lot where protagonists Steve Thompson and Anna meet to plan a crime. In the 

following flashback sequeuce, we leal'll to what exteut memory, obsession, woman, 

and the city are entangled in a t.ragic relatiollship. "Vhether set in studio cities or 

on location in places like Los Allgeks, film uoir directed by German exiles captures 

the feel of the city as duplicitous womau and all everpresent technological force. 34 

In Robert Siodmak's Phantollt Lad!} (HH4), the relationship between surveil

lance, the city, and woman marks t.he fat.e of various male characters. Hunting for 

a witness to provide an alibi for lwr boss (Scot.t Henderson), faithful administrative 

assistant Kansas looks for clues to t.he whereabouts of the phantom lady. Potential 

witnesses such as the bannan, the cabbie, the showgirl, and the drummer all deny 

seeing the mysterious woman who was wit.h Scott ou the uight of his wife's murder. 

The trial of Scott Henderson retul'llS agaill and again to the central question: "Who 

is she? Who is that womau'?" The absf'nce of t.he mysterious woman also triggers 

the metamorphosis of good girl Kansas/Carole t.o all avenging femme fatale of the 

city. 

While the techniques of police surwillallce as well as newspaper and radio tech

nologies prove unsuccessful in confirming Scott's story of the phantom woman in the 

hat, Kansas becomes the embodinwnt. of the eye of the city: Tracillg the witnesses 

34Severalnoir films directed by G(~rIllall ('~lIlign'>s begill with a shot of the city. In 
Billy Wilder's DOlLble Jndf:muity (UH4), protagollist Walter Neff is shown driving 
recklessly down a nightmare city st.!,(,t't.. COllt.emporary film critic Foster Hirsch 
maintains that cars, traius, boxiug (lreuas, etc. figure promillelltly in noir narratives 
as metaphors of entrapment. Hirsch 85. 
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down one by one, Kansa13 COl'ller13 each man until he relent13 or dies.35 

Kansas hunts down the fir13t witne1313 with the per13i13tence of the Furie13. Waiting 

for the bannan in the dark 13treet13, Kan13a13 13teps from the 13hadow13 and reveals her

self, becoming the heartbeat of the city. The click of the barman's shoes in tandem 

with the sound of her heels and the noise of the 13ubway create13 the feeling of city 

as aural and spatial form (subway, public 13quare, the practice of walking) and dan

gerous entity. In one of the m013t famou13 13cenes in film noir, Kansas a13 embodiment 

of the city stalks her prey and gives chase. The click of her heels represents the 

ominous streets of the city that 13eem to be clo13ing in .on the bannan. Up the stairs 

to the subway platform, the subway a13 a technology capable of rendering escape 

and deliverance is replaced by the threat of the city-woman as surveillance sy13tem. 

Waiting on the subway platform, tlte harman appears under a spotlight, 13ignaling 

interrogation and detection. A close-up of Kan13a13 on the far end of the platform, 

followed by a shot of the entrance-exit 13ign, present13 the ca13e that there is no es

caping from her gaze. vVhile the bannan at.tclllpt.13 to push her onto the tracks as 

the train approache13, he i13 foiled by t.he footsteps of another woman who crosses 

the platform before the train ani ves. The phantom woman in her myriad form13 

(Kansas as avenger/city-woman, t.he loue womilll on the platform) work to entrap 

the duplicitous male who 13tep13 out. of liue. 

The barman, foregrounded at the beginning of the film a13 a man who i13 guilty 

of withholding evidence, succumbs to the power of the city-woman. Following the 

barman on the rain-tlrenched ::itreds, Kallsas confronts him with his complicity. 

Unable to stand her gaze, the barmall lurchC13 to get away and is run over by a 

car. The presellce of the city, manifested in the technology of the automobile, 

swallows him. In the tradit.ion of Doblill's Bcrlin Alt::w.ndc'f'jI/atz, the city in all its 

urban/technological gui13es threatens the illdividuill It. is the 13lll'veillance by woman, 

her relation to the cit.y 13treets and dark alleywa.Y13, that lays bare the witness. 

35Note that Estela Monteiro, the IH'rformer at the club the night of the murder, 
was also questioned by KanSiUi. But unlike t.\w men who fall in Kansas's wake, 
Monteiro leaves the country-it is t.he trademark 011 her remaining hat boxes that 
provides the clue to solving the mystery. 
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Kansas's next victim is the club's drummer, who has denied seeing the phantom 

woman with Scott on the night of the murder. For her encounter with the drummer, 

Kansas dresses as a cheap pick-up. Wearing a black dress with a hat, Kansas 

resembles the phantom lady, a woman who is threatening in her very absence. Just 

as the drummer Cliff gave the phautom lady the eye on the night. of the murder, 

so too does he respond to Kansas, settiug off a chain of events that mirrors the 

fate of the barman. Kansas masquerading as Jeannie, the "hip kitten," immerses 

herself in the world of back alley bars auel jazz hideaways in order to follow her 

man. In a back street room wbere jazz 1l11ISicialls are jamming, Cliff (accompanied 

by "Jeannie") joins in on the drums. The expressiouist lighting, canted camera 

angles, and the wild jazz lllusic attest to all erotic frenzy that centers around Cliff 

in his masturbatory drum solo. Kansas's extreme sexuality, revealed by the setting, 

her appearance and by her actions in coaxillg Cliff on to his conclusion, all suggest 

sexual entrapment, claustropbobia, anel ecstasy. \Vheu Kansas follows Cliff back to 

his apartment, she extracts the st.ory abollt. t.be hat. that will cost him his life. 

In the episode with the drumnwr, t.he city as back-street club and dingy apart

ment is the locus of sexual energy wllere the femme fatale strikes. Her stare or 

come-on is couched in all expressiollist, malaise ami foreshadows death that hides 

in the crevices of the back-room. Kansas as cbangelillg, street avenger, and jazz 

kitten is ultimately a staud-in for the real phantom lady who was Henderson's date 

for the evening. The phant.om lady as (,llIsive cit.y phenomenon takes on the active 

gaze through Kansas. "Voman as s1\l'vt'illallce syst(~m, olle that overtakes traditional 

technologies of radio, the print medium, and police ddection systems, has the power 

over life and death. The city-woman strikes one Hllal time in tracking down the real 

murderer, sculptor Jack Marlow. Marlow's studio ultimately becomes his death trap, 

as he falls from his skyscraper balcony. In the end, Kallsas metamorphoses back 

into an appreciative administrative assistant ("bobby pius off the floor-stockings 

straight") and sweetheart to Scott I-Iendersoll. But Kansas the good girl has left a 

trail of bodies behind her. The barman's hat lying in the gutter is emblematic of 

man's brush with the city-woman, and of Iwr function as surveillance system par 
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excellence.36 

Evident in the character of the chestnut-haired girl in Ernst Junger's capriccio, 

the depiction of woman as eye of the city is uncanny. The aerial view of the Tiller 

Girls dance troupe, likened to the city in Siegfried Kracauer's "The Mass Orna

ment," signals the totality of the city-woIllcm-technology trope in overpowering the 

individual. In the case of Siodmak's Phantom Lady, it is the weak male protagonist 

who is overcome by the city femme fatale. While the opening of Phantom Lady 

promises to check the evil woman (the murder of Steve's wife, a man's tie knotted 

around her neck), the phautom woman motif as all-seeing surveillance system places 

the noose around the neck of the complicitous male, punishing the male for past 

indiscretions.37 

Woman as surveillance system, so dallgerolls t.o the male protagonist, lends 

her spirit to the streets of the cit.y. The not.ion that. the streets are alive reflects 

Siegfried Kracauer's Hl46 asses:mwnt of Hollywood's "terror" films. Kracauer men

tions Robert Siodmak's Spiml Staircase a.nd Billy Wilder's Lost Weekend in his anal

ysis of the foregrounding of the physical envirollment. Kracauer states: "Chance 

arrangement of inanimate objects are made conspicuous, somber backgrounds as

sert themselves ... People emotionally out of joint inhabit...a realm in which dumb 

objects loom monstrously high and become signal posts or stumbling blocks, ene

mies or allies."38 Kracauer in his \Veimar plwse would also comment on the life of 

things. In a 1924 analysis of Kari Gmlle's film, The Street, Kracauer looks at the 

36There are several references made to the city throughout Phantom Lady. Af
ter Henderson's convictioll, Kansas is continually asked if she will leave the city 
and return to the country. The two maJe prot.agollists, Scott Henderson and Jack 
Marlow, are also linked to the city: Scot.!, is clil engineer who has "plans to build 
model cities." Marlow admits at tlw elld of the film t.hat he has "never liked cities." 
Marlow's COlllmellt is appropriat.e collsiderillg his fate at the hauds of the city. 

37For an excellellt reading of jl/wl//.om Lady, see David Reid and Jayne L. Walker, 
"Strange Pursuit: Cornell vVoolrich and the Abandoned City of the Forties," Shades 
of Noir: A Reader, ed. Joctll Copjt>c (London: Verso, HH.l3) 57-96. 

38Kracauer, "Hollywood's Terror Films" 13'1. Kracauer goes Oil to state: "This 
obtrusiveness of inanimate objects is infa.llible evidence of clll inherent concel'l1 with 
mental disintegration." 



threat of the street and the play of things in the film's narrative: 

What intrudes upon the lonesome wanderer in the voracious streets of 
the night is expressed by the film in a vertiginous sequence of futurist 
images, and the film is free to express it this ·way because the pining in
ner life releases nothing but fragmentary ideas. The events get entangled 
and disentangled again, and just as the human beings are living dead, 
inanimate things participate in the playas a matter of course. A lime 
wall announces a mm'der, an electric sign fiickers like a blinking eye: ev
erything a confused side-by-side [Ncbcncinander], a chaos [Tohuwabohu] 
of reified souls and seemingly waking things.3!) 
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Here KrCLcauer pictures the "inner life of the st.reet," where inanimate objects are 

more alive than t.heir human counterparts. It is in the animate status of things that 

technology plays a powerful role in films directed by German exiles. Noteworthy 

is Edgar Ulmer's Detour (1945), where tedlllology determines the fate of the male 

protagonist. Film critic Da.lla PoiaH s('es the fort.ies llarrative, and specifically the 

noir narrative of Detou1', as a site wlJ(~n' "environment ceases to be a reflection or 

object of human projects and tUJ'JlS inst.pad iut.o a pot.ential disruption, subversion, 

dispersion of projects."411 The film noir world of Detour features a place where ob

jects are out of control: "where cofr(~e cups a.re visua.lly enormous, where the opening 

of a car door can kill, where t.emporal progression dilates and becomes a nightmare 

of coincidence and alogical repet.it.ion."41 In Dc:tour, every object can turn against 

its user. Ulmer's film specializes in inst.rument.s of t.echnology as deadly devices for 

the male protagonist. Specifica.lly, devin's of communicat.ion and forward motion 

hinder the male protagonist from reaching his dest.ination:'~ Technology, working 

against a user-friendly reputation, is ult.imately linked to tIl(> duplicitous woman. In 

Deio'u1', the threat of woman is mallif('st.(,d t.hrough ma.licious technological devices. 

39Siegfried Kracauer, "Die St.rasse," Fran/.furtlT Zeiluuy 3 Feb. 1924, Nr. CiS: 7; 
qtd. and t1'. in Miriam Hansen, "D(~cellt.ric Perspectives: Kracauer's Early Writings 
of Film and Mass Culture," Ncw GtTIlWU Oritiljut: 54 (Fall l!HH): 49. 

4°Polan 209. 
41 Polan UK 
42For a discussion of modes of public aud private discourse in film noir (news

papers, radio, telephone system, \.('ievisioll, de), see J.P. Telotte's Voices in the 
Da1'k. 

---------"."---" .... _--- ""--
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Detour introduces a hitchhiker hpHid(~ t.he road and follows his st.ory in a series of 

flashbacks. The male protagonist, Al Roberts, is a would-be classical pianist, whose 

girlfriend Sue leaves him to make it. as a singer in Hollywood. Compelled to follow 

her, Al bums rides from the East Coast t.o the West. He begins to recall his trip 

to California, while sitt.ing in a roadside cafe. A song on the jukebox triggers his 

memory, as the technology of the cafe forces Al into the past. 

In his hitchhiking saga, Al is picked up by a driver named Charles Haskell who 

tells him he has been scratched by his previous passenger-"the most dangerous 

animal in the world-a woman." Paying no miud t.o Haskell's tale, Al envisions his 

sweetheart Sue, dressed in a sequiued out.fit., siugiug a seductive song. AI's erotic 

fantasy is followed by a violent storm, where Al (as ersatz driver) is forced to pull 

over to the side of the road. Iu this sequeuce, everything converges: AI's erotic 

vision for Sue and Haskell's story of t.he vicious woman hitchhiker suggest the call of 

the road and the danger iuvolved in traveling it. The remembered sexually-charged 

exchange between Haskell and the female hit.chhiker foreshadows the storm and the 

upcoming events. When Al opens t.he door t.o t.ry and wake Haskell, Haskell falls to 

the ground, dead. 

The camera work in Detour giv(~s t.!te cCllIst.aut. feeling that Al is being watched on 

his flight away from the crime scelll~ aud from a lllurder rap. AI's voice-over reveals 

that he is being followed (really t.he dauger lies ahead). The point-of-view shot from 

the perspective of an unknowu pt~rson or thing support.s this suspicion. As Al sleeps 

off the evening's frustratiou, dreallliug of t.he fateful death of Haskell, the camera 

hovers over his sleeping body. AI, in his unconsciolls stat.e, resembles the dead 

Haskell; the unknown predator plaus t.he same fate for Al as was granted Haskell. 

This predator is soon unmasked, as Al crosses the st.at.e line to Califol'llia. Stopping 

at a gas station, he picks up a bedraggll'd female hit.chhiker Vera, who turns out 

to be Haskell's erstwhile assailaut.. Al staLes: "It. all came back to me-scars and 

scratches ... My goose was cooked. She had me." 

In Dcto'U'I"s apartmeut sceues, Vcm's acclisatious of murder lead to a fatal set

up of the male protagonist who accid(·ut.a.lly st.raugl(~s her with a telephone coni. 

----------,-----------------------
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After Al discovers Vera's lifeless body, a series of close-up shots foreground various 

objects strewn around Vera's room-the phone, a liquor bottle, shoes, her dress, 

and a telephone box all loom large and seem to threaten AI's existence. Vera's 

actions have brought Al to this poiut of guilt and the objects, metonymically linked 

to Vera, promise to convey the message of guilt. The very presence of Vera, first 

foreshadowed through the scratches ou Haskell's hand and the car door incident, 

bind her to the various technologies that lead to murder. The telephone cord and 

later the telephone box on the wall finally signify the end of the line for AI, as 

the technology of cOlllmurlication, link(~d t.o Vera (ami her death) will reveal AI's 

complicity. 

In Edgar Ulmer's Detour, the fevered pitch of pessimism is carried cross-country 

through a technology of the aut.omobile ami the telephone. These instruments seem 

imbued with the malevolent force of t.h(~ femme fatale who is the obvious human 

source of AI's demise. First promising to be his salvat.ion, the devices of travel and 

communication turn against AI, as seeming t.ools of the master-force (in this case, 

female force). Vera, center of this force, is in fact a double for Sue, who initiated 

AI's fateful trip across the count.ry. Just as the good woman in Robert Siodmak's 

Phantom Woman can take on the persona of fury and seductress, Sue's ambivalent 

feelings for the male protagonist. are played out through the evil femme fatale figure, 

whose link to technology seems uIlcanny. 

While AI's fate has overwhelmed him, his attempt to review the past, marked 

by the structural devices of the voin'-over ami flashback, do little to change his 

situation or lighten his bunlen. The ov(~rdd('rlllined nature of narrative events in 

Detour suggests that the psychic disturb'\.llce of the male protagonist is so great, 

there is no resolution in reviewiug t.he past. AI's past, scarred by the malevolent 

forces of technology aud the femlJw fat.ale, has lit(~rally swallowed him in a space of 

uncanniness and death. 

The notiou of a living tecllllOlogy iu t.h(~ film noir and its effect on the male 

protagonist brings to mind \Veimar author Erust Jiinger's idea of magical realisl1l

the sense that technology is imbued with it spirit. of it.s own. In Jiinger's capriccio, 
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"Song of the Machine" the preBellce of t.he large flywheel, spinning unattended by 

a human operator, actB on the narrator, illducing a Btate of acceleration and flight. 

The flywheel, troped as woman (Bee chapter 3), controb the narrator and even

tually threatens him with her illll11enBe power. Abo applicable here, are Siegfried 

Kracauer's ideas on photography. Photography, devoid of contemporary context, 

produces only a "diBintegrated unity," synonymous with a manufacture of the un

dead.43 The technology of photography, capable of freezing time and space, is 

constructed as feminine. Kracauer'B photo of the grandmother (the result of this 

technology) hauntB the present, a:-; a moment of time past returns in ghostly form. 

The analogy of the past retuming to haullt the present is a valuable one in 

analyzing film noir and the femme fatale as marker for the past.. Like Kracauer's 

notion of Hollywood terror films as "[tll!'(~at.s t.o] psychic iiltegrity,"4'1 the past is 

fearful in its Btranglehold over t.he present. 111 the noir narrative, it is the male 

protagonist who must face the past ill t.he form of t.he femme fatale or succumb to 

her. This phenomenon may be read a:-; a :-;I\bjectivity ill the making as it relates to 

the exile's need to re-live the pa:-;t. Specifically, exiled German directors' work in 

Hollywood filmnoir announces a desire to ca.pture t.he paBt through the construction 

of the femme fatale in all her Weimar p(~nnut.atiolls. 

5.3 Constructions of the Double 

Woman troped as a dangerous form of t.echnology resonates in Weimar constructions 

of the femme fatale, as well a:-; in Hollywood film lloir directed by German emigres. 

Another parallel between the vVeimar femme fat.ale and her Hollywood counterpart 

is the tradition of the double. \,yoman's double nat.ure in noir films by German 

emigres is especially uncanny, port.cudiug furt.her death and destruction. Female 

twins Ruth and Terry in Robert Siodlllak's Dark Ali/'/'Or (1946), represent anxieties 

brought on by splitting the female 11 at. me int.o ext.reme forms of good and evil. 

The doubling of woman lllust be hrought. uuder cout.rol in order to flush evil from 

43Siegfried I<racauer, "Phot.ography," (.'riiil'a/ hlljlliry 19 (Spring 1~>n3): 4:n. 
44I<racauer, "Hollywood's Terror Films" 1:3:3, 

----------------- ------ --- ----------~ ----
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the narrative. In the final scene of DlI7k MiT'mt, the evil sister Terry is gotten rid 

of by the police and Dr. Elliot, providing a space for the good sister (Ruth) to 

begin a heterosexual romance with Dr. Elliot. There is a strong trend in film noir 

directed by German exiles to offer examples of both the whore and the virgin topos, 

contraposing utter villainy against t.he good girl ideal. While the femme fatale 

figure is at home "in the world of cheap dives, shadowy doorways and mysterious 

settings," her good girl opposite is a "redeemer," playing the part of an "innocent 

victim .. .longsuffering and faithfullover ... or as a contrast to the fringe world itself."45 

Good girl figures are often destiucd to be mUl'Ciered at t.he beginning of the film, 

initiating a quest for revenge on the part of t.he male protagonist, or to provide a 

symbol for the male prot.agonist of what. could ha.ve been, forcing a review the past. 

Prime examples of the virgin/whore splitting ami a deHire 1.0 capture the past can 

be seen in Billy Wilder's Double Indemnity (lD44) and in Wilder's spider woman 

tale, S'unset Boulevard (1%0). 

Extreme forms of good and evil appeal' in Double Indemnity in the characters of 

the step-daughter/Htep-mot.her pairing. Femme fat.ale Phyllis Dietrichson and her 

innocent young step-daught.er Lola ult.imately vie for the male protagonist, Walter 

Neff. In the beginning, 'Walter iH ov(~rcomp by Phyllis's raw Hexuality and her plans 

for murder. Their erotically-cha.rged relatiouship iH later compromised by their 

forced separation. It is at this point iu the narrative that Walter begins seeing 

Lola, as a ploy to hinder Lola from divulging iuformation about her father's murder. 

Walter ultimately feeb comfortable ouly wit.h Lola, while his cOlllmitment to Phyllis 

has fostered treachery. III the cud, \Valt.er mUHt. face Phyllis in a battle to the death, 

sending Lola's boyfriend to reclaim Lola. \Valt.er cannot become involved with 

good girl Lola, as he has already fallen for spidel' woman PhylliH and must pay the 

penalty for this relationHhip. Lola is a marker for a brighter future for Walter, one 

that will not come to PetHS iu tile nill'rativ<,'s scellario of darkneHs and death. The 

character of Lola only acceutuates the evil uatme of femme fatale Phyllis and the 

45 Janey Place, "Women ill film uoil"," WOlltt'U in Film Noil', ed. E. Ann Kaplan 
(London: Brit.ish Film IUHtitute, 1978) 41-4~. 

--------- --- --- -- --- --- - ----------
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utter bleakness of the sit.uat.ion. It. is t.he spider woman Phyllis who is weighted 

more heavily in the good-girljLad-girl duo. Like Neff's fictitious Marjie character, 

who purportedly "drinks from t.he bottle," the evil woman is both dangerous and 

dominant, underlining her power vis-it-vis her virgin counterpart. 4G 

The good-girl/bad-girl :;tand off' in Double Indemnity i:; heightened by Phyllis's 

monstrous capacity for evil. Phyllis care:; for no one but herself, denying the male 

protagonist any aspect of devotion and loyalty usually afforded to male characters 

by their dutiful women counterparts. Phyllis Dietricbon's narcissism is matched 

only by the archetypalnoir woman, Norma Desmond (Sunset Boulevard). In Sunset 

Boulevard, aging film star Nonna Desmond liv(~s in a rotting mansion surrounded 

by pictures and memorabilia from her days as a silent film diva. When script writer 

Joe Gillis arrives on the scene, Norma's great wealth and her fascinating capacity 

for self-love seduce Joe iuto stayiug wit.h Norma and becoming her kept man. When 

Joe becomes involved in writing a script wit.h the young exuberant Betty Scharfer, 

he realizes the counterposition of thp. good woman (Betty) vis-a.-vis the self-absorbed 

spider woman figure. Betty smells of "freshly laulldered linen handkerchiefs," while 

the heavily made-up Desmond recalls for Joe the st.ench of tube roses. Betty is quite 

content to remaill Oil the "other side of the camera" writing and working Oil scripts, 

providing a distinct opposition to Norma WllO ca.nuot accept the fact that she is no 

longer in front of the camera. Norma's fillal role as Sa.lome, a part that she plays for 

the police and reporters after she has shot .Jot', underscores the power of the lethal 

seductress. Good girl Betty has little illnl\ellc(~ over .Joe, who is in the grips of the 

spider woman. Norma's last call for a cl()s(~ lip underlines her power over the image, 

setting an all-consuming Norma D(~smolld apart, from the petite Betty Scharfer who 

appears dwarfed in the halls of NorIlla's mansiOll. 

In both Sunset Boulc:vard and DouiJlf hult:1l1uity, it is the weak male protagonist 

who invites disaster by siding with the f(~ll1nw fatale. Walt.er Neft"s relationship with 

4GI11 Dark Mirror, the good girl twill Ruth does win her mall (Dr. Elliott) in the 
end. But the constant role reversal throughollt. the film, leaves the viewer with an 
uneasy feeling that Ruth lllay ill fact be Teny! 

---------------- -- --- ---- ---.~- ._---
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Phyllis envelopes him in a murder plot, creating a scenario he does not condemn 

until it is too late . .Joe Gillis also sides with the sexuiLI woman, setting up a situation 

in which he feels unworthy of courting the good-girl figure. The narrative devices 

of the flashback and the voice-over give these men a chance to review their past, 

juxtaposing the evil woman to her innocent counterpart. In an effort to understand 

the trap of fatal attraction, both Walter and .Joe review the past and their relations 

with the femme fatale. R.e-living the past, then, is a way for the male protagonist 

to put things behind him, thus coming to terms with loss. 

o Virgin/whore splittings in SUI/.sd Boulc:v(Jl'I/ and Double Indemnity showcase the 

supposed double nature of woman a1l(1 tile men who are s(~duced by the evil part 

of this dual personality. Contemporary film critic Lucy Fischer discusses notions 

of the doubling of the female natme with respect to broader cultural conceptions 

of woman. According to Fischer, wOlllan is port.rayed in a bifurcated manner, due 

to conventional views of feminillity. \\Toman is at once "Nature and Artifice" and 

"Life and Death" depending on the contradictory expectations expressed towards 

her by man.47 Fischer goes on to note t.hat the split.tiug of good woman/bad woman 

also moves along the lines of g(~nder ident.ification iu t.he form of "masculine" vs. 

"feminine" poles. Commenting 011 Dill'/': 1I1£1'I'OI"s twins Rut.h and Terry, Fischer 

states: 

the positive qualities associated with Ruth ... (passivity, warmth, sweet
ness, masochism, modesty) are culturally {lefilled as "feminine," while 
the negative traits identified with ... Terry (aloofness, intelligence, com
petitiveness, strength, sexual boldness) are decidedly not. It, therefore, 
seems no accident that the bad sist.ers' nicknames are frequently androg
ynous and could be associat.('d wit.h men ... The D(J1'k 1I1i1'J'{}/' ... seem[s] not 
so mllch to depict bat.tles Iwt.w{'en good and evil as [it does] p~ychic 

struggles between alleged "masculilH~" and "feminine" lobes of the fe-

47Lucy Fischer, Shot/Countel's/wt: Film TI'(Jdition (Jlld Women's Cinema (Prince
ton: Princeton, U. Press, 1!J89) 184. FisdH'r quot.es Simolle de Beauvoir's The Sec
ond Sex: "There is no figurative image of woman which does not call up at once its 
opposite: she is Life and Death, Nat,me awl Artifice, Daylight and Night. Under 
whatever aspect we consider her, \\'{' always filld the same shifting back and forth." 
de Beauvoir qtd. in Fisdwr 18,1. 
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male consciousness.'18 

In film noir such as The Dm'/'; Alii '/'0 1', it:> well as Double Indemnity and Sunset 

Boulevard, the femme fatale meet.s the Fi:>cher's criteria for a "masculine" persona. 

The resourcefulness of these spider womCII, their sexual initiative vis-a.-vis the male 

protagonist and their resolve to carry out. plans of crime and coercion, place the 

aggressive femme fatale in a traditionally male sphere of activity. The troping of 

woman as "masculine" recalls Weimar representations of the masculine woman. In a 

Weimar context, woman's supposell masculine disposition and dress were regarded 

by many critics as threatening. Weimar critic Georg von del' Vring presents the ar

gument, supported by many writer:> of the time, that t.he masculine woman is trying 

to replace man: "Die Frau will ge:>cll:>cllil.ft.lichc Gleichstellung mit dem Manne, will 

seine Fahigkeiten und Befugnisse, will dikt.ieren wie cr, und vielleicht ihn ersetzen."49 

The Weimar representation of the ma:>culine woman, complete with coat dress 

and bobbed hair, was often cOIllpared in t.he pres:> t.o a more "feminine" counterpart, 

who would leave the world of busiIH~:>:> Cllld compet.it.ion to men and would assume 

the role of proud mother and wife.!iU The dOl\ble Hotion of woman, the masculine 

woman striving to enter male sphere:> of po\\'(~r, ami t.he feminine woman, committed 

to marriage and motherhood, i:> also rdlect.ed in Freud's theories 011 female sexuality 

in the idea that there are two phas(':> of sexual d(~velopmellt-a masculine one based 

on the clitoris, and a feminine one ba:>ed on till' vagina. If the little girl manages 

to accept her castrat.ion and takes tlte fat.her Cl:> a love-object, she will move from 

48Fischer 184--85. 
49Georg von del' Vring, "Ofl'ell:>ive del' Frau," Die Fm'll 'l1on mOl'gen wie wiT' sic 

wiinschen: Eine Essaysa11lmiuIlg ails clcm Jahl'e 1929, ed. Friedrich M. Huebner 
(Frankfurt: Insel Verlag, 1990) 57. Erich Wulfl'ell, (jllotillg Alexander Jassny's essay, 
The Psychology of the Fcmalc Criminal, also t.races the danger of the masculine 
woman. Per JassllY: "vVomall suffers und!'r [t.II<~ conception of inferiority], defends 
herself against it, and in this batt.le <Igainst t.he :>exual role imposed upon her, she 
oversteps the marle A mighty prote:>t. grows ill her, which takes on a decidedly 
masculine aspect and may then lead her to crimillal ad:>." .JassllY qtd. in Wulffen 
69. 

50See Paul Poirct, "Die IVlode ill :10 .Jalll'<~n," Dt:r Quc/'sc!mitt 7/1 (1927): 33. 
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the masculine phase into the feminine one. If the girl refuses to accept her castra

tion, clinging to her threatened masculinity, she will retain the fantasy of being a 

man.51 Thus, according to Freud, womiLn has the capacity to develop either the 

masculine or feminine aspects. This doubling of woman's nature, her masculine 

and feminine sides, mirrors Weiulilr representations of the masculine woman, an 

individual with male traits trapped in a woman's body, as well as the masculine 

woman, set against her more matronly double. Joe May's Weimar film, Asphalt, 

clearly portrays this masculine/feminine juxtaposition in the characters of the point 

guard's devoted mother and the femme fatale, who is a criminal and a seducer of 

men. Weimar representations of tradit.ionally masculine and feminine aspects may 

also be seen in the doubling of t.he mouster aud t.he woman in fantastic films of 

the period. Robert Wiene's classic film, The Cnliinct of Doctor Caligari, presents 

the asexual motherly character of .Jalw, who fiuds her sexual counterpart in the 

erotically-charged somnambulist Cesare. The sleep walker Cesare is an example of 

both male and female traits in oue being. Androgyuous in appearance, Cesare is the 

quintessential Weimar example of a mchliug of gender traits. Like Asta Nielsen's 

performance in the film, Hamlet (1!J21), t.he double properties of masculine and fem

inine converge in one charadeI' (Cesare), suggestiug t.he notion of bisexuality that 

was widely heralded in Weimar medica.l circles, as well as in the press of the time.52 

Weimar examples of androgyuy, toget.ber wit.b cultural constructions of the vir

gin/whore motif, resonate iu Hollywood film uoiI' directed by German emigres. One 

example in particular, Fritz Laug's noir west.eru, Rane/tO Notorious (1952), features 

both the good-girl/bad-girl mot.if awl t.he a.ndrogynous femme fatale. Rancho No

torious, a noir westem in color, lwgius wit.h t.be m1Jl'deI' of the good-girl Beth, the 

fiancee of male protagonist, Vel'll Haskell. f,:j Beth's Illurder sends Vern on a quest 

51 Sigmund Freud, "Female Sexuality," Fn:ut/: St::nw.lity ancl the Psychology of 
Love, ed. Philip Rieff (New York: Collier Books, 1!JG:3) 197. 

52See chapter 4 on notions of bisexuality and tbe "'intersexual' type." Dr. J. 
Lobel, "Die vel'standene Frau," Di(: Dal/l(: 8/1 (l!J27): 34, 3G; qtd. in Patrice Petro, 
Joyless Streets (Princeton: Prillcet.oIl U. Pre:-;s, l!JS!J) 119, 121. 

53 Contemporary film critic, Robill Wood, compares Rancho Notorious to Fritz 

---------------------
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across the country to find t.he murderer. His only clue to solving the crime involves 

the mysterious Chuck-a-Luck ami a woman named Altar Keane. When Vern tracks 

down Altar's lover, Frcnchy Fairmont, he is initiated into a world of outlaws, seeking 

safe haven at Altar's ranch called the Chuck-a-Luck. Altar is a woman with a rep

utation throughout the Southwest. Her stunning looks and saloon-style costumes 

(highlighted in a series of flashbacks featurIng Altar in her younger years) place her 

squarely in the femme fatale category. A bar singer by profession, Altar has taken 

up running a horse ranch for fugitives, playing object of the male gaze for Frenchy 

and rest of the men who stay at. th(~ ranch. 

Altar's seductive look and her position as femme fatale are curiously accentuated 

by her role as boss of the horse ranch. Alt.ar in her randl persona, is fitted in trousers 

and a vest. She enforces the rules of t.he hOllse (no fightiug, no questions, everybody 

works), while collecting ten percent. of t.he criminal earuings from the men who stay 

at the ranch. A woman, comfort.able iu ilU evcniug dress and in jeans, she operates 

simultaneously ill the man's world of t.ht~ riluch ilud as Frellchy's female companion, 

complete with diamonds and perfllme.;'o\ Altar's duplicity ultimately elll'ages Vern 

who must court her in order to uncover his fiancl~e's murderer. Convinced that Altar 

is a symbol for the world of criminality, Vel'1l also seuses Altar's desire to break with 

the outlaws. In the end, Altar's "masculine" nature, her role as bm;iness woman 

and criminal conspirator, is replaced by her sacrifice for long time lover Frenchy. 

Altar, taking a bullet that was meant for her lover, favors her "feminine" side as a 

victim, ultimately mirroring good-girl Bd.h's posit.ion. 

Rancho Notorious is a nair imTest.igat.iw \Vest.em, complete with "hate, murder, 

Lang's noir thriller Big Hcat (195;3) in that both films deal with the good
woman/bad-woman relationship, a revenge hero scenario, and play up the Gang 
vs. the Law. \,yood also makes t.he claim that Rancho Notorious is the "most 
Brechtian film ever to be made in Hollywood," citiIlg the connection between Lang 
and Brecht in their collaborat.ioll OIl the film, Ha/!glllen Also Die. Robin Wood, 
"Rancho Not01'ious: A Noir \Vest.t'l'll In Colour," CincActio/t 7/13-14 (Summer 
1988): 88. 

54Vel'll tells Altar that she is "cold like ice, bU1'1Iillg hot like the sun, a pipe-dream 
in blue jeans .anci a birthday dress." 
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and revenge," centering around a virgin-whore motif and a male protagonist who 

avenges the past through the femme fatale. What complicates the good-girl/bad

girl dichotomy in Rancho is the femme fatale's further division of "masculine" and 

"feminine" charac~eristics. Altar Keane's activity ill the spheres of criminality, horse 

ranching, and as the ultimate "boss mall" is tempered by her devotion to Frenchy 

and her eventual acceptance of the law-abiding morals represented by Vern. It is 

interesting to read the femme fatale role of Altar Keane through a Weimar lens. 

Not only did Fritz Lang direct Raucho, hut Marlene Dietrich, star of the Weimar 

classic film, The Blue Angel (1930), played the role of female protagonist Altar. 

Marlene Dietrich, a cult figure for lesbians in tweuties Berlin, operated as a Weimar 

androgynous/lesbian icon. Marleue's part in Rancho thus carries the weight of both 

her androgynous character Alt.ar Keane awl t.he Marlene Dietrich persona nurtured 

in Weimar, suggesting the film noir link to a 'Veimar past. 

The double reference of Altar Keane/Marlene Dietrich gains a further dimen

sion when considering Weimar art.ist Hanna I-loch's photomontage entitled, !darlene 

(1930).55 In the photomoutage, two llwn an~ vi(>wing a pair of legs bearing the ac

companying inscription "MarleJl(~." At the same t.ime, tIle lower part of a woman's 

face, complete with lips is also pois(>d t.owanls the legs. In the work A1m·leue, Hoch 

suggests both a heterosexual following for l\IIarl(~lW, as well as a lesbian one. Feminist 

critic Maud Lavin also reads the Marlfut: photomontage as a douhling of desire: 

the viewer cau choose either to cllgage with tile uame and fragmented 
body parts as objects of desire, aud/or to ideutify with the two men 
as surrogates, since the llWll are defiued as spectators. For the female 
viewer, this choice represeuts a selectiou between a female homosexual 
gaze of desire (directly coufrontiug the delicious lips and the admired 
name) and a male heterOl-;exual gaze of desire (represented explicitly if 
somewhat irouically)-or bot.h.w 

55Hannah Hoch, Alarlene, pllOtolllout.age, Colkdioll Dakis Joallnou, Atheus. 
56Maud Lavin, "Alldl'OgYIIY, Spectat.orship, alld the vVeimar Photolllolltages of 

Hannah Hoch," New Oel"lIwn Critique 51 (Fall 1990): 84. Lavin contiuues: "Since 
both possibilities are repre~ellt,ed allurillgly wit-hiu t.he mout.a.ge, t.he female viewer 
is encouraged to construct herself as alldrogYllOllS." tiL!. 
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The double notion of desire that followed the cult of Marlene in Weimar Germany 

highlights the Weimar obsession with the double. 57 Another example of the double, 

popular in twenties Germany, was the performing twin act, including the Goode

Sisters and the Dolly Sisters. These sexualized pairs, complete with bobbed hair and 

the popular New Woman look, promised it double dose of the sexual woman. The 

sisters' low cleavages and bare legs titilla.ted Weimar audiences who were enthralled 

by the Tiller Girl phenomenon. The interest in erotic sister pairings was ftllther du

plicated in the Weimar medical profession, where the issue of twins, specifically crim

inal twins, became a topic of debat.e. 'Weimar psychiatrist Johannes Lange's study 

of the criminal twin pail', Oriminality as Dcstiny (1!J29), shows that the doubling 

of woman in the form of sisters, dOt·s uot necessarily split apart into dichotomized 

parts of "good" and "evil." 

Lange's work on twins and criminality is built on the distinction between "einei

ige Zwillinge" or identical twins, as opposed to "ulliillllliche Zwillinge," or fraternal 

twins.58 In the case of identical t.wins Antonie and Amalie Messer, biology has 

created the criminal sexual Doppelgiinger. Twins from a strict and orderly fam

ily, Antonie and Amalie both developed illto uncoutrollable teenagers. Guilty of 

burning their pareuts' house down aud ruuuiug away to become sexually active, the 

Messer twins were already charges of t.he st.a.t.e at Hi years of age. Later in life the 

two were in and out of jail, commit.t.ing acts of "pimping" and "extra-marital sexual 

relations" that brought them illto conflict. with thp law. La.nge says about the twins: 

"Sexuelle Triebhaftigkeit und HaJt.losigkt·it. Iwstimmten ihreu Lebensgang, del' sich 

nur auBerlich in etwas verschiedt~lwn Fol'llwU abspidt.. \,yas die Schwestel'll sonst 

noch an fraglicher Schuld auf sich ladt~n, st.pht. mit dem Sexualleben in engstem 

57 Articles in the Weimar popular press, like "Zwillingstreue" and "Doppelmoral," 
also feature competing depictions of desire, oft.ell foregroullding the heterosexual 
theme of the virgin vs. the sexual woman const.ruction. "Zwillingstreue," Berliner 
Leben 27/9 (HJ24): 1:3; Heinz Lorellz, "DoppPlll1ora.i," Berliner Leben 27/5 (1924): 
16. 

58 Johannes Lange, Vt:l'b/'l:chen (//s S('hicl.:sul: Stut/ielt alt /(l'iminellc:n Zwillin!len 

(Leipzig: Georg Thieme Verlag, l!J2!J) 10. 
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Zusammenhang." 59 

Johannes Lange's investigation clearly suggests that female twins have the pro

clivity towards criminal behavior and sexual excess. Lange's assessment of the 

Messer sisters also rhymes with Freud's work on the uncanny. The idea that 

the double, established to pvercome death, represents death, and Freud's recur

ring trip through the quarter of prostitutes, together with his virtual neglect of the 

Olympia/Clara duo in his "Sandman" analysis, reflects a fear of the doubling of 

woman. The connection between the double and the sexual woman is evident in 

Freud's (unconscious) desire both to rdum to the district of prostitutes and to flee 

this scene or "unheimlich" space. liU Finally, Freud's rendition of the most uncanny 

place, as the "heim of all humau beiugs," establishes a fear of the female genital 

organs, highlighting female sexuality awl rcpl'Oduct.iou.(il 

Female doubling as a fearful OCCUIT('nce is a theme in film noir directed by Ger

man emigres and is most conspicllous ill Robert. Siodmak's film, The D(L7'k MirTor. 

In Mirror, we learn from the psychiat.rist alld the policeman involved in the Peralta 

case that twins are usually penalized ill some way by uature, either psychically or 

physically. A strong rivalry between sisters, or bet.ween all women for that matter, 

can turn abnormal and result in paranoic criminal behavior. Terry, the evil sister, 

is revealed at the beginning of the film to be a murderess and a sexual seductress.G2 

But there is also constant confusion as to wllO is Terry and who is Ruth: the police 

59Lange 68. 
6°Sigmund Freud, "The 'U ucanuy,' " Collu:tnl Papt:rs, trans. Joan Riviere, ed. 

Ernest Jones, vol. 4 (New York: Basic Books, l!lS!)) :387. 
61 Freud, "The 'Uncanny' " 3!l8-!)!J. 
62In Dark Mirror, Siodmak's exprt'ssiouistic flourishes of chiaroscuro lighting high

light twin sisters,. one crimillal illlt! olle illlloceut. 'vVhcu psychiatrist, Dr. Peralta, 
is found murdered iu his apartmcut, tlw police sllspect. Terry CoHills of the murder. 
But when witnesses are expected to tell the two twins apart, the police are unable to 
prosecute the case. The detective ou the case, however, refuses to give up and enlists 
the help of a psychiatrist, Dr. Scot.t. Elliot. who is all expert on twins. Through a 
series of tests, Scott Elliot is able t.o distiugllish the jJsychotic twin, Terry, from the 
normal twin Ruth, placillg himself ill lllort.a.l dallger whcn Terry discovers that he 
is in love with Rut.h. 
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cannot tell the two apart in their elt"orts to mount a murder investigation. Neither 

could the murdered man (Dr. Peralta) distinguish between the twins. At the end of 

the film, Terry loses her identity and becomes her sister Ruth, further confusing the 

distinction between the twins. Ultimately, it is the uncanniness of misidentification 

that contributes to the feeling of noir dread in Mirror.G3 Both appealing and deadly, 

the twin sisters Ruth and Terry, call to mind Weimar notions of the draw of erotic 

acts like the Goode-sisters, while at the same time conveying the underlying dread 

of the twin (woman double) evident in scientific research of the Weimar period. This 

capturing of the double motif (so prominent in Weimar) again suggests a working 

through of the past on the part of German exile directors like Siodmak, whose male 

characters in JV/ir'T07' frantically at.t(~mpt to recreate the past in terms of the murder 

scene and the psyche of the femme fat.aJe.(i·, 

The doubling of woman, in the form of sinister sister pairings, and/or in the 

alternation between the virgiIl aIld t.he wllOre, is preseIlt in both noir Hollywood 

thrillers directed by German exih's am! in \~leiJllar cultural const.ructions of the 

femme fatale (and her good-girl count.erpart). Tlw potential for an alternative iden

tity frames the femme fatale's duplicitous IIat.u!'(~ in both her symbiotic relationship 

with the good-girl opposite awl in tlw sexual woman's ability to manipulate her 

own image. Siodmak's phantom WOlllen, namely Kit.t.y in The Killers and Anna in 

Criss Cross, seduce the male prot.<lgonist with alteruate doses of powerful sexual

ity and coy dependence, representing a. combination of traditional "masculine" and 

"feminine" roles. Lang's salooIl singer, Alt.ar Keane (Rancho Not07'io'/ls) is another 

example of a femme fatale who milIlipul<l,tes her image as it suits her situation . 

. 63Film critic .J.P. Telotte reads Siodmak's "plwIItom ladies" as it marker for alter
nate identity. See .J.P. Telotte, "SiotiIll<lk's Phauj,om VVOIll(,U (Iud Noir Narrative," 
Film Criticism 11/3 (Spring H)87): I-to. 

6"Robert Siodmak made another twin film, elltitled Cobm Woman (1944). In 
this film, sisters Tollea aIld N adja (plaY('d by lVlaria Montez) are set up in a good
girl/bad-girl relatiollship. Cobl'll WOIllIlU precedes Dark Mirror (1946) in establish
ing the motif of sister rivalry. Similar to Tht: Darl,: ilfilTor is also Curtis Bernhardt's 
noir film, The Strange A.fTail' of {lnelf Harry (ID4fi), which cOllveys the dread of 
sisterhood and a prcoccupatioll with t.iw past. 
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While the femme fatale is capable of controlling her own image, it is often the 

male protagonist, who tries to appropriate the female image for his own purposes. 

In Siodmak's The Killer's and Criss C1'OSS, male protagonists the Swede and Steve 

Thompson believe their femme fatale women to be trustworthy, long after these 

women have proven otherwise. Theorizing the male need to control the female image, 

feminist film critic Laura Mulvey looks at how the unconscious of patriarchal society 

has structured film form. Mulvey sees woman as ultimately the bearer of meaning, 

not the maker of meaning.lis Pleasure of looking has thm; been split into active/male 

and passive/female.GIl As woman COllllOt.es lack (lack of a penis), man may disavow 

this castration by substituting a fet.ish oIJject., turuing the represented figure (the 

woman) into something reassuring rat.her t.hau daugerous.<i7 In film noir directed 

by German emigres, the act of fetishizing woman by turniug her into something 

reassuring, takes on the form of doubling. Iu various German emigre noir films, the 

portrait of the woman stands in for a fetishized version of the femme fatale, as an 

image that is safe for the male protagonist.'s consumption. The double whammy 

comes when the protagonist becomes involved wit.h t.he real subject of the portrait, 

the flesh-and-blood desirable womau who oft.(~n embroils the male lwro in crime and 

murder. 

In Fritz Lang's noir classic, Woman in tht: Window (H)44), the device of the 

portrait offers the ideal fetish, oul.o which t.he male protagonist (Professor Wanley) 

can project his fantasies of woman. The film presents Wanley standing in front of 

a classroom full of students, lect.uri IIg 011 "Illunler, milnslaughter, and culpability." 

A long shot of Wanlcy gives the ClppeCll'ilUC!' t.ha.t he is being swallowed up by the 

large lecture hall. The light.ing is desiglJ(~d to show \r\lauley behiud bars, ensnared 

65Laura Mulvey, "Visual Pleasul'l~ aud Na.rrative Cinema," Feminism llnd Film 
Theory, ed. Constauce Peuley (New York: Routlc<lge, 1988) 58. See also Mulvey's 
revision of this thesis in "Afterthoughts ou 'Vi:mal Pleasure and Narrative Cinema' 
inspired by Duel in the Stilt," Fflninisllt and Filllt Tlu:ol'Y (i!)-79. 

6GMulvey, "Visual Pleasure" G2. 
67Mulvey, "Visual Pleasure" G4. l'vlulvey calb this act fetishistic scopophilia: 

"fetishistic scopophilia, builds up the physical 1>(~auty of the object, transforming it 
into something satisfying ill itsdf." (it!. 

--------------_ .. _-- .. -.-
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by the university setting which should imply enlightenment. This foreshadowing of 

disaster in the opening scene is supported by the departure of his cheery middle 

class family, and by an evening spent at the local men's club. In the dimly lit, 

smoke-filled atmosphere of the club, Wanley shares conversation with his friends 

on the topic of the "advent.urous woman." All three men agree that their "dream 

girl" is the woman who appears in the portrait in a shop window adjacent to the 

club. She represents the object of desire and is a prize over which the men squabble: 

"We've decided she's our dream girl, ju::;t from the picture." 

The act of looking at the portrait, practiced by Wanley and hi::; friends, con

stitutes the practice of fetishistic scopophilia, or male concentration OIl the female 

"spectacle," connoting "lo-bc-[ooh:u!-at-ne88."(iS In this case, the feti::;h object (por

trait) is "coded for ::;trong visual ami erotic illlpa.ct," does not have the power to 

return the gaze. GU But the status of tlte portrait. changes, when Professor Wanley 

meets the subject of the work of art, in person. As WiLIlley looks at the portrait 

before returning home for the evening, the face ill the portrait i::; duplicated by the 

reflection of the same woman in t.lte window. \"!iLIlley'::; portrait as "pipe-dream" 

comes to life in the per::;on of the femme fatale (Alice Reed), outfitted in black dre::;::; 

and ready to seduce her unsuspecting male victim. 

In Woman in the Windo'W, the harmlt,ss portrait takes the forIll of a live femme 

fatale, ultimately causing the professor much lwartadle when he accept::; the sexual 

woman's invitation for a drink. A cha.in of evcllts is set into Illation, as Wanley i::; 

forced to defend femme fatale Alice by st.abbing a.lIot.her man to death. In Alice 

Reed's apartment of "multiple mirrors, over:,tuf!'ed stain pillows and ::;en::;UOllS floral 

al'l'angements,"7U vVanley's evening of tlt'sire (~nds in murder. Confronted with a 

double dose of woman, the harmless fant.asies of Prof(~ssor Wanely realize themselves 

in murder and it::; cover up.7l 

6SMuivey 62. 
69Mulvey 62. 
70 Florence Jacobowitz, "The M,m's IVIelodrmna: Woman in the lVindo'W and 

Scarlet Street," CincAction 7/1:3-14 (1988): 73. 
7lThe framing device at the end of WOlf/lUI. in the Windo'W negates the association 
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Lang's film, Woman in the Window, shows the danger of calling forth male 

fantasy: "The lesson is obvious: only in a controlled, impotent powerless form, 

powerless to move or act, is the sexual woman no threat to the film noir man.,,72 

When the real femme fatale doubles for her fetish/portrait, the male protagonist is 

overcome by the double, recallillg psychoClllalyst Otto Rank's (and Freud's) notion 

that the double calls up the potential for death and destruction. The dread of the 

double is also indicative of an attempt to capture the past OIl the part of exiles who 

are replaying Weimar motifs of the double in a film noir setting. An example of this 

trend many be seen in the similarity in CQut.ent. of Lang's Woman in the Window 

with its femme fatale vs. portrait Hcenario, and Robert vViene's The Cabinet of Dr. 

Caligari, where the male protagonist's desire for t.he powerless object of the gaze 

(Jane) is manifested in a meetiug wit.h t.he somlwmbulist.7:3 

The image of the femme fa.t.ale ill t.he form of portrait, depicted in Fritz Lang's 

Woman in the Window, is proof t.hat. the image of woma.n, while desirous and 

seemingly malleable, ultimately \wlollgs t.o 110 olle. III Doane's assessment, the image 

of woman belongs "to everyone awl a.t. t.he same t.ime to no one in particular." 74 The 

abstraction of the female image is det.achell from origin and historical grounding, 

and is ultimately exchangeable.if• Film crit.ic Susan \~'hite also addresses the image 

of woman: "The womaU ... CClnuot be (lut.heutic for lwrsdj: she is 'everyone's'-even 

her relation to herself is ownet! by sOIlJeoue else. ,,7li Like Laug's noir film featuring 

between Professor Wanley and Alice Rl~etl. The ent! of the film consists of Wanley's 
waking up in an armchair at his dub t.o find t.hat he has fallen asleep after dinner. 
The meeting with Alice Reed, awl t.he munler of her lover have been part of a dream, 
dreamt in an alcoholic haze. 

72Janey Place, "Women in film noir," W01llt:n in Film Noir, ed. E. Ann Kaplan 
(London: British Film Instit.ut.e, ID78) !iO. 

73It is interesting that Woman in tltt: Window, like Caligari, has a framing device. 
In both films, the use· of a framing device seems t.o accent.uate the dominance of 
patriarchy. The rule of law, which has bel'n in force from the very beginning, 
reasserts its authority at the end of tlJ(~ film, by defining a.ny criminal action as 
hallucination or nightmare. 

74Doane, Fc,//unc8 Falales 77. 
75Doane, Fcmmes Palales 77. 
76For a reading of womau as illlage, S("I' Susan \Vhit.I~, The Cinema of Max Ophuls: 

-----------_ ...... _. ---------_._----
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woman as portrait, the female image is merely a catch-all for male desire. 77 It is the 

double in Woman in the Wint/ow, t.he harbillger of dread and death, that unleashes 

male desire and also reveals the consequellces of desiring too much. The duplicitous 

nature of woman, conveyed through the pairing of female portrait and flesh-and

blood femme fatale, is in the end a damning force for it male bOUl'geois subject who 

cannot keep his desires in check. 

In the case of Window, these male desires ultimately represent a longing of the 

filmmaker to capture the 'VeimaI' femme fatale (and her male counterpart). The 

femme fatale and her port.rait const.itut.e a device t.o work through a split subjectivity 

on the part of the director. In anced t.o re-st.age t.he past, German emigre directors 

of film noir use the Weimar femme fat.ale as a t.emplate. 

The doubling or splitting of the personalit.y, evident in Hollywood film noir di

rected by German emigres, has a history in the vVeimar press. In an article for 

the Weimar magazine, [fit'll, entitled "Das gespaltene Ich" (EJ30), author Elisabeth 

Enke tracks the double nature of the sdf or ego. Enke looks at the ironic self that 

lives alongside "simple uncomplicat.ed feeling": "',Venn ein Mensch andaue1'lld seine 

Gefiihle von seinem Verstand('slel)(~ll abspa\tet, so wini das Gefiihlsleben darunter 

leiden. Es wini abgedriingt, ill die Tide gedriiIlgt, statt mit breiter Flache dem 

Magisterial Vision and tlte Fi!}un: of WOIIWU (New York: Columbia. U. Press, 1995) 
195-223. 

77 Austrian exile, Otto Preminger, din·ct(-~d allot her noir thriller featuring woman 
as portrait. In Preminger's classic noir, Lu'llJ'{/. (1!J44), the two male protagonists, po
liceman Mark McPherson and eviiradio personality Waldo Lydecker, are enthralled 
by the figure of Laura, who is represented ill mUc!1 of the film by a portrait that 
hangs in her apartment. Both male characters "are driven by the same obsession: 
the LaUl'a that each creates ill his OWIl miIld": Tlw l}(~ro Mark McPherson "is only 
able to love the perfumed ghost of a. WOlllall he believes is dead, and who becomes 
a dream expressed in a work of art." Silver ami Ward lG8-G9. The portrait-woman 
duo is also featured in Fritz La.I1g's classic, Scarld Street (1945). Male protagonist 
Chris Cross's infatuation with femme fatill(~ Kitty is built up by supplying her with 
money, an apartment, and clothes in rdum for a static picture of devotion and 
"to-be-lookcd-at-ncss." Kitty as icOIl is caVtul'l'd ill Cross's portrait of her. The real 
Kitty takes Chris for all he is wort.lt, forcillg him to steal Oil her behalf. 
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Leben jederzeit offenzustehen."78 Complementing Enke's notion of the self, Weimar 

sociologist Ernst Simmel explores a division of self resulting from World War I. Sim

mel notes that the First World War (claiming 2 million dead and 4 million disabled 
• 

on the German side) has left devastating traces for those who took part in it and is 

the root of a "difficult conflict ill which the personality finds itself, confronted with 

a world changed by the war.,,7!J Siml11elnotes that whenever a person's experience 

is too powerful for the conscious mind to gritSp and work through, it filters down to 

the unconscious levels of the psyche.su Tht'ts, the ego after the war was doomed to 

cynicism, "the destruction of oneself ill the gellcral destruction ... cold affirmation of 

relations that deny [the] dream of life. "Sl 

The splitting of the self int.o cold ext('rior ami tmLulcllt interior, as a result 

of the trauma of war ill t.he t.rellches alld !.lie ensuing post.-war political changes, 

78Dr. Elisabeth Enke, "Das gespaltelH~ Ieh: Merkwiirdige Vorgange in unserer 
Seele," Uhu 7/2 (Nov. 1930): 54, SG. The illustratiow; in this article, done by Ch. 
Girod, are interesting with respect. to the theme of a divided self. The illustration 
on the first page shows a man Leillg slice!l into two pieces Ly a giant ax. Another 
illustration on page 55 depicts a man ill top hat aud tails, accompanied by his double 
that is featured in a ghostly pallor. The text uuder the picture states: "Was ist das 
'gespaltene leh'? Viele Mellscllell seheu Lei alleu Si tuationen ihres Lebens sich 
selbeI' zu. Das eine leh verspottd das andere, Lesouders in feierlichen Momenten 
des Lebens." A final ill ustratiou shows a man speaking to his alter self, who is 
rolled up in a snail's shell. The accompanying t.ext reads: "Das gespaltene Ich wirkt 
oft als I-Iemmung: Aus Unfiihigkeit., mit aw\erell fvIeuschen ill Kontakt zu kOlUl11en, 
aus Empfincllichkeit gegeniiLer jeder Aggn~ssivitiit zieht sich das Ich verschiichtert 
in sich zuriick." 57. 

79Ernst Simmel, "War Neuroses and 'Psychic Trauma,'" The J¥eimar S'oU7'cebook, 
eds. Anton Kaes, Martin .Jay, and Edward Dil1H'lldl)(~rg (Berkeley: U. of California 
Press, 1994) 7. 

8DEmst Simmel 7. 
81 Peter Sloterdijk, Critiqut: of CyniclIl Rt:IIsou, trans. Michael Eldred (Minneapo

lis: U. of Minnesota Press, HJ87) :i8G. Slot.erdijk st.at.es that the Weimar Republic 
is an historical phenomcuOil t.ha.t. rdlecl.s "how t.he model'llization of a society has 
to be paid for." 385. For Slot<~rki.ik, llloderuiza.tion includes the trench warfare 
of World War I and the conseljlwnces a technological forlll or" warfare has on male 
subjectivity: "The iucomprehellSibilit.y allll the t.edmologized indignity of dea.th in 
the modern war of artillery Lmst all categories of COllvelltionalmealling." 420. 
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is evidence of a Weimar male subjectivity in crisis. In an effort to work through 

this crisis, the construction of the sexual woman served as scapegoat for fears and 

anxieties brought on by turbulent historical developments.82 Weimar artists privy 

to the crisis of male subjectivity and to the various constructions of the femme 

fatale, internalized these Hexual woman tropes and recycled them in a similar crisis 

of exile. In the case of cultural baggage carried along by German exile directors, 

iconographies of memory, deHire, loss, 101lgiug, and nostalgia shaped filmic narratives 

in a metaphorical workillg through of the past.83 Specifically, the German exile 

director's use of the femme fatale iCOII, preHcllt ill Weimar cultural discourse and 

also in Hollywood film noir directed by German (~migres, is a marker for loss and a 

representative of the past; a scapegoat aud a drwice to work through the splitting 

and destruction of male subjectivity. Fimdly, t.he female double, the technological 

fury, and the criminal woman in film lloir directed by German exiles reveals less 

about the divided llature of womall aud IllOJ'(~ aJHllIt all ambiguous male identity in 

transition. The autobiographica.! Ilat.ure of uoir work by exileH rushes to the surface 

in films like Billy Wilder's Sunset Eoulevanl, where all alienated male individual is 

confronted with the decadence of life ill Hollywood and forced to review his past. In 

the case of exiled German directors, the fraguwntatioll of the psyche caused by the 

loss of homeland duplicates a fragmellt.ed subjectivity, evident in Weimar discourse 

in the form of male subjectivity ill crisis. A review of the past OIl the part of 

German exile directors involves the cOllst.l'l1ct.ioll of the femme fatale as criminal, 

technological entity, and double. 

82Under the rubric of political <Iud social challge, I would include the rise of the 
New Woman perSOlla, both as realit.y (t.he III'W role for WOl1H~ll ill the workplace and 
at the polls) and as the mythical flapp!'r aul! dallgerolls femme fatale reflected in 
the Weimar press. 

83Hamid N aficy discusses the aforellH'lIt.iolled icollographies of exile. See Hamid 
Naficy, "Phobic Spaces and Limiual Pauirs: IIHh~pendent Transnational Film 
Genre," East- West Film ./ou/'IwI8/2 (.lilly 19!J!1): 1-:30. 
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